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1.  Preface 
 We appreciate your using our SNC-440 [4-sxes Controller] and SNC-240 [2-
axes Controller] 
 We ask you to read this operating manual thoroughly before using these 
machines so that these products will give you satisfactory service for a long time. 
 This manual will cover both SNC-440 [4-sxes Controller] and SNC-240 [2-
axes Controller]. 
 The axis of the 4-axes controller are X, Y, Z and θ. 
 The axes of the 2-axes controller are X and Y. 
 
Unless otherwise noted, the explanations will be applicable to both the 4-axes and 2-
axes controllers.  In case of the 2-axes controller, Z-axis and θ-axis should be ignored. 

The outline of these machines will follow. 
 This machine is a 4-axes (2-axes) controller used to control PTP and linear 
interpolation of the general purpose tables. 

The acceleration of the machine can be switched between S-curve and linear 
acceleration.  The constant speed intervals are guaranteed so that triangular drive will 
not result even when there are not enough pulses.  Smooth operation is possible by 
eliminating vibrations.   

It is possible, moreover to use the closed loop control and teaching operation 
by using the signals from the encoder. 

In addition, there are coordinate operations, complex trapezoidal drive, 
backlash compensation, and sub-task function, etc. 

The display and the key input section use the loader system.  The program can 
be entered by operating keys and will be saved even when the power is turned off.  
The display uses a LCD (characters x 4 lines).  The input section is composed of ten 
key functions.   

This machines uses RS-232C interface with the host computer so that the 
program and the position data can be up or down loaded.  It is also possible for the 
host computer to do online-execution. 

The program can be 2,000 lines and position data can be stored for 2,000 
positions.  The general purpose of inputs and outputs are opto-isolated.  There are 32 
inputs and 16 outputs.  Stepping motors and pulse train input servo motors can be 
used with this machine.   
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1-1. Comparison between SNC 430/230 and SNC 440/240. 

1) Increased general purpose I/O from 16 to 32 
2) Change in input voltage from AC 85 V ~ AC 132 V to AC 85 V ~ AC 264 

V. 
3) Maximum speed increased from 1.638 MHz to 3.276 MHz 
4) Acceleration/deceleration precision increased from 1% to 0.1% 
5) New function M32 used for multi axes parallel running 
6) New functions G02, G03, M73 used for circular movements 
7) Continuous linear and circular interpolation movements (G38, G39) 
8) Electronic timer (G06) 
9)   
10)   New function M53 allows storage of X, Y, Z coordinates 
11)   General purpose registers increased from 8 to 64 
12)  (G00) uses register values 
13)   New function M53 allows storage of position data 
14)   M81 used to output register values to RS-232 
15)   M22 used to erase all register values 
16)  S07 used to delete programs 
17)  Faster program storing time 
18)   Unsynchronized movements M58, M59, and G00 are deleted 
19) SNC 430,230 Loader cannot be used with SNC 440,240 
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2.  Matters that need attention when using this machine. 
 Matters that need attention when using this machine will be explained below. 
2-1. Operating Environment 

1) This machine is not dust proof.  Therefore, it should not be operated in a 
dusty area 

2) Avoid using the machine where corrosive gas may be generated or where 
water may be slashed.   

3) Do not block ventilating holes when installing and wiring the machine,   
4) Avoid foreign objects from entering the ventilating holes. 

 
2-2. Measures against Electrical Noise 
 The following matters need attention for preventing malfunctions due to 
electrical noise when using this machine.   

1) Use the power supply which is not connected to noise generating sources. 
2) The power supply must be of different phase compared to the supply 

which powers the motors.   
3) Use third class grounding 
4) Keep power supply lines (AC) 20 cm or more from the signal lines (DC)  
5) Make the wiring as short as possible.  Use shielded wires.   
6) Use twisted pair wires 
7) Install spark killers to motors and peripherals 
8) If relays and solenoids are used, be sure to use surge absorbers and surge 

killers in parallel with coils. 
 
2-3. Shipping Specifications and Options 
 When ordering our machines, please mention specifications and options 
including the number of axes 
 Check and see if the items you received agree with the specifications and 
includes optional items.  If they do not agree with what you expected, please contact 
our agents at our firm. 
 

Model # # of Axis Encoder Input Type Input Voltage 
SNC - 440 L 4 Line Receiver Specs. AC85V - 264V 
SNC - 440 P 4 Open Collector Specs. AC85V - 264V 
SNC - 240 L 2 Line Receiver Specs. AC85V - 264V 
SNC - 240 P 2 Open Collector Specs. AC85V - 264V 

SNC - 440 PL   Loader (Optional)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2-1 – Product Label 
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Accessories: 

Connecter name SNC - 440 SNC - 240 
AXIS connecter 4 2 
Output connecter 2 1 
Input Connecter 1 1 

Mounting Hardware 1 set 1 set 
 
 
Optional Connecters: 

XYZθ AXIS Connecter 
cable 2 m 

OUTPUT Connecter cable 2 m 
INPUT Connecter cable 2 m 

RS-232C Connecter cable 2 m 
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3. Configuration and Explanation of Each Section 
  
 3-1. Configuration 
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1. Input Connecter 
 This connecter is used for general purpose input and dedicated input.  It is 
connected to the sequencer and others.   
 
2. RS-232C Connecter 
 This connecter is connected to the PC and is used for uploading, downloading, 
and online execution 
 
3. Loader Connecter 
 This connecter is used to connect the dedicated loader (SNC-440PL) 
 
4. X-Axis connecter 
 This connecter is used to connect the X-Axis driver and sensor 
 
5. Y-Axis Connecter 
 This connecter is used to connect the Y-Axis driver and sensor 
 
 6. Output 1 Connecter 
 This connecter is used for general purpose output and dedicated output.  It is 
connected to the sequencer and others. 
 
7. Output 2 Connecter 
 This connecter is used for general purpose output.  It is connected to the 
sequencer and others. 
 
8. AC and FG Terminals 
 The AC terminal is connected to the AC power supply.  There are two AC 
power supplies, 100 VAC and 200 VAC.  Make sure you use which you need.  FG is 
the frame ground.  It should be grounded.   
 
9. PARA Slide Switch 
 This switch is used to either allow (ON) or prohibit (1) parameter operation.  
The switch is ON when set to 1. 
 
10 MONI Display Lamp 
 This lamp is used to indicate the operating status and the error status of the 
controller.  Errors are indicated by error codes. 
 
11. Z Axis Connecter 
 This connecter is use to connect the Z Axis driver and sensor 
 
12. θ Axis Connecter 
 This connecter is used to connect the θ axis driver and the sensor 
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Fig 3-4 loader Panel Drawing  
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         LCD 

Displays four lines having 20 
Characters each.  Current mode, 
Contents of error, coordinates, etc. 
Fourth line displays the function 
key. 

 Function Key – These are multi function keys.  They select 
different functions.  The function of each key is displayed on the 
fourth line of the LCD. 

 Numeric Key  

 Sign Key 

 Comma Key 

 Command Key – Used for command input 

 Axes Key 

 Shift Key – Selects which function is to be used when one key 
has two functions.  Status of this key changes every time it is 
pushed.  When * is shown, it indicates that the function above 
the diagonal line ( / ) is active. 

 Escape key – Used by every mode to go back to the previous 
state or to cancel the operation.  It is also used to recover from an 
error state. 

 Slow – This key is used to decrease the speed down to the self- 
starting speed using the scan operation. 

 Enter – Used to decide on each setting 

 Emergency Stop – Push button switch for emergency stop 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F1 F3 F2 

   SHIFT 

ESC 

   SLOW 

ENT 

E- 
STOP 

+ X 

, 

9 

+/- 

 M   A 

- Y - θ + Z 

SNC –440  Ver. 1.00 
                

Mycom, INC. 
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Fig. 3-5 An Example of System Configuration 
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Items Contents 

Control system Microprocessor control system (SH 7032) 
# of axes controlled 4 or 2 axes: PTP, linear, or circular interpolation 

controlled, electronic timer 
Related motors Stepping motor or pulse train input servo motor 
Program capacity Program: 2,000 lines (Main program: 16, sub-program: 

84) 
Position data: 2,000 positions 

Holding program EEPROM 
Programming language G-code 
Control functions Manual function: Origin search, virtual origin                   

set/return, coordinate specify feed, scan feed, index 
feed, step feed, I/O operation, sensor/driver signal 
operation, condition setting, position data storage 
Play: Program running (automatic execution, 1-line 
execution, external activation, online execution), 
moving positional data 
Program: Generation, editing, and deleting programs 
and positional data, teaching, uploading, and 
downloading 
Parameter: motor types, sensor logic, encoder set up, 
etc. 

Program functions Setup conditions, return to origin, setting up the quantity 
of index, moving instruction, general purpose I/O, 
repeats, subroutines, end of program, virtual origin 
setting, timer, temporary stop of program, coordinate 
system switching, palletizing operation, complex 
trapezoidal drive, unconditional jump, driver control 
operation, register mathematical operation, and register 
conditional jump 

Acceleration systems S-drive (8 types), linear drive 
Set up amount of moving The amount of movement per pulse: 1~9999999 
Soft limit It is possible to set the software limit 
Command system Loader input / host computer / external activation signal  
Command system for the 
amount of movement 

Absolute and relative distance are set 

The range of movement The range of setting 1 moving instruction: 0 ~ +/- 
9999999 

Self-driving frequency and 
maximum frequency 

Low speed: 1 ~ 65.535 K Hz in 1 Hz interval 
Standard: 12.5 ~ 819.187 K Hz in 12.5 Hz interval 
High speed: 50 ~ 3276.75 K Hz in 50 Hz interval 
The speed in seconds is specified based on the moving 
distance of 1 pulse 

Acceleration Low speed: 10 ~ 1,000 Hz is set at 100% 
Standard: 125~ 125,000 Hz is set at 100% 
High speed: 50 ~ 50,000 Hz is set at 100% 

4. Specifications 
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Items Contents 

Driver I/F Clock output: 2-clock system or 1-clock 
system is used.  It is possible to use open 
collector and line driver logic switching 
Output without excitation: Yes. (Servo motor 
uses Servo ON) 
In-Position input: Yes. (for servo motor) 
Deviation counter reset output: Yes. (for 
servo motor) 1 shot pulse: 0.1 sec 
Encoder input: A/B/Z phases (Multiple of 
1/2/4 is possible) 

Machine sensor I/F Possible to set both end over run, near origin, 
and origin sensor.  Possible to set the logic of 
each sensor 

General Purpose I/O Input: 32: Photo-coupler isolate: 5 mA 
internal power supply (+24V) is used 
Output: 32: Photo-coupler isolate: Open 
collector output 0.5 A Resists 35V (SNC 240 
– Output: 16) 

Dedicated I/O Input 6: Photo-coupler isolate 5 mA internal 
power supply (+24V), Program activation 
input, emergency stop input, 
deceleration/stop input, RESET input, 
manual operation input, origin return input 
Output 4: Photo-coupler isolate, open 
collector output: 0.5A  Voltage resistance: 
35V, ready output, output while moving 
error output, origin position 

Program No. Input 4: Photo coupler isolate 5 mA internal 
power supply is used.  Possible to set up 16 
types from 0-15 

External communication I/F RS232C: 1 channel parameter can be set up 
Set up dip switch Parameter operation: permitted/prohibited 
Parameter functions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parameter functions (cont’) 

*set up the amount of movement for 1 pulse 
*soft limit is set up 
*conditions for automatic operation are set 
up 
*conditions for origin return is set up 
*position of decimal point for coordinate 
display  
*origin return axis sequence is set up  
closed control is valid or invalid 
*Multiplication ratio and direction of 
encoder input are set 
*Motor types and sensors are set 
*S-curve slope( including pattern) / linear 
slope  
*RS-232 parameter is set 
*Highest speed is set 
*Is it necessary or not to return to origin 
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before activating program? 
*is the contents of execution to be displayed 
or not displayed during execution 
*is the backlash compensation valid or 
invalid? 
*memory clear 

Input Power Supply AC85 ~ 264V 
Power Consumption 58 W 
Noise resistance 1500V / 1 usec or more (Single controller) 
Momentary stopping 100 msec min. (when the loader input is 

stopping for emergency 
Ambient environment When in operation: Temperature: 0-50 C (No 

dew condensation) 
When in storage: temperature 0-60 C 
Humidity20-90% 

External dimensions SNC-440: 100 (w) x 225 (h) x 122 (d) mm 
SNC-240: 80 (w) x 225 (h) x 122 (d) mm 
Loader: 125 (w) x 194 (h) x 25 (d) mm 

Weight SNC-440: 1.8 kg 
SNC-240: 1.6 kg 
Loader: 0.64 kg 

Note 1.  The term “distance refers to distance when the smallest digit is 1 digit.  For 
instance, when the smallest digit is 4 places after the decimal point, it means 
0~999.9999.  If the smallest digit is three places after the decimal point, it means 
0~9999.999.  The number of digits after the decimal point can be set 0-6 places. 
Note 2.  The acceleration slope differs according to the speed modes.  As shown in 
Table 4-4 below, there are speed modes, low speed, standard speed, and high speed.  
The speed modes are set using 100% as the maximum value.  When the variable 
speed system is set to the S-curve, it becomes the average value of the acceleration. 
 
  Speed modes:   The values when set to 100% 
  Low speed mode   1,000 pps/msec 
  Standard speed mode  12,500 pps/msec 

High speed mode                50,000 pps/msec 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4-1: Conceptual Drawing of Acceleration 
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5. Functions 
This machine can set up the operational modes using the loader.  There are four 
operational modes, namely, MANUAL (MANU), PLAY (PLAY) PROGRAM 
(PROG), and PARAMTER (PARA). 
Each mode system is shown below when the loader is used. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5-1 Functions within the System 
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5-1 Mode Selection 

System Display 
 
SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wait for mode input display 

First message from the machine when the power is on. 
[Ver. a, b, c] displays the version number of the 
machine (for example, 1.00) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Press              will result the “wait for mode input “ 
display.  There are four functional keys: 

Memory Error Display 
 

 

 
 

F1 

F1 F2 

F3 F4 

PROG 
Program Mode 

PARA 
Parameter 

MANU 
Manual Mode 

PLAY 
Play Mode 

Press one of these four functional keys would 
allow the machine to operate within a certain 
mode. 

If the machine memory does not operate properly or 
is destroyed, the memory error message will display 
as shown. 

Press           key will return the machine to “Wait to  
 
Mode” input display.  Be sure the machine memory 
is refreshed or other settings are all correct. 

   ESC 

MEMORY HAS BROKEN!!! 
TOUCH ESC KEY 

SNC-440 Ver. A.bc 
  X,Y, Z, θ 
  Mycom, Inc. 
START  

SNC-240 Ver. A.bc 
  X,Y,Z, θ 
  Mycom, Inc. 
START 

Mode 1 
X + 0.000 Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000  θ + 0.000 
PROG     PLAY     MANU     PARA
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5-2. Program Mode (PROG) 
     This mode is used to edit programs and positional data, to communicate with the 
host computer 
(up loading / down loading ), and to clear programs.  The functions of this mode are 
given below.                                     
 

APP 
 
 

Editing the application 
 
This mode is used to generate and edit application using 
The loader. 

POS 
 
 
 

Positional editing 
 
It includes numeric value editing (MDI), move 
editing(MOVE), 
and teaching editing (TEAC). 

COMM 
 

Communication 
 
This mode is used to communicate with the host 
computer by uploading and down loading programs. 
Positional data, and parameter data. 

 
CLR 
 

Clear application programs 
 
Stored programs are cleared based on the program 
number       

          
 
          
5-2 Play Mode (PLAY) 
     This mode is used to execute the specified program number and perform 
operations based on 
positional data.  The functions of the Play Mode are given below. 
           
 

APP 
 
 

Execution of the application 
 
This mode operates under the step operation (STEP), the 
continuous operation (CONT), and the external 
activation (EXT) 

POS 
 
 
 

Execution of moving positional data 
 
This operation is based on the stored positional data. 

COMM Online execution 
 
This is not the execution of the stored program.  This 
program is executed by way of RS-232C circuits and 
receiving is enabled from the time when the power is 
turned ON. 
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5-3 Manual Mode (MANU) 

This is a manual mode.  This mode operates independent of the program. 
The functions of the Manuel Mode are given below 
 

ORG 
 

Return operation 
 
This mode performs Origin Search (Mechanical Origin), 
Return to 
Virtual Origin, and Set Virtual Origin 

MOVE 
 
 
 

Moving 
 
It feeds command values, scan, index, and 1pulse. 

COND Set up conditions 
It sets up self-activation, maximum speed and slop of 
each axis. 
This mode performs Origin Search (Mechanical Origin), 
Return to 
Virtual Origin, and Set Virtual Origin 

MONI 
 
 
 

Monitor 
 
It monitors general purpose/dedicated inputs, general 
purpose/dedicated outputs, and sensor/driver and related 
operations 
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5-4. Parameter Mode (PARA) 
     This mode sets conditions and data necessary to run this machine. 
     The functions of this mode are given below. 
EXT COND Conditions for automatic operation are set. 

Conditions identical to Program Command G11 is set first.  Even if there 
is no G11 command, the conditions for executing moving during the Play 
Mode are set. 

RET COND This sets up conditions needed for the origin search. 
DISPLAY This determines if the contents of the execution is displayed or not              

When the loader is connected, it takes more execution time compared to 
when the loader is not connected, since the status of the execution of the 
play mode is displayed.  This switch is used to avoid such timing 
problems.  When this switch is set to no display, the execution time 
becomes equal to when the loader is not connected. 

RAMP Acceleration ramp(S-curve)(includes the pattern)Linear                               
Eight types of S-curve acceleration are selected 

MOTOR Types of motors, sensor logic, etc. are set 
Specifications for the stepping motors/servo motor driver interface and 
sensor logic for the mechanical system are set. 

RET SEQ Origin search axis sequence is set 
The axis is sequence for executing origin search is set. 

CLOSED This is used to determine if the CLOSED loop control is valid or not and 
determined the allowable range. 
This machined is equipped with the encoder input circuit and is capable 
of checking and compensating the result of moving by the input from the 
motor or linear scales signals. 

ENCODER This sets the multiplication ratio of the encoder input, direction, and the 
amount of 1 pulse moving 
It sets the encoder signal specifications used for the above mentioned 
CLOSED loop. 

COMM It sets RS-232C 
It sets conditions for the RS-232C used for the high order 
communication. 

NEED RET This determines if it is necessary to do origin search before activating the 
program. 
It sets whether or not the origin search operation is necessary before 
activating the program. 

MAX SPD This sets the max. speed range. 
1 PULSE This sets the amount of the movement of 1 pulse. 
LIMIT This sets the software limit for each axis. 
POINT This sets the position of the decimal point of positional data for display 

and set up 
BACKLASH Is BACKLASH valid or not. 

This sets if BACKLASH compensation is to be used or not.  The amount 
of backlash is measured automatically when the origin is searched. 

MEMORY Memory clear   The program and the positional data are cleared. 
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6. The Contents of the command Systems and Their operations 
 
The table below shows various types of commands. 
 

Types Comman
ds 

Contents 

 
 
Move commands 

G00 
G01 
G02/G03 
G05 
G06 
G15 
G27 
G28 
M90 

PTP position is set. 
Linear interpolation position is set. 
Circular interpolation position is set. 
Coordinate operation 
Electronic timer operation 
Complex trapezoidal drive execution 
Origin search 
Virtual origin return 
Scan operation 

Command for 
moving amount 

G14 
M50 
M51 

Sets up complex trapezoidal drive move amount 
Sets up position number  
Sets up index amount 

Commands for 
Coordinate systems 

G90,91 
G92 

Specify coordinates 
Sets up virtual origin 

Conditional 
Commands 

G11 
G13 
M70 
M72 
M73 

Initial setup 
Complex trapezoidal drive speed setup 
Maximum speed change 
Acceleration pattern change 
Circular speed and Arc resolution 

Jump 
Commands 

G37 
I0~31 
M56 
M57 
M60 

Program jump 
General purpose input jump 
General purpose register operation comparison jump 
Label set  up 
Unconditional jump within the same program 

General purpose 
I/O commands 

I0~31 
M20,21 

General purpose input command 
General purpose output command 

 
 
 
 
Auxiliary 

G04 
G38,39 
M00 
M04~06 
M22 
M30 
M31 
M32 
M40,41 
M52~55 
M80 
M81 
M98,99 

Timer 
Paths Start/Stop 
Temporary stop of program 
Driver control 
Register type 
End of main program 
Program start 
Multi-task start 
Repeat command 
General purpose register operation 
Transmit current position 
Send registers to RS232 port 
Sub-program 

Table 6-1 List of commands by types 
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Symbols Used in the following are defined below. 
     *  “d” : This numerical specifies coordinates.  It is possible to set the number of 
digits by the  
           parameter operation.  For example, a number with 3 digits after the decimal 
point will 
           have a range of -9999.999~+9999.999.  (The valid number of digits including 
the digits 
           after the decimal point is 7.) 
 
 
     *  The ONLINE  mark in white with dark background indicates that it can be used 
with 
            the online execution. 
 
     *  [    ]  is used to enclose whatever input necessary. 
 
     *   Normally, SNC-440 specifications (4-axes) is indicated. 
 
     *   Each command is explained using formats shown below 
 
 
                                                                                                                                             
ONLINE 
Command   This indicates command codes and the content of command. 
Format        This indicates the format of command. 
                     ( The display of the command once inputted will use this format.) 
Input           This indicates the method of input. 
Function      This outlines the function of a command. 
Description    
                    This describes in detail 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If there is a command related to this command, it is noted on the last line. 
Example       
                   An example of usage is given here. 
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6-1. G00  ((Moving the specified coordinate values) 
ONLINE 

Command    G00      the position of coordinates specified is fixed. (PTP) 
Format         G00  [X±d]   [Y±d]    [ Z±d]  [θ±d] 
Input             G00   [X±d]   [Y±d]    [ Z±d]  [θ±d] 
Function        PTP is positioned directly by specifying coordinates. 
Description     
           Position is determined by specifying coordinates directly. 
 
           When the coordinates system is set to the absolute coordinates (G90 
command), it is  
           moved to the coordinates specified by ±d. 
 
           When the coordinate system is set  to the relative coordinates (G91 command), 
the     
            amount of moving uses ±d.  If + sign is used, movement is in forward 
direction by the  
            amount of d; if – sign is used, it moves in reverse direction by d. 
           
            If the input does not have a sign, it is assumed to be +. 
 
            This command operates under the automatic operation by parameters(EXE 
COND) or  
            G11 and M70 executed by the program. 
 
            Only the axis that needs moving is specified 
 
Related commands: G11,G90,G91 and M70 
Example 
G92X0Y0                             (1) Current position is set to (0,0) 
G90                                            Use absolute coordinates 
G00X+30.000Y+15.000       (2) Coordinates are moved to (30.0,15.0) 
G91                                             Use absolute coordinates 
G00X-15.000Y+25.000        (3) Coordinates are moved to (15.0,40.0) 
 
 
 

<- (30.0-15.0,15.0+25.0) 
The position is moved from the position of (2) to 
the position calculated by the relative value set 
by (3) 
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6-2 G00 (Moving Index)                                                                                         
ONLINE 
Command 
                     G00               Index position is fixed. (PTP) 
 
Format           
                     G00      [ X {±} ] ] [ Y {±} ] ] [ Z {±} ] ] [ θ {±} ]   
  
Input             G00         [ X {±} ] ] [ Y {±} ] ] [ Z {±} ] ] [ θ {±} ]   
Function        The position of PTP is determined by the movement of INDEX 
Description 
           The position is determined by referring the amount of INDEX 
           The amount of INDEX refers to the amount of relative movement set in 
advanced for each 
           axis.  It is set by M51 command  
           When the sign is +, the amount of the INDEX moves forward. 
           When the sign is -, the amount of INDEX moves in reverse direction. 
           This command operates as relative value regardless of the coordinate set 
absolute or 
           relative. 
 
            The operating conditions are the same as 6-1. 
Related commands: G11,M51and M70 
Example 
G92X0Y0                             (1) Current position is set to (0,0) 
M51,30.000,15.000                    This sets the INDEX values of X and Y to 30.0 and 
15.0 respectively 
G00X+Y+                            (2) This moves coordinates to (30.0,15.0) 
M51,15.000,25.000                    This sets the INDEX values to X and Y to 15.0 and 
25.0 respectively 
G00X-Y+                             (3) This moves coordinates to (15.0,40) 
 

 
<-- (30.0-15.0,15.0+25.0) 
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6-3. G00   (Positional Data Alone Specifies Movement) 
ONLINE 

Command  
               G00                            A position is specified by positional data only. (PTP) 
Format 
               G00, n [X], [Y], [Z], [θ]                     n: Positional data No. (0~1999) 
Input 
               G00, n [X], [Y], [Z], [θ] 
Function 
               PTP position is determined in reference to the positional data. 
Description 
               A position is determined in reference to the coordinate value of the positional 
data. This machine is capable of storing 2,000 points of positional data. Positions are 
determined in reference to the positional data stored. Movement takes place according 
to the coordinated of the positional data of the positional number specify by n. “n” is 
specified within 0~1999. The movement axis is assigned right after n. For 4-axes 
controller, either X, Y, Z or θ will follow right after n. Even the coordinate data is set 
the controller will not move until an axis is completely assigned. 
 
 
Related commands: G11 and M70 
Example 
              Let us assume that the following positional data has been set. 
                         Positional data No.             Coordinates 
                                    0000                         (30.0, 5.0) 
                                    0100                         (45.0, 25.0) 
                                    0500                         (25.0,40.0) 
                                    1999                         (5.0, 15.0) 
 
   G92X0Y0               (1) Current position is (0,0) 
   G00,0XY                (2) Moves to the position data (30.0, 5.0) 
   G00,1999XY          (3) Moves to the positional data (5.0, 15.0) 
   G00,500XY            (4) Moves to the positional data (25.0, 40.0) 
   G00,100X               (5) Moves to the positional data (45.0,40.0) (X only) 
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6-4.  G00   (Moving Continuously Specified Positional Data) 
ONLINE 

Command 
               G00                      Specifying positional data continuously (PTP)) 
Format 
               G00,  {± } [X], [Y], [Z], [θ] 
Input 
              G00, {± } [X], [Y], [Z], [θ] 
Function 
              Positional data is referenced continuously and PTP positioning is 
conducted 
Description 
              Positions are determined by referencing coordinates for the positional data 
continuously as it is done in 6-3 above. However, the positional data number can be 
incremented or decremented automatically. Before executing this command, it is 
necessary to have the positional data number which is used as the basis for 
referencing positional data set using M50 command. 
       
              Generally speaking it is possible to save the number of program lines if this 
command is referenced when M56 commands is used repeatedly. The operational 
conditions of this command is the same as that 6-1. 
 
Related commands: G11, M50, M56, M70 
Example 
              Let us assume the positional data is set as shown below: 
                     Positional data  no.                           Coordinates 
                          0000  0005                       (15.0,5.0)  (5.0,15.0)  (35.0,10.0) 
                                                                       (45.0,25.0)  (20.0, 30.0)  (5.0, 
45.0) 
 
   M52, R0, 6                 R0 = 6 (loop 6 times) 
   G92X0Y0                  (1) Current position is set to (0,0) 
   M50,0                         The positional data number is set to 0000 
   M57,L0                      (2)~(7) Move the positional data from 0000 to 0005 in            

sequence 
   G00,+XY                  R0 turns to 0 to end the repeating move 
   M55, R0, R0, 1 
   M56, L1, L0, L0 
   M57, L1 
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6-5. G00  (Moving Specified by General Purpose Register) 

ONLINE 
Command 
               G00               Moving Specified by General Purpose Register (PTP) 
Format 
               G00 [X Rm] [Y Rm] [Z Rm] [θ Rm]            m: Register no. (0 ~ 63) 
Input 
               G00 [X Rm] [Y Rm] [Z Rm] [θ Rm]             
Function 
               PTP movement is determined by the general purpose registers 
Description 

               All 64 registers can be used for PTP. The moving condition is same as 6-1 
 
 
Related commands: G11, G90, G91, M52 ~ M55 M70 
Example 

               Suppose the values of the general purpose registers as follows: 
                        General Purpose Register no.                  Stored Value 
                                        R00                                            +30.0 
                                        R01                                            +15.0 
                                        R30                                            -15.0 
                                        R31                                            +25.0 
 
   G92X0Y0                         Current position is set to (0, 0) 
   G90                                   Use absolute coordinates 
   G00XR00YR01                Coordinates are moved to (30.0, 15.0) 
   G91                                   Use absolute coordinates 
   G00XR30YR31                Coordinates are moved to (15.0, 40.0) 
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6-6.  G01    ( Moving Specified Coordinate Values) 
ONLINE 

Command  
               G01                             Positioning the specified coordinate values( Linear 
Interpolation) 
Format       G01           [ X ± d]      [ Y ± d]       [ Z ± d]         [θ ± d]      
Input          G01           [ X ± d]      [ Y ± d]       [ Z ± d]         [θ ± d]      
Function 
              This is used to set the linear interpolation position using the specified direct 
coordinates. 
Description 
              Positions are set by specifying coordinates directly.  When the coordinate 
system is set by 
The absolute coordinates (Command G90), it moves to the coordinates specified by ±d. 
              When the coordinate system is set by relative coordinates ( Command G91) ±d 
determines 
The amount of movement.  In case of + sign, movement is in forward direction by d and 
reverse direction by d when – sign is used. 
               If the sign is missing in the input, it is assumed + sign. 
              Conditions for movement given by this command are used for automatic 
operation run by the parameter operation or G11 command executed during the program.  
It reflects the conditions for the movement of an axis whose moving distance is the 
longest. 
              Only the axes that need to be moved are specified. 
 
Related commands: G11, G38, G39, G90, G91 and M70 
Example 
G92X0Y0                             (1) Current position is set to (0,0) 
G90                                             The absolute coordinate is used 
G01X+30.000Y+15.000       (2) Move to (30.0,15.0) 
G91                                             The relative coordinate is used 
G01X-15.000y+25.000         (3) Moves to (15.0,40.0) 
 
 
 

 (30.0-15.0, 15.0+25.0) 
The relative value set is moved to the calculated 
position from the position of (2) by the amount set 
by (3) 
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6-7.  G01 (Moving Indexes) 
ONLINE 

Command 
                G01                      Determines position of INDEX  ( Linear interpolation) 
Input          G01    [ X {±} ] ] [ Y {±} ] ] [ Z {±} ] ] [ θ {±} ]   
Format       G01    [ X {±} ] ] [ Y {±} ] ] [ Z {±} ] ] [ θ {±} ]        
Function 
             Positioning by linear interpolation is performed by the amount of INDEX movement 
Description 
             Position is determined by referring the amount of INDEX 
 
             The amount of INDEX means the amount of the relative movement set in advance 
with respect to each axis.  It is by M51 command. 
             + sign is used to move in forward direction by the amount of INDEX 
             - sign is used to move in reverse direction by the amount of INDEX 
 
            Only the axis that needs to be moved is specified.  It is possible to move maximum 
number of axis ( 4 axis, if SNC-440) simultaneously. 
 
              The operating conditions are the same as that of 6-6. 
 
Related commands: G11, G38, G39, M51 and M71 
Example 
G92X0Y0                             (1) Current position is set to (0,0) 
M51,30.000,15.000                    This sets the INDEX values of X and Y to 30.0 and 15.0 
respectively 
G01X+Y+                            (2) Coordinates are moved to  (30.0,15.0) 
M51,15.000,25.000                    The amount of INDEX is set to 15.0 and 25.0 for X and Y 
axes respectively 
G01X-Y+                             (3) Coordinates are moved to (15.0,40) 
 
 
 

 
 (30.0-15.0, 15.0+25.0) 
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6-8.  G01    (Moving Singly Specified Positional Data)                                         
ONLINE 
Command   
                Singly specified position is fixed.  ( Linear interpolation) 
Format 
                G01, n [X]    [Y]    [Z]   [θ]                                            n: Positional data number( 0~1999) 
Input        G01, n [X]    [Y]    [Z]   [θ] 
Function 
                Linear interpolation positioning is performed in reference to positional data. 
Description 
                Positioning refers to the coordinates of positional data. 
                This machine is capable of storing 2000 points of positional data.  The store positional 
                data is used to determine positions. 
 
                The coordinates move to the positional data of the positional number specified by n. 
                The range of n is 0~1999. 
 
                The axis to be operated on is specified after n.  Maximum number of axis can be operated 
                simultaneously  (4 axes for SNC-440).  In that case, “XYZθ” is inputted after n. 
                The operating condition is the same as that of 6-6. 
 
Related  commands:   G11, G38, G39 and M70 
Example 
                Let us assume that the positional data is set as follows: 
                           Positional data no.               Coordinates 
                                  0000                              (30.0, 5.0) 
                                  0001                              (45.0, 25.0) 
                                  0002                               (25.0, 40.0) 
                                  0003                               (5.0, 15.0) 
 
G92X0Y0                           (1) Current position is (0,0) 
G01,0XY                            (2) Moves to positional data 
(30.0, 5.0) 
G01,1999XY                      (3) Moves to positional data (5.0, 
15.0) 
G01,500XY                        (4) Moves to positional data 
(25.0, 40.0) 
G01, 100X                          (5) Moves to positional data 
(45.0, 40.0) (X only) 
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6-9    G01   (Moving Continuously Specified Positional Data) 
ONLINE 

 
Command 
               G01                   Specify positional data continuously (Linear interpolation) 
Format 
               G01, {±} [X] [Y] [Z] [θ] 
Input 
               G01, {±} [X] [Y] [Z] [θ] 
Function 
               The linear interpolation position is determined by referring to the position 
data continuously 
Description 
               The position is fixed by referring to the position data continuously. The 
position data is referred in the same manner as 6-8. This referencing can be done 
automatically by incrementing or decrementing continuously. 
               It is necessary to set the position data number which will become the 
standard for referencing the position data by using M50 command. 
               Generally speaking, if this command is referenced with M56 conditional 
jump command, the program line numbers can be reduced. 
    
Related commands: G11, M50, M56 and M70 
Example 
               Suppose the position data is set as follows: 
                    Position data no.                                       Coordinate values 
                      0000 0005                                 (15.0, 5.0)  (5.0, 15.0)  (35.0, 
10.0) 
                                                                           (45.0, 25.0)  (20.0, 30.0)  (5.0, 
45.0) 
 
   M52, R0, 6                         6 is assigned to general purpose register R0 
   G92X0Y0                     (1) Current position is set to (0, 0) 
   M50, 0                                The position data no. is set to 0000 
   M57, L0        
   G00, +XY              (2)~(7) The position data numbers move from 0000 to 0005 in 
sequence 
   M55, R0, R0, 1                   R0 is set to 0 to end the repeating move. 
   M56, L1, L0, L0 
   M57, L1 
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6-10.   G01  (Moving Specified by General Purpose Register) 
ONLINE 

Command 
               G01                      Moving specified by General Purpose Register (Linear 
interpolation) 
Format 
               G01, [X Rm] [Y Rm] [Z Rm]  [θ Rm]          m: Register no. (0 ~ 63) 
Input 
               G01, [X Rm] [Y Rm] [Z Rm]  [θ Rm]   
Function 
               The linear interpolation position is determined by the general purpose registers 
Description 
               All 64 registers can be used for linear interpolation. The moving condition is same 
as 6-6 
 
 
Related commands: G11, G38, G39, G90, G91 
Example 
               Suppose the values of the general purpose registers as follows: 
                        General Purpose Register no.                  Stored Value 
                                        R00                                            +30.0 
                                        R01                                            +15.0 
                                        R30                                            -15.0 
                                        R31                                            +25.0 
 
   G92X0Y0                         Current position is set to (0, 0) 
   G90                                   Use absolute coordinates 
   G01XR00YR01                Coordinates are moved to (30.0, 15.0) 
   G91                                   Use absolute coordinates 
   G01XR30YR31                Coordinates are moved to (15.0, 40.0) 
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6-11.    G02/G03   (Circular Movement) 
ONLINE 

Command 
               G02                      CW (clockwise) Circular Movement 
               G03                      CCW (counter-clockwise) Circular Movement 
Format  
               G02 X±d  Y±d  [Z±d], ± r 
               G03 X±d  Y±d  [Z±d], ± r                r: Radius        d: Amount of movement 
Input 
               G02 X±d  Y±d  [Z±d], ± r 
               G03 X±d  Y±d  [Z±d], ± r 
Function 
               This command control the circular movement of X&Y axis (CW or CCW) and 
the linear interpolation of Z-axis 
Description 
               G02 controls the CW direction movement of X&Y axes. 
               G03 controls the CCW direction movement of X&Y axes. 
               When X and Y axes are moving, Z-axis can perform linear interpolation at the 
same time. 
               G90 / G91is the absolute coordinate setting. After that, ± “d” is the amount of 
movement from that point. The resolution of the circular movement, please check M73 
command 
 
Related commands: G11, G38, G39, G90, G91, M70 and M73 
Example 
 
   G92X+15Y+20                   Set the current position to (15, 20) 
   G90                                     Use absolute coordinates 
   G02X+35Y+20, -15      (1) Radius=15,  more than 180 degree, CW  
   G03X+15Y+20, +15     (2) Radius=15, less than 180 degree, CCW 
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6-12.   G02 / G03   (Circle movement) 
ONLINE 

Command 
               G02                           Draw a circle with CW movement 
               G03                           Draw a circle with CCW movement 
Format 
               G02, X±d  Y±d  [Z±d]  [θ±d] 
               G03, X±d  Y±d  [Z±d]  [θ±d]        d: Amount of movement 
Input 
               G02, X±d  Y±d  [Z±d]  [θ±d] 
               G03, X±d  Y±d  [Z±d]  [θ±d]         
Function 
                This command control the circular movement of X&Y axis (CW or CCW) 
and the linear interpolation of Z&θ axes 
Description 
               G02 controls the CW direction movement of X&Y axes. 
               G03 controls the CCW direction movement of X&Y axes. 
               When X and Y axes are moving, Z-axis can perform linear interpolation at 
the same time. 
               G90 / G91is the absolute coordinate setting. After that, ± “d” is the amount 
of movement from that point. The resolution of the circular movement, please check 
M73 command 

 
 
Related commands: G11, G38, G39, G90, G91, M70 and M73 

Example 
 
   G92X+15Y+20                    The current position is (15, 20) 
   G90                                       Use absolute coordinates 
   G02,X+25Y+30                    Center is (25, 30) and draw a circle (CW) 
   G91                                       Use absolute coordinates 
   G03,X+10Y+10                    Center is (25, 30) and draw a circle (CCW) 
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6-13.    G04   (Timer) 
ONLINE 

Command 
                  G04                                           Timer 
Format                                    t                             
                            G 0 4 ,  {     }         t:  Timer specifying value ( 0~99999)            
                                            R m                     m:  Register number  (0-63) 
                
Input                                       t                             
                            G 0 4 ,  {     }                        
                                            R m                      
 
Function 
               Timer function 
Description 
               This command sets the standby time.  It is (Specified value) x 1msec. 
     
               (Specified time) is t ( direct numerical value) or specified by the general purpose 
                   register (Rm) 
 
                Refer top 13-1 Command Execution Time for the time error. 
 
 
Example 
Let us assume the following values are given by the general purpose register: 
R0         150 
R7         1000 
 
G04, 2000                    Standby time is 2000 x 1msec  2.000 sec. 
G04, R0                       Standby time is 150 x 1msec  0.150 sec. 
G04, R7                       Standby time is 1000 x 1msec  1.000 sec. 
G04,0                           Standby time is 0 x 1msec  0.000 sec 
                                     (This is the same as no standby time) 
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6-14   G05      (Coordinate Operation) 
ONLINE 

Command 
               G05               Coordinate operation 
Format 
               G05, m , H, Xn, Yn, [Bp], [Mp], [r] 
   
               m: Operating mode (0 - 2) 
               H: Positional number (0 ~ 1999) at matrix origin 
               Xn: The number of times X-axis moves. (1 ~ 9999) 
               Yn: The number of times Y-axis moves. (1 ~ 9999) 
               Bp: The sub-program number (16 ~ 99) at fix 
               Mp: The sub-program number (16 ~ 99) on matrix 
               r: General purpose register number (0 ~ 63)  
Input 
               G05, m , H, Xn, Yn, [Bp], [Mp], [r] 
Function 
               This performs coordinate operation 
Description 
               This coordinate operation sets the amount of index for X and Y axes. The 
operating mode is specified by m. This supports three types of modes. It is possible to call 
subroutines in the fixed point and matrix. Therefore, it is possible to attach or remove 
things at stopping places. It is also possible to discontinue this coordinate operation using 
this subroutine. (These coordinate operation stops when the register specified by r takes a 
value other than 0.) 
               When Xn or Yn is set to 1, the axis which specified 1 does not operate and other 
axes (one axis only) does palletizing. 
 
Related commands: M51, M52 ~ M56 
Example 
   M51, 5.0, 10.0,,                      This causes the amount of index for X and Y axes to 5.0 
and 10.0 
   G05, 0 , 100, 5, 3, 50, 51, 0    At point A, the program No. 50 is operated on. 
                                                   At other points, the program No. 51 is operated on. 
   Positions are determined in the order given below. 
   A B A C A D A E-

A F A G A H A I A J A K A L A M  
   A N A O A P A 
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6-15.  G05     (Electronic Timer) 
ONLINE 

Command 
               G06                    Electronic Timer 
Format 
               G06 [X ± d]  [Y ± d]  [Z ± d]  [θ ± d], n   
Input 
               G06 [X ± d]  [Y ± d]  [Z ± d]  [θ ± d], n   
Function 
               Electronic Timer 
Description 
               Electronic timer is to synchronize the encoder input signal, “n” is the number of 
pulses output from the encoder. (n: 1 ~ 65535) 
 
               G90 command is the absolute coordinate setting; “d” is the amount movement.  
“+d” means forward movement and “-d” means backward movement.  
  
               When execute this command, be careful to check the parameter of the encoder. 
For example 4x clock output, the delay time between each pulse is less than 4 usec. 
 
 
Related commands: G38, G39, G90 and G91 
Example 
         
   G92X0Y0               The current position is (0, 0) 
   G90                         Use absolute coordinate 
   G06X2Y4,16           Encoder output 16 pulses and X-axis: 2 pulses and Y-axis: 4 pulses 
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6-16   G11      (Initial Set Up)                                                                                
ONLINE 
Command     
                  G11                                      Initial set up 
Format                        X 
                                   Y                                                        a 1:  Ramp set up data              
                  G 1 1     {      }    a  1 ,  a  2 ,  a  3                       a 2:  Self-activated speed data 
                                    Z                                                        a 3:  Highest speed data 
                                    θ 
Input                           X 
                                   Y                                                  
                  G 1 1     {      }    a  1 ,  a  2 ,  a  3 
                                    Z 
                                    θ 
Function 
                  This sets up the initial data to operate each axis. 
Description 
                   This sets up the conditions necessary to operate each axis.  When the command 
is not executed, the conditions for automatic operation using parameter operation (EXE 
COND) is used.  Each axis is set up separately. 
     a1 sets up %.  a2 and a3  set up speed converted for the amount of movement of 1 pulse.  
     a1:  This sets up percentage (1~100) of the speed mode of Table 4-4. 
     a2: This is the automatic activation speed in mm/sec. 
     a3: This is the highest speed in mm/sec. 
           U:  Amount of movement by 1 pulse (mm/pulse) 
            S:   Speed  (mm/sec) 
           R:   Pulse rate  (pps) 
                               R=S ÷ U    (pps) 
                               S=UxR     (mm/sec) 
Related commands: M70 
Example 
Let us assume the conditions for X-axis is set as below. 
Decimal point (POINT)                          3 digits 
Movement for 1 pulse (1 PULSE)          0.010mm/pulse 
Max. speed range (MAX SPD)               NORMAL 
                     100% ramp                     12.5Kpps/msec 
G11X50.0,5.0,200.0                                This sets the operating conditions for X-axis. 
a1 : 50  (12.5kpps/msec) x 50% = 6250pps/msec 
       6250pps    6250pps x 0.01mm/pulse = 62.5mm/sec 
       Namely, the machine drives with a ramp in which a speed difference of 62.5mm/sec 
occurs within 1 msec. 
a2 : 5.0  5.0mm ÷ 0.01mm/pulse = 500pps 
a3 : 200.0  200.0mm ÷ 0.01 mm/pulse = 20kpps 
       When a2 and a3 are set, the actual clock frequencies from this machine to the driver       

are 500pps and 20kpps each. 
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6-17   G13            (Setting Up Driving Speed for Complex Trapezoidal Drive)    
ONLINE 
Command 
             G13                       This sets up driving speed for complex trapezoidal drive. 
Format                 X 
                            Y                                                                     spd1:  First max speed          
               G 1 3 {      }    s p d   1 ,  s p d   2 ,  s p d  3                 spd2:  Second max speed            
                             Z                                                                    spd3: Third max speed 
                             θ 
                
Input                           X 
                                   Y                                                  
                  G 1 1     {      }  s p d  1 ,  s p d   2 ,  s p d  3 
                                    Z 
                                    θ 
Function 
               This sets up speed change in three steps for the complex trapezoidal drive. 
Description 
                This is used to set up speeds for complex trapezoidal drive for each axis separately. 
                This command does not operate alone.  The complex trapezoidal becomes possible 
                only when this command operates in conjunction with G14 command and G15 
                command. 
                spd1~ spd3 of each set up use the same set up as a2 and a3 of G11 command 
                using mm/sec as a unit. 
                Ramp and self-starting speed use 
                values set for operating conditions  
                used when automatic operation of  
                G11 command and parameter 
operation. 
 
 
 
Related command:   G11, G14 and G15 
Example 
G13X20.0,40.0,10.0                             This sets up the conditions for complex trapezoidal 
drive of X-axis. 
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6-18   G14   (Set up the amount for the Complex Trapezoidal Drive) 
ONLINE 

Command 
               G14            This sets up the amount of complex trapezoidal drive. 
Format                 X 
                            Y                                                                ind1:  First moving 
amount          
               G 1 4 {      }    I n d    1 ,  I n d    2 ,  I n d   3          ind2:  Second moving 
amount               
                             Z                                                                ind3:  Third moving 
amount 
                             θ               
Input                    X 
                            Y                                                                              
               G 1 4 {      }    I n d    1 ,  I n d    2 ,  I n d   3                
                             Z                                                                        
                             θ 
Function 
               This sets up   data for 3 steps moving for the complex trapezoidal drive. 
Description 
               The amount of movement is set                                      
up for each axis separately.                      
This command operate alone.  The 
complex trapezoidal drive becomes 
possible only when this command 
operates with G13 command and G15 
command. 
               ind1 ~spd3 of each set up use 
the same set up method as the index set 
up  
              command M51 using mm as a unit 
              The moving distance is set for the speed to change as shown to the right. 
Related commands:    G13,G15 
Example 
              G14X15.0,20.0,5.0                               The amount of movement for the 
complex 
                                                                             Trapezoidal driving set up. 
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G-20. G27 (Home Search) 
ONLINE 

Command 
                  G27 
Format 
                  G27  [X]  [Y]  [Z]  [θ] 
Input 
                 G27  [X]  [Y]  [Z]  [θ] 
Function 
                 This command searches the home point of each axis. 
Description 
                 The mechanical system is used to search the origin in conjunction with the variable speed. 
                 The conditions used for speed and variable speed are the condition used for return to 
                 the home point used for the parameter operation. 
                 The return position (0,0) of the reference coordinates. 
 
                 It should be warned that, when the operation is completed, the position of the imaginary 
                 home point is also refreshed and the position where the home point search has been 
                 completed becomes the imaginary home position. 
                 When the power for this machine is turned on, both the reference coordinates and the  
                  imaginary home coordinates are (0,0).  If a system sets the home point using a sensor, it is 
                  necessary to do the home point search when the power is turned on. 
 
                  When searching for home point, if a certain order must be followed with regard to axes, 
                   specify only the first axis to be searched.  Home point search for all axes specified will  
                   start at the same time. 
 
Related commands:   G28 and G92  
  
Example 
 
       G27XYZθ                                 The home point of axes, XYZθ, are searched simultaneously 
       G27XY                                      The home points of 2 axes, are searched simultaneously 
       G92X-10.0Y-20.0                      The position for home point search X and Y axes is set to 
                                                          (-10.0,-20.0). 
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6-21.  G28       ( Return to Virtual Origin) 
ONLINE 

Command 
                 G28 
Format 
                 G28    [X]    [Y]    [Z]    [θ] 
Input         G28    [X]    [Y]    [Z]    [θ] 
Function    This operation returns a specified to the virtual origin position. 
Description 
                   This command is used for returning operation to the virtual origin position 
set  by the 
                   virtual origin setting command, G92. 
 
                   Ramp and self-starting speed use the value set for the automatic operation 
(EXE            
                   COND) for G11 command and the parameter operation. 
 
                    If the sequence for the virtual origin return requires a certain sequence, 
specify only 
                    the axis that needs to be returned.  Returning to the virtual origin will 
start at the  
                    time for all axes specified. 
 
Related command:  G11, G27 and G92 
Example 
                    G27XY                                   (1)  Origin search for X and Y axes 
                    G92X-15.0Y-10.0                         Current position is (-15.0,-10.0) 
                    G00X5.0Y30.0                       (2)  Moves to (5.0,30.0) 
                    G00X45.0Y20.0                     (3)  Moves to (45.0,20.0) 
                    G28XY                                   (4)  Returns to the virtual origin position 
(0.0,0.0) 
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6-22.G37  (Program Jump) 
ONLINE 

Command 
                G37 
Format 
                G37, n 
                                                                                                            n: Program 
number (0 ~99) 
Input       G37,  n 
Function  
                This function causes a jump to another program number. 
Description 
                 This causes the program to jump from another number currently in progress 
to the leading       
                 Position of another program number. 
                 Program number ranges from 0 to 99. 
                 It is possible to jump from main program group to another main program 
group. 
                 To jump from a sub-program to another sub-program, M98 is designed to 
perform this task. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Related commands: M98 
Example 
             0000  M31,00                      Main program 00 starts. 
             0001  I00,002,003               If  the general purpose is terminal 00 is ON, go to 
line 
                                                         no. 002, if it is OFF, go to the line No. 003. 
             0002  G37, 01                     Jump to the main program 01. 
             0003  G37, 15                     Jump to the main program 15. 
             0004  M30                          End of the main program 00. 
 
                                                        This program is designed to jump from the main  
                                                        program to another program 01 and 15. 
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6-24.    G90/91   (Specification of Coordinate System) 
Command 
               G90                              Specification of absolute coordinate system 
               G91                              Specification of relative coordinate system 
Format  
               G90 
               G91 
Input 
              G90 
              G91 
Function 
             The coordinate systems for fixing positions will use the absolute coordinate (G90) 
and the relative coordinates (G91).  
Description 
G90 command uses the absolute coordinates for the moving managing coordinate system. 
G91 command uses the relative coordinates for the move managing coordinate systems. 
This command is valid only for moving coordinates specified by G00 & G01 commands 
Other moving commands are fixed to absolute or relative coordinate system when the 
themselves. 
The absolute coordinate system indicates that the data specified by the moving command 
is the coordinate of the target. 
The relative coordinate system indicates that it is the data amount of movement from the  
current position. 
It should be warned that the machine is set for this absolute coordinate system when the  
program is activated.  
 
Related commands: G00, G01, G02, G03 and G06 
Example 
            G29X0Y0                                                    (1)  Current position is set to (0,0) 
            G90                                                                     The absolute coordinate is used. 
            G00X+30.000Y+15.000                              (2)  Moves to coordinates (30.0,  15.0) 
            G91                                                                     The relative coordinate is used. 
            G00X-15.000Y+25.000                               (3)   Moves to coordinates (15.0,  40.0) 
                                                                                                          <-  (30.0_15.0,  
15.0+25.0) 
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6-25.  G92  (Setting up the Imaginary Home Point) 

ONLINE 
Command 
               G92              Setting up the imaginary home point 
Format 
               G92 [X ± d]   [Y ± d]  [Z ± d] [θ ± d] 
Input 
               G92 [X ± d]   [Y ± d]  [Z ± d] [θ ± d] 
Function 
               This set the position of imaginary home point. 
Description 
                Current position becomes the coordinates specified from imaginary home 
position. Namely, the position coordinate data set up becomes the current position. 
                The position at the time of power ON becomes the imaginary home 
position from immediately after the time of power ON to the time when the home 
point search operation has been completed. 
                The position where the home point search has been completed becomes the 
imaginary home position from the time when the home point search operation has 
been completed to the time when this command is executed. 
 
 
Related commands: G27 and G28 
Example 
     
   G27XY                     (1) Home point search for X and Y axes takes place. 
   G92X-15.0Y-10.0          Current position is made (-15.0, -10.0) 
   G00X5.0Y30.0         (2) Moves to (5.0, 30.0) 
   G00X45.0Y20.0       (3) Moves to (45.0, 20.0) 
   G28XY                     (4) Returns to the imaginary home position (0.0, 0.0) 
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6-26.   M00    (Stopping Program Temporarily) 
ONLINE 

Command 
               M00               Temporary stop the program 
Format 
               M00 
Input 
               M00 
Function 
               Program is stopped temporarily. 
Description 

                 When this command is executed, the program stops temporarily instead of 
moving to the next line until the following conditions are established. 
                 (1)  ENT       key is pressed 
                 (2)  PROGRAM START   input signal 
                 When conditions (1) or (2) is established, the program will advance to next 
line. If a key other than ENT is pressed, execution of the program is cancelled and the 
machine waits for a mode input. Other programs will temporarily stop when Multi-
task is running a particular program. The machine will also excel the speed on the 
moving axes then finish the move again (within certain conditions) 
 
 
Related commands: <> 
Example 
 
0010  G00X10.0Y20.0        Moving command is executed 
0010  M00                           Program stops temporarily. Wait for Start Input again 
0020  G00X5.0Y-20.0         Moving command is executed. 
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6-27.  M04 ~ M06    (Driver Control) 
ONLINE 

Command 
               M04 ~ M06                  Driver Control 
Format       
               { M04/ M05/ M06}  {X/ Y/ Z/ θ} 
Input 
               { M04/ M05/ M06}  {X/ Y/ Z/ θ} 
Function 
               The operates the driver control output signal 
Description 
               These commands turn ON or OFF the counter Reset and the Motor Free 
(Servo OFF) for the motor driver.  
               M04 command outputs On signal 50msec wide to CR terminal of XYZθ 
connector. 
               M05 command turns On the CO terminal of XYZθ connector when the 
motor type set up is set to “Stepping Motor”. If it is set up for “Servo Motor”, the 
CO terminal is turned OFF. In case of M06 command, ON and OFF are reversed. 
The above takes place one axis at a time. 
 
 
Related commands: <> 
Example 
   M04X                           CR terminal of X-axis is turned ON for 50msec 
   M05X                           CO terminal of X-axis is turned ON (OFF) 
   M06X                            terminal of X-axis is turned OFF (ON) 
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6-28.  I0 ~ I31   (Jump to Absolute Address by General Purpose Input Condition) 
ONLINE 

Command 
               I0 ~ I31                   Jump to absolute address by general purpose input 
condition 
Format 
               In, {j1, j2/ Lm1, Lm2}       
               n: Input terminal number (0 ~ 31) 
               j1, j2: Jump preceding number (0 ~ 1999) 
               m1, m2: Label number (0 ~ 99) 
Input 
               In, {j1, j2/ Lm1, Lm2 
Function 
               This is the general purpose jump. Its destination is specified by absolute 
line number 
Description 
               This command specifies the next execution line number using the general 
purpose input terminals depending on whether COMMON and terminals are ON 
(conductive state) or OFF (non-conductive state).  
               The label number can be used to set jump destination.  
               If this command causes 
       The input terminal n to be ON, the program jumps to the line number of j1 

       The input terminal n to be OFF, the program jumps to the line number of j2 
(Lm2) 
        Line numbers are set to j1 and j2 directly. Lm1, Lm2 are label settings. It is 
possible to define labels for line numbers by M57 command 
 
Related commands: M57 
Example 
     010  G00X10.0Y10.0       This is moving command 
     020   I02, 201, 100            Go to address 21 if input terminal 02 is ON; if OFF, go 
to 100 
     021   I03, L00, L99           Go to label L00 if input terminal 03 is ON; if OFF, go 
to L99 
 
<L00> 
     030   M57, L00                 Make address 30 label L00 
<L99> 
     040   M57, L99                 Make address 40 label L99 
 
The command at the address 020 sets the jump destination directly. If the address is 
021, the label number is used to set the jump destination. 
If address 021 is ON, the jump goes to address 030 and the next address 031 is 
executed. If the address 021 is OFF, the jump goes to address 040 and the next 
address 041 is executed. 
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6-29. I0-131 (Conditional Queue for General Purpose Input) 
 
Command 
                I0-131                               Conditional Queue for general purpose input  
Format 
                In {+/-}                                                                                           n: Input 
terminal number (0-31) 
Input 
                In {+/-}                                                                                            
Function 
              Queue lasts until conditions for specifying general purpose input terminal are 
established 
Description 
              This command specifies the line numbers to be executed according to 
whether the COMMON and terminals are in conductive state (ON) or non-conductive 
state (OFF) at the general purpose input terminal. 
 
              When + is specified: 
                        If the input terminal n is ON, Go to next line 
                               “        “               “     OFF, Queue 
 
              When – is specified: 
                        If the input terminal n is ON, Queue 
                               “        “               “     OFF, Go to next line 
 
              The specified input terminal is being watched until conditions are 
established.  
 
Related commands:                        
Example 
 
              0100 I31+                      Queue continues until the input terminal 31 goes ON 
              0101 I10 -                      Queue continues until the input terminal 10 goes 
OFF 
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6-30 M20, M21 (General Purpose Outputs) 
ONLINE 

Command 
                 M20, M21                    General Purpose Outputs 
Format 
                 M20, n {+/-}                                                      n:  Output terminal number 
(o-15) 
                  M21 
Input 
                 M20, n{+/-} 
                  M21  
            
Function 
                 These commands turn the specified general purpose output terminals ON 
and OFF 
Description 
                 These commands place COMMON and terminals in conductive state (ON) 
or non-conductive                    state (OFF) 
 
                M20 Command: 
                                            When + is specified, the output terminal n goes ON. 
                                           When - is specified, the output terminal n goes OFF 
 
                M21 Command: 
                                          All output terminals go off 
 
                 Output terminals 12-15 are also used as moving signal on each axis 
 
 
 
Related commands:    
Example 
              M20, 10-              The output terminal 10 goes off 
              M20, 10+             The output terminal 10 goes ON 
              M21                     All output terminals go OFF 
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6-31 M22 (Clear Register) 
ONLINE 

Command 
                M22                         To clear general purpose register 
Format 
                M22 
Input 
                M22 
 
Function 
                This command resets general purpose registers to 0 
Description: 
                 There are total 0-31 general purpose registers.  This command will clear 
current data of the        general purpose register and set 0 into it.  When a program 
starts running each general purpose register can have different value compare to each 
other, therefore it is useful to clear all registers to 0 before the program starts running 
again 
 
Related commands: <M52, M53, M54, M55, M56> 
Example 
                M22                     ;Clear all general purpose registers 
                M57, L00             ;Set label L00 
                G00X+                 ;X-axis starts moving 
                M54, R0, 1           ;R0 = R0 + 1 
                M55, R1, R0, 100           ;R1 = R0 – 100 
                M56, R1, L01, L01, L00         ;If R1 < 0, jump to L01 
                                                                ; Else jump to L00 
                M57, L01              ; Set label to L01 
 
This example moves the X-axis repeatedly 100 times 
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6-32 M30/M31/M99 (End/Start Program) 
 
Command 
                M30/M31/M99               Main program ends/starts 
Format 
               M30                 Main-program ends 
               M31, n             Program starts                   n: program number (0-99) 
               M99                 Sub-program ends 
Input 
               M30 
               M31, n 
               M99 
Function 
               This indicates the start/end of a main program 
Description 
               M30 and M99 indicates the end of the program 
               M31 indicates the start of a program 
 
               Any program starts with program start command (M31) will be ended with 
the end program command (M30) 
               
               Program no 0~15 will be ended with M30 command 
               Program no 16~99 will be ended with M99 command 
 
Related commands: <> 
Example 
           Let the program number: 12 
 
            000  M31, 12          Starts main program 12 
                    : 
                    : 
            089  M30                Ends main program 12 
 
            In the above example, the program ends at 89 and 90 step command has been  
stored 
 
 
            Let the program number: 50 
 
            000  M31, 50          Starts sub-program 50 
                     : 
                     : 
            020  M99                Ends sub-program 50 
                         
            In the above example, the program ends at 20 and 21 step command has been  
stored                      
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6-33    M32   (Multi-task Movement) 
Command 
                 M32                 Multi –task movement 
Format      
                  M32 , n1 [n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7] 
                                                                             n1-n7: Program number (0-99) 
Input 
                  M32 , n1 [n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7] 
Function 
                It performs the multi-task movement 
Description 
                 Multi-task movement can perform up to 8 programs running in parallel.  
This command can assign up to 8 different program numbers at a time.  When this 
command is executed, the assigned program numbers will run in parallel with each 
other.  If the program number assigned is greater than 8, error will occur. 
 
Related commands: <> 
Example 
 
 
           000   M31, 0                            Starts program 0 
           001   G92X+0.0Y+0.0            Reset (X,Y) position data to (0,0) 
           002   G90                                Assign absolute value on the coordinate system 
           003   M21                               All general purpose outputs are off 
           004   M22                               Clear all general purpose registers 
           005   M32, 01, 02, 03             Start program #01, 02, 03 
           006   M20, 00+                       Set general purpose register to ON 
           007   M30                               End of the program 
 
Lines 001-004 are used to set values X and Y coordinates, general purpose outputs, 
and general purpose registers initially.  Multi-task starts at line 005, 006 and executes 
four program numbers 0, 01, 02, 03 in parallel.  
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6-34.  M40/M41  (Set up Repeats) 
Command 
                 M40, M41                 Repeats are set up. 
Format      
                                   t                           t: Number of repeats (1~9999) 
                  M40, {           } 
                                Rm                         m: Register (0~63) 
 
                  M41 
Input 
                                   t 
                  M40, {           } 
                                Rm 
 
                  M41 
Function     
                 Commands between M40 and M41 are repeated as many times as 
specified. 
Description 
                 Commands between M40 and M41 are repeated as many time as specified. 
The number times to be repeated is specified by the numeral (t) directly or by the 
register Rm. If the register is used, its number must be within the range of t.  
The nesting of this command is 10. Namely, the number of nesting within M40 and 
M41 is limited to 0. 
Example 
 
           M51, 10.0, 20.0, 30.0, 40.0    The amount of index for each axis is set to 10.0, 
20.0, 30.0 and 40.0 
           M52, R2, 100                          100 is assigned to R2 register 
           M40, R2                                  Repeat 100 times (R2) [Nest 1] 
           M40, 5                                    Repeat 5 times [Nest 2] 
           G00X+Y+Z+θ+                      Move forward the amount of index of XYZθ 
axes. 
           M41 
           M41 
 
In this example, G00 command is executed 5x100 (R2) times  500 times 
repeatedly.  
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6-35. M50 (Setting up Positional Number) 
 

Command 
                 M50                 Positional number is set up. 
Format      
                                   n                          n: Positional data number (0~1999) 
                  M50, {           } 
                                Rm                         m: Register (0~63) 
 
                  M41 
Input 
                                   n 
                  M50, {           } 
                                Rm 
Function     
                 This sets up the origin for positional data numbers. 
Description 
                 This machine is capable of storing 2000 points of positional data besides 
programs. This command sets the origin for these positional data. These data are 
quoted by the repetitive move specifying commands. 
The origin is specified by using the positional data number(n) directly or by a 
register (Rm) In case a register is used, the value of that register must be within the 
range of n. 
Example 
                 Suppose the positional data is set as follows: 
                 Positional data number                                      Coordinates 
                           0000  0005                          (15.0,5.0)  (5.0, 15.0)  
(35.0,10.0) 
                                                                           (45.0, 25.0)  (20.0, 30.0)  (5.0, 
45.0) 
 
000   M31, 0            
001   G92X0Y0                      (1) Current position is set to (0, 0) 
002   M50,0                                  The positional data number is set to 0000 
003   M52, R0, 6                           Repeats 6 times (R0=6) 
004   G00, +XY                      (2)~(7) Moving takes place from the positional data 
0000 to 0005 in order 
005   M55, R0, R0,1                     R0 = R0 - 1  
006   M56, R0, 007, 004, 004       If R0 = 0 then stop 
007   M30                                     End of program 
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6-36. M51 (Setup the Amount of Index) 
Command 

                 M51                 The amount of index is setup 
Format      
                  M51, [ind1], [ind2], [ind3], [ind4] 
Input 
                  M51, [ind1], [ind2], [ind3], [ind4] 
Description 
                 This command sets the amount of index for each axis to be used by the 
index moving command G00 or G01. 
The numbers, ind1-4, are relative moving quantity of XYZθ axes and do not use 
signs. In case of  SNC-240, there are 2 axes, X and Y. Thus, data starting from a “,” 
preceding “ind3” are not needed. 
If it is desired to hold previous set values or when certain axes are not used, simply 
skip [ind] and leave “,” only. 
 
Related commands: G00 and G01 
Example 
       M51, 15.0, 10.0                  This sets the index amount to 15.0 and 10.0 for X & 
Y axes. 
       M51, 10.0                           This changes the index amount of X-axis to 10.0 
       M51, 15.0                           This changes the index amount of Y-axis to 15.0 
       G92X0Y0                     (1) Current position is set to (0,0) 
       M51, 30.000, 15.000          This sets the index amount to 30.0 and 15.0 for X & 
Y axes. 
       G00X+Y+                    (2)  The coordinate is moved to (30.0, 15.0) 
       M51, 15.000, 25.000          This sets the index amount to 15.0 and 25.0 for X & 
Y axes. 
       G00X-Y+                     (3)  The coordinate is moved to (15.0, 40.0) 
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6-37. M52 (Assignment of Operating Numeric Value to the General Purpose Register) 
 

Command 
                 M52                 Assignment of  operating numeric value to the general 
purpose register 
Format      
                M52, Rm, ±d                    m: Register number (0~63) 
Input 
                M52, Rm, [-] d 
Function 
               Values are assigned to the general purpose registers directly 
Description 
               Values are assigned to the general purpose registers directly. 
                The range of d is -9999999 ~ +9999999 
 
               (Note) 
              M53~56 perform calculation and comparison of coordinates of axes. 
However, this management by registers is done using integers instead of in decimal 
forms. 
Therefore, when handling coordinates, use numbers without decimal points but 
including numbers after the decimal points. 
               (Examples)  
              When a number includes 3 digits after the decimal point. 
               If a register is to handle a number such as 10.0mm, then 
               10.0mm x 0.001mm = 10000 
               10000 must be assigned to the register. 
               The following register operating command is handled similarly. 
 
Related commands: G04, M50, M53 ~ M56 
Example 
      M52, R1, 10000                  10000 is assigned to general purpose register R1 
      M52, R7, 9999                    9999 is assigned to general purpose register R7 
 
      If the above example has 3 digits after the decimal point, 
                R1 = 10.000 mm 
                R7 = 9.999 mm 
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6-38. M53 (Assignment of coordinates to the general purpose register) 
 

Command 
                 M53                 Assignment of  coordinates to the general purpose register 
Format 
               M53, Rm, {X/Y/Z/θ }                m: Register number (0~63) 
Input 
               M53, Rm, {X/Y/Z/θ } 
Function 
               Coordinates of the axes specified are assigned to the general purpose 
register. 
Description 
               Coordinates of the axes specified are assigned to the general purpose 
register. 
 
               See the note of M52 for the method of controlling numeric values. 
 
 
 
 
Related commands: G04, M50, M52, M55 and M56 
Example 
               Suppose the current coordinate values of each axis are as follows and there 
are three digits after the decimal point. 
               X axis:        +10.000mm 
               Y axis:        - 9.980mm 
               Z axis:        + 0.000mm 
               θ axis:         - 12.345mm 
 
    M53, R1, X               + 10000 is assigned to general purpose register, R1 
    M53, R2, Y                - 9980 is assigned to general purpose register, R2 
    M53, R3, Z                + 0 is assigned to general purpose register, R3 
    M53, R4, θ                 - 12345 is assigned to general purpose register, R4 
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6-39. M53 (Assignment of positional data coordinates to the general purpose register) 
 

Command 
                 M53                 Assignment of  positional data to the general purpose 
register 
Format 
               M53, Rm, n [X/Y/Z/θ ]                m: Register number (0~63)             
                                                                     n:  Positional data (0~1999)                        
Input 
               M53, Rm, {X/Y/Z/θ } 
Function 
               Positional data  specified are assigned to the general purpose register. 
Description 
               Positional data specified are assigned to the general purpose register. 
 
               If Rm is used to store the positional data of X axis, then 
               R(m+1) is used to store the positional data of Y axis 
               R(m+2) is used to store the positional data of Z axis 
               R(m+3) is used to store the positional data of θ axis 
 
               See the note of M52 for the method of controlling numeric values. 
 
 
 
Related commands: G04, M50, M52, M54, M55 and M56 
Example 
               Suppose starting from positional data 100 has the value of each axis are as 
follows. 
               X axis:        +10000 
               Y axis:        - 9980 
               Z axis:        + 0.000 
               θ axis:         - 12345 
 
    M53, R20, 100XY               General purpose register R20 = +10000 and R21 = -
9980 
    M53, R20, 100Zθ                General purpose register R22 = 0 and R23 = -12345 
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6-40. M53 (Adding operation with General Purpose Register) 
 
Command 
                 M53                 Adding operation with General Purpose Register 

Format 
                                       I0 
                   M53, Rm, {     }                               m: Register number (0~63) 
                                       I1 
Input 
                                       I0 
                   M53, Rm, {     }                                
                                       I1 
Description 
                   The logic status of inputs are assigned to general purpose registers. 
                    I0 will take on the values of input 0 ~ 15 while I1 takes on the values of 
input 16 ~ 31. 
                   Each input terminal corresponds to 1 bit. A binary number with 16 bits 
will be converted into a decimal values, then read this value into the general purpose 
register. If the logic status of general purpose inputs are set as below: 
 
TerminalI15 I14 I13 I12 I11 I10 I09 I08 I07 I06 I05 I04 I03 I02 I01 I00 
        ||   ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  || 
On/Off  Off  Off On  On Off Off  On  On Off  On Off  On Off  On Off  On 
        ||   ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  ||  || 
Binary   0    0   1   1   0   0   1   1   0   1   0   1   0   1   0   1 
   
                   Then the binary number appears to be 0011001101010101, which is 
13,134 in decimal 
 
Related commands: M52, M54 M55 and M56 
Example 
 
   M57, L00                       Label L00 
   M53, R20, I1                 Register R20 is set with the decimal value generated by 
input 16 ~ 31 logic status 
   M55, R20, 13141          R03 = R20 – 13141 
   M56, R03, L01, L00, L00    If R03=0 then jump to L01 else jump to L00 
   M57, L01                       Label L01 
   G00X100Y200              Start moving to the specified coordinate 
 
This is an example of converting logic status of input 16 ~ 31 to 0011001101010101 
(13141 base 10) 
If all conditions are matched, X- and Y-axis starts moving 
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6-41. M54 (Adding Operation with General Purpose Register) 
 

Command 
                 M54                 Adding Operation with General Purpose Register 
Format 
                             (1)               (2)                (3) 
                             Rm              Rm              Rm 
                M54, {           } , {   AXIS  }, { AXIS   }  
                            AXIS            d                   d 
 
m: Register no. (0~63),    AXIS: Axis name X,Y,Z,θ            d: Numeric value 
Input 
                             Rm              Rm              Rm 
                M54, {           } , {  AXIS   }, { AXIS  }  
                            AXIS             d                  d 
Function 
               Adding operation is performed using the general purpose registers. 
Description 
               Adding operation is performed using the general purpose registers. It is 
possible to do additions between register, axes or numeric value directly. 
 
              The format of operation uses 

(1) = (2) + (3) 
 
              AXIS sets the name of axis and the coordinates of axes are used for 
calculation. 
 
              d sets numeric value directly. Its range is -9999999 ~ +9999999 
 
              See the Note of M52 for the method of numeric control of registers. 
              Be sure that the result of operation will not exceed ±9999999. If it did, the 
result will be useless. 
 
Related commands: G04, M50, M52, M53, M55 and M56 
Example 
 
Suppose the data is as follows and there are 3 digits after the decimal point. 
X-axis:  +10.000mm           R1:  20000  (20.0mm) 
Y-axis:  - 9.980mm             R2:  30000  (30.0mm) 
 
   M54, R00, R01, 10000                20000(R01) + 10000  R00 = 30000 
   M54, R00, R01, R02                   20000(R01) + 30000(R02)  R00 = 50000 
   M54, R00, R01, X                       20000(R01) + 10000 (X)  R00 = 30000 
(30.0mm) 
   M54, Y, R01, Y                           20000(R01) + 10000 (X)  Y = 30.0mm 
(30000) 
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6-42. M55 (Subtraction Operation with General Purpose Register) 
 

Command 
                 M55                 Subtraction Operation with General Purpose Register 
Format 
                             (1)               (2)                (3) 
                             Rm              Rm              Rm 
                M55, {           } , { AXIS    }, { AXIS   }  
                            AXIS            d                  d 
 
m: Register no. (0~63),    AXIS: Axis name X,Y,Z,θ            d: Numeric value 
Input 
                             Rm              Rm              Rm 
                M55, {           } , {  AXIS   }, { AXIS   }  
                            AXIS             d                 d 
Function 
               Subtraction operation is performed using the general purpose registers. 
Description 
               Subtraction operation is performed using the general purpose registers. It 
is possible to do additions between register, axes or numeric value directly. 
 
              The format of operation uses 

(1) = (2) - (3) 
 
              AXIS sets the name of axis and the coordinates of axes are used for 
calculation. 
 
              d sets numeric value directly. Its range is -9999999 ~ +9999999 
 
              See the Note of M52 for the method of numeric control of registers. 
              Be sure that the result of operation will not exceed ±9999999. If it did, the 
result will be useless. 
 
Related commands: G04, M50, M52, M53, M54 and M56 
Example 
 
Suppose the data is as follows and there are 3 digits after the decimal point. 
X-axis:  +10.000mm           R1:  20000  (20.0mm) 
Y-axis:  - 9.980mm             R2:  30000  (30.0mm) 
 
   M55, R00, R01, 10000                20000(R01) - 10000  R00 = 10000 
   M55, R00, R01, R02                   20000(R01) - 30000(R02)  R00 = -10000 
   M55, R00, R01, X                       20000(R01) - 10000 (X)  R00 = 10000 
(10.0mm) 
   M55, Y, R01, Y                           20000(R01) - 10000 (X)  Y = 10.0mm (10000) 
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6-43. M56 (Compare Jump Using General Purpose Register) 
 

Command 
                 M56                 Compare Jump Using General Purpose Register 
Format 
                                       j1              j2              j3 
                M56, Rm, {           } , {           }, {          }  
                                      Ln1           Ln2          Ln3 
                
                m:        Register number (0~63) 
                j1~3:    Line number of jump destination (0~1999) 
                Ln1~3: Label No. of jump destination(0~99) 
Input 
                                       j1              j2              j3 
                M56, Rm, {           } , {           }, {          }  
                                      Ln1           Ln2          Ln3 
Function 
                Compare jump using general purpose registers 
Description 
                The value of a general purpose register specified determines the line 
number to be executed next. 
                The destination of a jump specified by a line number(j1~3) or a 
label(Ln1~3) 
                If the value of Rm register is 0, jump to j1 or Ln1 
                If the value of Rm register is +, jump to j2 or Ln2 
                If the value of Rm register is -, jump to j3 or Ln3 
 
                See the Note of M52 for the method of numeric control of registers 
 
 
Related commands: M52, M53, M54, M55 and M60 
Example 
 
   M56, R1, 10, 20, 30                If R1 register is 0, jump to Line No. 10 
                                                   If R1 register is +, jump to Line No. 20 
                                                   If R2 register is -, jump to Line No. 30 
 
   M56, R1, L00, L10, L20         If R1 register is 0, jump to Label No. 00 
                                                   If R1 register is +, jump to Label No. 10 
                                                   If R2 register is -, jump to Label No. 20 
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6-44. M57 (Setting up Labels) 
 

Command 
                 M57                 Setting up Labels 
Format 
                M57, Ln                 n: Label No. (0~99) 
Input 
               M57, Ln 
Function 
               Current line number is recognized as the label number specified by “n” 
Description 
               Current line number is recognized as the label number specified by “n” 
    
               This command simply recognizes the label number and does not do 
anything. However, the line number of a jump’s destination is replaced by the label 
number. Therefore, if the jump destination is specified by the label, it is not 
necessary to change the line number of the jump’s destination even if the line 
number is changed by the program. It is recommended that the jump’s destination of 
a jump command us specified by the label. 
 
               The range of label numbers is 0~99 and one program can specify 100 
labels. 
 
Related commands: I0~31, M56, M60 
Example 
 
     010 G00X10.0Y10.0     This is a move command 
     020 I20, 021, 010           If the input terminal 02 is ON, it moves to #21address 
                                            If the input terminal 02 is OFF, it moves to #10 address 
     021 I03, L00, L99          If the input terminal 03 is ON, it moves to L00 label 
                                            If the input terminal 03 is OFF, it moves too L99 label 
 
<L00> 100 M57, L00         Address 100 is made label L00 
<L99> 110 M57, L99         Address 110 is made label L99 
 
The command at the address 020 specifies the jump’s destination directly. In case of 
the address 021, the label number specifies it. 
If the address 021 is ON, it jumps to the address 100 and executes the next address 
101. If it is OFF, it jumps to the address 110 and executes the next address 111. 
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6-45. M60 (Unconditional jump within the same program) 
 

Command 
                 M60                 Unconditional jump (Within the same program) 
Format 
                              j1 
               M60 , {          } 
                             Ln             
  
              j1: Line number of jump destination (0~1999)          n: Label number 
(0~99) 
Input 
                              j1 
               M60 , {          } 
                             Ln             
Function 
               This is an unconditional jump which can be executed within the same 
program 
 
               The destination of jump is specified by j1 (absolute line number) or Ln 
(Label) 
 
 
 
 
Related commands: I0~30, M57 
Example 
 
            G91                                Specifies relative coordinates 
<L10> M57, L10                      Current line number is set at L10 
            G00X5.000Y-10.000    (1) Move X-axis +5.000mm Y-axis -10.000mm 
            G04, 1000                     (2) Wait 1 sec. 
            M60, L10                      Unconditional jump to L10 
 
This sample program will repeat (1) and (2) indefinitely 
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6-46. M70 (Change to the highest speed) 
 
Command 
                M70                 This change the highest speed 
Format  
                M70, [spdX], [spdY], [spdZ], [spdθ] 
Input 
                M70, [spdX], [spdY], [spdZ], [spdθ] 
Function 
               This changes the highest speed of each axis. 
Description 
               This changes the highest speed of each axis. 
 
               This machine is capable of setting the maximum speeds using the G11 
command or the operating conditions which is used during the unattended operation 
of the parameter operation (EXE COND). 
 
               To change the maximum speeds for any particular axis, only set new data 
for that axis. Do not set data of the axis that does not need changes and place “,” 
instead. 
 
Related command: G11 
Example 
 
Example 1 
   M70,, 20.000, 10.000,          This change the max. speed of Y&Z axes of SNC-440 
   M70, 30.000, 20.000            This change the max. speed of X&Y axes of SNC-240 
 
Example 2 
   G11X20, 0.1, 10.0                Set the operating conditions (Max. speed: 10mm/sec) 
   G91                                       Set relative coordinates 
   G00X10.000                   (1) Moves X axis +10.000 mm 
   M70, 20.0,                           Changes the max. speed of X axis to 20mm/sec  
   G00X10.000                   (2) Moves X axis +10.000mm 
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6-47. M72 (Changing the Acceleration Patterns) 
 
Command 
                M72                 This command changes acceleration patterns 
Format 
                M72, [g1], [g2], [g3], [g4]                    g1~4: Acceleration patterns (0~8) 
Input 
                M72, [g1], [g2], [g3], [g4]                               
Function 
                This changes the acceleration of each axis 
Description 
                This changes the acceleration of each axis. 
                This machine uses the RAMP of the parameter Operation to set the default 
acceleration patterns. This command is used to change those acceleration patterns. 
                g1: Acceleration pattern of  X axis 
                g2: Acceleration pattern of Y axis 
                g3: Acceleration pattern of Z axis 
                g4: Acceleration pattern of θ axis 
                The patterns can be set by numbers 0 to 8. “0” sets linear Acceleration. “1” 
through “8””8” set curved acceleration pattern. Only the axis that needs changing 
should be set. 
 
Related commands: G00, G01, G11 and G28 
Example 
 
                Let us assume that “0” was set for the parameter operation. 
 
    G91                          Relative coordinate is specified 
    G00X10.000       (1) Move X axis +10.000mm 
    M72,1,,                    Acceleration pattern is set to “1” for X axis only (this is a 
curved acceleration) 
    G00X10.000      (2) Moves X axis +10.000mm 
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6-48. M73 (Speed Control for circular movement) 
 
Command 
               M73                Speed control for circular movement 
Format 
               M73, n                                       n: 0~1 
Input 
               M73, n 
Function 
              Speed control for Circular or Arc path movement 
Description 
             n = 1, Speed control is on 
             n = 0, Speed control is off 
             n = 2, Set up of resolution, please next page 
 
 
 
Example 
 
   G92X+0Y+0                        Set current position as 0,0 
   M73, 1                                  Speed control on 
   G02, X+100Y+100              See (1) making a circle 
   M73, 0                                  Speed control off 
   G02, X+100Y+100              See (2) making a circle 
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6-49. M73 (Setup the resolution of circular movement) 
 
Command 
               M73                             Setup the resolution of circular movement 
Format 
               M73, n                         n: 2~100 
Input 
               M73, n 
Function 
              Setup the resolution of circular movement 
Description 
              When doing the circular movement, we can setup the resolution of the 
moving path, the higher the number n, the higher of the resolution and the curve will 
be smoother. 
               n is the integer between 2 to 100 
              When the power is on, the default value will be 100 
 
 
Related commands: G02, G03 
Example 
 
   G92X+0Y+0                         Set current position as 0, 0 
   M73, 16                                 Resolution is 16 
   G02X+100Y+100, -80          See (1) circular movement 
   M73, 4                                   Resolution is 4 
   G03X+0Y0, -80                     See (2) 
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6-50. M80 (Transit the Current Position) 
 
Command 
               M80                        Current position is transmitted 
Format 
               M80 
 

Input 
               M80 
Function 
               Current positional coordinate is transmitted to the host using RS-232C 
connector 
Description 
               Current positional coordinate is transmitted to the host using RS-232C 
connector. 
  
               When this command is executed, the host computer must be able to receive 
it. Refer to RS-232C Connector for the connection of RS-232C. 
               See COMM for the COMM of Parameter Operation of RS-232C. 
 
               The current positional transmitting data is shown below 
               X±d Y±d Z±d θ±d  CR 
               “d” indicates the current positional coordinates and CR has a value of 0Dh 
in hexadecimal format. When multi-task is applying, real-time signal in positional 
move can not be received. Coordinate values will be sent before the axis actually 
moves. 
 
Related commands:  M81 
Example 
              
   G90                               Absolute coordinate is specified 
   G00X10.000Y-20.000  Moves to X-axis +10.000mm, Y-axis -20.000mm 
   M80                               (1) Transmits current position 
   G00X-20.000Y0.0         Moves X-axis -20.000mm, Y-axis 0.0mm 
    M80                              (2) Transmits current position 
 
   This machine  Host computer 

(1) X+10.000 Y-20.000 CR is transmitted. 
(2) X-20.000 Y+0.000 CR is transmitted. 
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6-51. M81 (Register Value Transmission) 
 
Command 
               M81                           Data in the current register is transmitted        
Format 
               M81, Rn                     n: Register number (0~63) 
Input 
               M81, Rn 
Function 
               Data in current registers is transmitted to the host using RS-232C connector 
Description 
               Data in current registers is transmitted to the host using RS-232C connector 
 
               When this command is executed, the host computer must be able to receive 
it. Refer to RS-232C Connector for the connection of RS-232C. 
               See COMM for the COMM of Parameter Operation of RS-232C. 
 
               Data in the current register can be transmitted as follows: 
               R00, ±d  CR 
               “d” is the data and CR has a value of 0Dh in hexadecimal format 
 
Related commands: <> 
Example 
   G90                                Absolute coordinate is specified 
   G00X10.000Y-20.000   Moves to X-axis +10.000mm, Y-axis -20.000mm 
   M53, R00, X                  Set R00 with positional data on the X-axis 
   M81, R00                       (1) Transmits current position from R00 
   M53, R20, I0                  register R20 is set with the decimal value generated input 
0~15 logic status 
   M81, R20                       (2) Transmits current position from R20 
 
   This machine  Host computer 
   (1) R00, 10.000 CR   [R00, 10000 CR] is transmitted 
   (2) R20, 13141  CR   [R20, 13141 CR] is transmitted 
    if logic status of input 0~15 are 0011001101010101 
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6-52. M90 (Scan Operation) 
 
Command 
               M90               Scan operation 
Format 
               M90 
Input 
               M90 
Function 
              This command performs the scan operation manually  
Description 
              This command performs the Scan operation (SCAN) of the Move operation 
(MOVE) of the Manual mode (MANU) only when the key for the Scan operation is 
pressed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               When the above mentioned key is not pressed, nothing will happen. The 
command ends when the above mentioned key is pressed and the Scan operation is 
finished all keys are turned off. Then the next command becomes active. In ordinary 
operation, this command is used in conjunction with the general purpose input 
conditional jump so that M90 command is executed while input conditions are 
established. Thus this command can be used in the same manner as the Scan 
operation of the Manual mode. 
 

Related commands: I0~I31 
Example 
 
<L00> M57, L00                        Set up label L00 
            M90                                 SCAN operation 
            I20, L00, L01                  General Input I20 is On then jump to L00, Off then 
jump to L01 
<L01> M57, L01 
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6-53. M90 (Scan Input Move) 
 
Command 
              M90                            Scan input move 
Format 
              M90 {X/Y/Z/θ} {+/-}, In {+/-}               n: Input number  0~31 
Input 
              M90 {X/Y/Z/θ} {+/-}, In {+/-}                
Function 
              Depending on the input status the controller will perform the scan operation 
Description 
              Depending on the input status the controller will perform the scan operation 
              One axis performs the scan operation at a time. 
              Multiple scan operations for multiple axes can be performed at the same 
time if multi-task is assigned to the controller. X, Y, Z, θ are assigned to the 
scanning axes. +/- determines the input status, which is ON (+) or OFF (-) 
 
              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above example shows the scan operation in the forward direction of the X-axis 
when input I00 is ON. 
 
Related commands: I00 ~ I31 
Example 
   I20+                   Set input 20 ON 
   M90X+, I20+    Performs scan operation when input 20 is ON 
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6-54. M98/M99 (Subprograms) 
 
Command 
              M98 / M99                       Subprograms 
Format 
                                n 
              M98,   {           }, t                              n: Subprogram number (16~99) 
                              Rm                                      t: no. of looping (1~9999) 
                                                                         m: Register no. (0~63) 
 
              M99 
Input 
                                n 
              M98,   {           }, t                               
                              Rm                                       
              M99 
Function 
              These commands are used to execute subprograms 
Description 
              M98 executes subprograms 
  
              M98 command calls subprograms (Rm). After the subprogram call is 
completely executed, the original program will be continuously executed. 
              M99 command put at the end of the subprogram 
 
 
Related commands: M30, M31, M52 ~ M55 
Example 
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6-55. G00/G01 (Command Omit Type) 
 
Command 
               G00 / G01               
Format 
               G00 / G01                           Omit for G00 or G01 command 
Input 
               G00 / G01                           Omit for G00 or G01 command 
Function 
               Same as G00 or G01 commands 
Description 
               Using of G00 or G01 will omit all commands from the next line to the last 
line of the program. 
                Commands that are in prior to G00, including G00 command line will be 
executed. The same manner applies when G01 is used. 
 
000   M31, 0 
001   G00X+100Y+50            Omits line 002 and 003 
002   X+200Y-100 
003   X+Y+Z- 
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7. Movement Commands 
 
7-1. Home Point Search Sequence 

The Home Point Search Sequence can be executed for a single or 
multiple axes simultaneously.  Since its basic operation can be explained using 
one axis, we will describe the operation of the home point search for one axis.   
 It is necessary to have the operating mode, etc. preset using the 
parameter operation in order to perform the home point search correctly.  First, 
we will explain items necessary for the parameter operation in order to do the 
home point search. 

RET COND Conditions needed for home point search 
Set ramp, self starting speed, and max. speed of each axis 

RET SEQ Home point search sequence 
Direction of home point search: Reverse or forward 
Number of sensors:                      Near home only or near home and 
home 
Sequence of search:                      0-4 
                                                      0 is not searched 
                                                      Search starting from 1 

MOTOR Motor set up 
Near home logic:             Positive logic or negative logic 
Types of home signal:     Home sensor or Z-phase signal 

BACKLASH Set if the backlash is valid or invalid 
Backlash compensation: Valid or invalid 

Table 7-1 Parameter Operation for Home Point Search 
 
*RET COND 
 The speed of home point search is controlled by the variable speed operation.  
It operates at variable speed under the home point search conditions of the parameter 
operation. 
 
*RET SEQ 

1) Direction of home point search 
This specifies the starting direction of the home point search.  Use the 
sensor’s position of the mechanical system or the standard position to set 
the direction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7-1. Sensor Position When Reversing the Direction of Home Search 
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Figure 7-2. Sensor Position When Forwarding the Direction of Home Search 
 

2) The number of Sensors 
There are two ways to do home search.  One is search for near home point 
only.  The other is to use both the near home sensor and the home point 
signal.  (it is possible to switch between the sensor for the home point 
search and the Z-phase of the driver.)  It goes without saying that using the 
home signal is more accurate in finding the position of home point.  
 Select the method according to the uses. 

3) Search sequence 
This setting is not used by the Play Mode.  This is used by the home point 
search operation of the Manual Mode or the operation using the external 
home search signal.  Refer to each of them for information. 

 
* MOTOR 

1) Near Home Logic 
This sets the logic for the near home sensor.  Its positive logic indicates 
that this sensor is A-contact signal.  Please set it up according to the 
conditions of the sensor and the mechanical system. 

2) Types of Home Point Signals 
It is possible to select as a home signal either the signal from the sensor of 
the mechanical system or either of the signal from the driver of Z-phase 
signal of the rotary encoder.  This setup is meaningless when the number 
of sensors is limited to the near home point only. 

 
*BACKLASH 
 The amount of backlash of the mechanical system is measured automatically 
when the first home point search is performed after the power is turned ON.  The 
amount of this backlash is used to compensate for the succeeding positioning.   
 The above backlash should be used effectively when the backlash of the 
mechanical system is large or when high degree of freedom is needed for positioning.   
 Refer to the Backlash Compensation for the method of measuring the backlash 
and the method of backlash compensation.   
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Suppose the settings are as follows: 
 Direction of the home search:   Reverse direction 
 Number of sensors:  Near home and only home 
 Near home logic:   Positive logic 
 Backlash:   Invalid 
See backlash about valid backlash 
 

 
Figure 7-3.  Home point search (Near home point and home point) 
 

1) Home point search from normal position 
2) Home point search from near home ON position 
3) Home point search from between the near home and overrun 

position 
4) Home point search from the overrun position 
When the servo motor (SRV) is used for setting the types of motors, 
the deviation counter reset output is outputted for 0.1 seconds when the 
home point search is completed. 
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Figure 7-4  Home Point Search (Near Home Point Only) 
 

1) Home Point search from normal position 
2) Home point search from near home ON position 
3) Home point search from between the near home and overrun 

position 
4) Home point search from the overrun position 

 
When the servo motor (SRV) is used for setting the types of motors, the 
deviation counter reset output is outputted for 0.1 seconds when the home 
point search is completed. 
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7-2. S-Curve Speed 
 

The most important characteristics of this is that it is capable of performing S-
curve acceleration. This capability enables the following. 

• It shortens the time, since it enable the capability of motors to go beyond 
the linear variable speed 

• It enables smooth rotation by reducing vibrations.  In case of the servo 
motor, for instance, the vibration of the motor stops quickly. 

 
This controller is capable of switching between the S-Curve and straight line of 
the acceleration using the acceleration system (RAMP). 
 
The S-curve can drive G00, G01 and G28 commands. The home point search 
operation and the scan operation use the linear acceleration system. 
 
When the S-curve is set, the ramp is set by average values. 
The images of  8 types of S-Curve patterns are shown below.  The smaller the 

number used to set the curve, the straighter the curve. 
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7-3. Processing Fractions of Moving Amount 
 

The parameter operation uses I pulse to set the amount of moving (1 PULSE.) It is 
possible to manage coordinates and the amount of moving as distances with actual 

units attached. 
If, at this time, a position setting coordinate is not divisible with the 1 pulse 

moving amount and leaves a fraction, keep adding fractions until the fractions reach 
the moving amount of I pulse and add I pulse to that drive. 

In case of the absolute coordinates, fractions are discarded. 

Amount of movement by 1 pulse=0.010mm, and the amount of index=1.005mm 
when the current position is 0.000mm. 

(1) Move the amount of index in forward direction. 
Move to the coordinate of +1.000. 
The fraction, 0.005 is stored for next movement. 

(2) Move the amount of index in forward direction. 
Move to the coordinate of +2.010. 
The sum of previous fraction, 0.005, and the fraction of this time, 0.005 becomes 
0.010 which reaches the amount of movement of 1 pulse. Therefore, the 
movement will be to 1.000 + 1.000 + 0.010 = 2.010. 
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7-4. Closed Loop Control 
 
In order to perform closed control, it is necessary to have conditions for the closed 
control and the encoder inputs using the parameter operation. First, we will explain 
the contents of the parameter operation. 
 
 

Closed Control 
 
ON 
 

The error between the encoder signal A and 
the feedback due to B-phase is checked for 
each movement. If the error is greater than 
the range set, the compensation operation is 
performed. 

 
STP 
 

The error between the encoder signal A and 
the feedback due to B-phase is checked for 
each movement. If the error is greater than 
the range set, it is considered an error. 

 
 
 
 
Descriptions 
 
 
 

OFF Closed control is not performed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CLOSED 
 
 
 
 

Range of error The range of error is specified by the distance using 
the absolute value. 

Encoder Input Conditions 
Multiplied by 
1 

Coefficient of x1 of A/B phase 
signal 

Multiplied by 
2 

Coefficient of x2 of A/B phase 
signal 

Multiplied by 
4 

Coefficient of x4 of A/B phase 
signal 

 
Multiplication 
rate 
 
 

Bi-clock A phase–count up   B phase–count 
down 

Internal 
 

Coefficient of internal pulse 
generator clock by multiplication 
rate bi-clock 

 
Input System 
 

External Coefficient of clock from external 
encoder 

Forward 
 rotation 

CW rotation uses forward clock 
 

 
Specification of 
direction 
 

Backward 
rotation 

CCW rotation uses forward clock 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENCODER 
 
 
 
 
 

Amount of 
movement 

Counter coefficient: Amount of movement for 1 
clock 

Table 7-2. Parameter Operation of Closed Loop Control 
* CLOSED 
The CLOSED control is one the methods of determining positions. The clock coming 
from external signal and the clock generated by this machine are compared based in 
the moving distance, If the result is out of range set, either the compensation 
processing or abnormal processing is performed. 
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* ENCODER 
This is used to set the mode of the external clock in order to perform CLOSED 
control. 
An example of CLOSED control operation: Moving distance = +5.000mm. Error 
range (CHb) =1.000mm                                                                                                      
Operation (1)  Moving position is set to +5.000mm (forward direction) (Normal 

variable speed) 
 
Result (1) 

Actual moving - +3.000mm (Error CH = 5.000 – 3.000 = 
+2.000mm) 
Current position coordinate: +3.000mm   CHb < CH 

Operation (2) 
 

Moving position is ser to +2.000mm (Forward direction [CH 
portion]) (Self-starting speed drive) 

 
Result (2) 
 

Actual moving = +2.200mm (Error CH = 2.000 – 2.200 = -
0.200mm) 
Current position coordinate: +5.200mm   CHb < CH 
                                                       Conditions were satisfied 
and operation ends 

Note 1. If the Operation (2) is not able to contain error within the range, call it an 
error. 
Note 2. When the compensated direction becomes the opposite of the previous 
direction during the CLOSED control, it does not include the amount of backlash 
even if the backlash compensation of the parameter operation is valid (BACKLASH). 
Namely, the compensation operation of the CLOSED control does not perform 
backlash compensation operation. 
Note 3. When the backlash compensation of Note (2) above is valid while (1) is 
operation (First normal operation), the amount of the backlash compensation is added 
for the movement. However, if this CLOSED control is set to ON or STEP, the pulse 
from the encoder is used to control the coordinates, This, the current position will 
have an error by the amount of the backlash, This is not cumulative. However, the 
following should be noted. 
When the amount of backlash is greater than the error range of the CLOSED control, 
even if an error is expressed as being greater than the ideal coordinate position, it will 
be considered as a normal operation. 
 
 

 
Figure 7-7. Flow Chart 
of Closed Loop Control 

Operation 
7-5 Backlash 
Compensation 
 
(1) Measuring the 
amount of Backlash 
When compensating for 
the backlash, the 
backlash must be set 
valid by the Parameter 
operation. 
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BACKLASH 

Set backlash to valid or invalid 
Backlash compensation: 
         Valid 
          Invalid 

 
Table 7-3. Parameter Operation for Backlash Compensation 

 
 
When the backlash is set to be compensated, the near home is used to measure the 
amount of backlash automatically when the first home point search is conducted after 
the power is turned ON. (The amount of backlash stays 0 until the home point search 
is conducted.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7-8. Measuring the Amount of Backlash 
 
 
See The Home Point Search Sequence for the details of Home Point Search 
Operation. 
In the figure above, the amount of backlash is the number of pulses from the time 
when the forward (or reverse) drive causes the Near Home to go OFF to the time 
when the Near Home goes ON again. 
 
 
 
 
(2) Backlash Compensation Operation 
 
  
The backlash compensation operation pays out pulses to the side with larger amount 
of backlash by comparing the previous movement to the current movement when the 
direction of current movement has been inverted. 
 
Even if pulses are paid out to the side with larger backlash, the current position 
control ignores it for its operation. 
 
However, it is not ignored for the closed control. 
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Figure 7-9. Backlash Compensation 
Operation 
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8. Operation of Manual Mode 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8-1.  Functional Drawing of the Manual Mode 
When ESC is pressed, the display returns to the previous mode display as shown 
above. 
 
 

The coordinates of each axis indicate the 
current positions.  All the axes are at 0.000 
mm in this example. 

 When F5 is pressed, the manual mode 
becomes active.  When ESC is pressed, it 
returns to the previous mode (Wait for mode 
input) becomes active.  The fourth line 
displays the function corresponding to the 
function key.   
 
F1 – ORG                                  F2 - MOVE 
         Return to home point               Move 
operation 
 
F3 – COND                               F4 - MONI 
          Condition is set                       Monitor 

 

Mode 1 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG             PLAY           MANU             PARA

Mode 1 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
 
PROG             PLAY           MANU             PARA

Manual Mode 1 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
ORG             MOVE           COND             MONI

Manual Mode 1 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
 
ORG             MOVE           COND             MONI
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The following example uses the display of SNC-440 except for special cases. 
(1) Return Home Operation (ORG) 
 
  

 When F1 is pressed, the mode goes into the 
home return operation.  The 4th line shows 
the function corresponding to the function 
key. 
 
F1 – ORGS                               F2 - IORG 
        Home point search               Set 
imaginary home  
        operation                              point 
 
F3 – IRET 
        Return to imaginary home point 
 
This operation is the same as ORGS: G27 
 
IORG:  This is the same setting as G92 
setting 
IRET:  This is the same as G28 setting 
 
               See the “Manual Mode Conditions 
Setting” for the operational conditions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Manual Mode 1 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
 
ORG             MOVE           COND             MONI

Manual Mode 1 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
 
ORG             MOVE           COND             MONI
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(1) Home Point Search Operation (ORGS) 
  

 When F1 is pressed, the Home Point Search 
Mode becomes active and the program asks for 
return axis 

 The return axis is specified by 
 
 
+/- is disregarded in specification 

  
The axes                                              are all 
specified 

  
Only the Z-axis                  is specified 

 When ENT is pressed, the home point search 
starts and the display shows that the search is in 
progress.  The search for the home of a specified 
axis is executed in the order specified by the 
home point search sequence (RETSEQ) of the 
Parameter Operation. If the sequence of search is 
set to 0, however, search will not take place even 
if an axis is specified, available in its Manual 
mode so that there will be a warning as search 
for X and Y-axis when there is no home point 
for Z-Axis.  If ENT is pressed, there will be 
home point search for the specified axis, If ENT 
is pressed and other key is pressed, there will be 
no home point search and the display will show 
the end of the operation. 

 When the home point search is complete, the 
display goes back to the home return to home 
operation.  See the “Home point Search 
Sequence” for details of the home point search. 

 

MANUAL                         MODE                          ORIGIN 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
ORG                         IORG                    IRET 

ORIGIN                                 SEARCH 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
AXIS 

ORIGIN                                 SEARCH 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
AXIS               -    Z 

ORIGIN                                 SEARCH 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
AXIS               -    XYZθ 

ORIGIN                                 SEARCH 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
ORG                         IORG                    IRET 

ORIGIN                                 SEARCH 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
ORG                         IORG                    IRET 

MANUAL                         MODE                          ORIGIN 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
ORG                         IORG                    IRET 

  X+   Y-   X-   θ-    Z-   θ+   Z+   Y+ 

  X+   Y+   Z+   θ+ 

   Z- 
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2)Imaginary home Point Setup (IORG) 
  

 When F2 is presses, the program goes to the 
imaginary home point setting mode and is 
the leading character of the coordinates for 
X-Axis blinks showing it is the imaginary 
home point of X-Axis. 

 The coordinates of current position is 
inputted using the numeric key 
 
 
        In the example,                                       
is used.  

  
When                  is pressed, the leading code 
will be  
 
 
reversed 

 When ENT is pressed the next axis, Y-axis 
is set. 

 Similarly,              & ENT are pressed to set 
the  
 
Imaginary home point of each axis. 

 If ENT is pressed when setting θ-axis is set, 
the display will return to the home return 
menu. 

 The Function Key is used to move the 
cursor (right, left, up, down). Suppose the 
Y-axis is currently set up and you wish to 
move to Z-axis. 

 Press                            or 
 
 
Refer to G92 (Setting up the imaginary 
home point) for the concept setting up the 
imaginary home point. 

 

MANUAL                         MODE                          ORIGIN 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005 
 

IMAGINARY                          ORIGIN 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
 

MANUAL                         MODE                          ORIGIN 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
ORG                         IORG                    IRET 

IMAGINARY                          ORIGIN 
X + 1.234   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
 

IMAGINARY                          ORIGIN 
X - 1.234                                          Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
 

MANUAL                         MODE                          ORIGIN 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005 
 

MANUAL                         MODE                          ORIGIN 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005 
ORG                         IORG                    IRET 

IMAGINARY                          ORIGIN 
X – 1.234   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
ORG                         IORG                    IRET 

IMAGINARY                          ORIGIN 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
 

  NUM 
  . 1 3   2 4 

+/- 

  NUM 

F1 F4 F4 F1 
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3)Return to Imaginary Home Point (RET) 
 
  

  

 Use 
 
 
Axis to return to.  “+/-“ is ignored for this 
specification. 

 All axis can be specified by 

                  
 
                  will specify Z-axis only 

 When ENT is pressed, the imaginary home 
point return starts and the display shows the 
returning operation in progress.  The imaginary 
home position means returning to the 0 
coordinate.  The operating conditions for 
returning is set by the condition setting (COND) 
of the Manual Mode.  There is a special 
interlock function in the manual mode for Z-
axis of SNC-440.  If Z-axis is not at the home 
point and if it is desired to return X or Y axis to 
home point, there will be a warning as shown to 
the left.  
If ENT is pressed, the imaginary home point 
return to the specified axis will be activated.   
If ENT is not pressed and another key is 
pressed, the display goes back to the end of the 
operation without returning to home point 
operation. 

 When imaginary home point operation is 
completed, the program returns to the home 
point return operation menu.  The coordinates 
for each axis indicate current position while 
returning operation is in progress. 

 

MANUAL                         MODE                          ORIGIN 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
ORG                         IORG                    IRET 

IMAGINARY                          RETURN 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
AXIS     - 

IMAGINARY                          RETURN 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
AXIS     Z 

IMAGINARY                          RETURN 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
AXIS     XYZO 

IMAGINARY                          RETURN 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
AXIS    XYZO   RETURNING 

IMAGINARY                          RETURN 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
Z  ISN’T HOME. 

MANUAL                         MODE                          ORIGIN 
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
ORG                         IORG                    IRET 

  X+   Y-   X-   θ-    Z-   θ+   Z+   Y+ 

  X+   Y+   Z+   θ+ 

   Z- 
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8-2. Moving Operation (MOVE) 
 
  

 When F2 is pressed, the moving mode 
becomes active.  The fourth line indicates 
the function of the Function Keys. 
 
F1 – MDM 
          Command sending operation 
 
F2 – SCAN 
         Scan sending operation 
 
F3 – INDEX 
         Index sending operation 
 
F4 – STEP 
       1 pulse sending operation 

 
 The operating conditions for this mode are determined by the condition setting 
(COND) of the manual mode. 
 
 Each move will store its current position data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MANUAL                         MODE                           
X + 0.000   Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
ORG                         IORG                    IRET 

MANUAL                         MODE                          MOVE 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
MDM               SCAN                 INDX                STEP 
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(1)  Command Value Feed Operation 
  

 When F1 is pressed, the command value 
move mode becomes active and the 
coordinate to move from the current 
position is asked by the X-axis.  This mode 
has the capacity to store positional data 
from the current position.  It will be used in 
parallel with functional keys in the next 
page.  +0000: Positional data storage and its 
direction of move. 

            Is input to set the coordinate value of 
the moving destination.  In this example,  
Are pressed.  Where the axis should  
Be left at the current position, do not use 
And go to the next.  

  
When            is pressed, the leading sign is 
inverted. 

 When ENT is pressed, the next Y-Axis is 
set.  If a mistake is made in setting the 
previous axis, press ESC and return to the 
home point display and reset it. 

 Similarly, press             & ENT and set the 
moving  
destination of each axis. 

 If ENT is pressed when setting θ axis, 
moving starts to the specified coordinate 
value and the program returns to setting the 
home point coordinate value. 

MANUAL                         MODE                          MOVE 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
MDM               SCAN                 INDX                STEP 

MOVE NEW POS.              +0.0000 
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
NO                 INC               DEC               STORE 

MOVE NEW POS.              +0.0000 
X - 10                                     Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420                  θ - 0.005   
NO                 INC               DEC               STORE 

MOVE NEW POS.              +0.0000 
X - 10                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
NO                 INC               DEC               STORE 

MOVE NEW POS.              +0.0000 
X - 10                                 Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420              θ - 0.005   
NO                 INC               DEC               STORE 

MOVE NEW POS.              +0.0000 
X  + 10                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.03   θ – 11.1   
NO                 INC               DEC               STORE 

MOVE NEW POS.              +0.0000 
X + 10   Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.03   θ – 11.1   
NO                 INC               DEC               STORE 

 Num 

0 1

X 

 num 

Num 
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 Operating method and function keys 
Move mode is capable of storing positional data 
The first line indicates +0000 as positional data 
+1 will be shown after the +sign 
-1 will be shown after the – sign 
Capability of each function key: 
NO:          Reset position number 
INC:         Increment the move of position number 
DEC:       Decrement the move of position number 
STORE:    Store the current position into the specified 
position number 

 Resetting position numbers 
 
When                is pressed, the menu changes to resetting 
the position number and an inquiry about the position 
number is made. 
 

 Press              to set the position number 
 
In the example given,                                   are pressed 

 When ENT is pressed, the position number is set is 
registered 

 Transition of position number 
 
When             is pressed, the sign in front of the position 
number becomes – and the transition of the position 
number is decremented 

 When               is pressed, the sign in front of the  
position number becomes + and the transition of the 
position number is incremented 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Storing position data 
 
When               is pressed, the current position data is  
  
Stored at position data number 123 and the position 
number is incremented.  The position number is displayed 
as +123.  (Position # 0123) 
x-axis:+10.000      Y: +0.000    Z: -15.03     θ : -11.1 
 

MOVE             NEW         POS       +0000 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ – 11.100   
NO              INC                   DEC               STORE 

MOVE NEW POS.              +0.0000 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ – 11.100   
POS        NUMBER  -  

MOVE NEW POS.              +0.0000 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ – 11.100   
POS            NUMBER         -      123 

MOVE NEW POS.              +0123 
X  + 10                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.03   θ – 11.1   
NO                 INC               DEC               STORE 

MOVE             NEW         POS       +0123 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ – 11.100   
NO              INC                   DEC               STORE 

MOVE             NEW         POS       -0123 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ – 11.100   
NO              INC                   DEC               STORE 

   F1 

  Num 

    3     2 1

   F3 

   F2 

   F4 
MANUAL                         MODE                    MOVE       
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
MDM             SCAN         INDX             STEP 
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 When       F2      is pressed, the Scan Feed mode is  
 
activated and current position of each axis is displayed.  
For the first line of the screen, +0123 and function key, 
please refer to command value feed (MDM) for further 
details.  HI indicates the speed range of the current mode. 
 
Press                  to change to another speed range. 
 
 
 
Pressing                                                 drive each  
 
Axis in the forward direction. 
 
Pressing                                                     drive each  
axis in the reverse direction.  Movement stops when the 
keys are let go.  Axes will continue to move as long as the 
keys are pressed. 
 
If                 is pressed while axes are being driven,  
 
the speed will slow down to the self-starting speed.  If the 
key is released, the speed will accelerate up to the 
maximum speed.  The current position is displayed in real 
time even during the operation. 

 Changing Speed 
If SHIFT is pressed when the operation is stopped, it is 
possible to change the maximum speed of Scan Feed.  The 
value used for setting speed is based on the setting of 
conditions. 

 When            is pressed, 1/10 of Setting of  
 
Conditions becomes the maximum speed.   
 
                  Means ½ and 1/1 respectively. 
 
In this example,            is pressed and 1/10 speed is set. 

 
 
 
 

MOVE NEW POS.              +0124 
X + 10   Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.03   θ – 11.1   
NO                 INC               DEC               STORE 

SCAN               FEED                   HI          +0123       
X + 10   Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.03   θ – 11.1   
NO                 INC               DEC               STORE 

SCAN               FEED                   LOW          +0123       
X + 10   Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.03   θ – 11.1   
NO                 INC               DEC               STORE 

SCAN               FEED                   HI          +0123       
X + 10   Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.03   θ – 11.1   
LOW                                  MID                    HI 

shift 

  X+ 

  Y-   X-   O-    Z- 

  θ+   Z+   Y+ 

slow 

   F1 

   F3 
   F2 

   F1 
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3) Index Feed Operation (INDX) 
  

 When F3 is pressed, the index feed mode is 
initiated.  The amount of index of each axis 
is displayed and the amount of index of X-
axis is requested first.  For details on the 
first line on the right side, please see 
Command Value Feed (MDM) 

 NUM is used to set the amount of index.  
The amount of index does not use any sign.  
In this example,                             are 
pressed. 
 
If the amount of index is used without 
change,   
            
              is not used and the program goes to 
the next step. 
 
  

 If ENT is pressed, setting the next axis, Y, 
starts.  If the setting of the previous axis is 
incorrect, press ESC to return to the 
previous display and reset it. 

 Similarly, press the             and ENT to set 
the amount of index of each axis. 

 If ENT Is pressed when setting θ-axis, the 
operating menu will use the amount of 
index set.  If this menu resets the amount of 
index, press ESC.  Then, the program 
returns to reset the amount of index. 

 

MANUAL                         MODE                    MOVE       
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
MDM             SCAN         INDX             STEP 

INDEX     FEED                                  +0457       
X    + 10.0                             Y    + 0.000 
Z  - 15.003                            θ   - 11.100 
NO                    INC                    DEC             STORE 

INDEX     FEED                                  +0457       
X    5.5                             Y    5 
Z   15.000                        θ   0.15   
NO                    INC                    DEC             STORE 

INDEX     FEED                                  +0457       
X    5.5                             Y    5.000 
Z   15.000                         θ   12.300   
NO                    INC                    DEC             STORE 

INDEX     FEED                                  +0457       
X    5.5                             Y    5.000 
Z   15.000                        θ   12.300   
NO                    INC                    DEC             STORE 

INDEX     FEED                                  +0457       
X    10.000                     Y    5.000 
Z   15.000                         θ   12.300   
NO                    INC                    DEC             STORE 

5 . 5

  num 

  num 
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 Index operation 
When                                            are 
pressed, each  
axis moves forward by the amount of 
index.   
When                                           are 
pressed, each  
axis moves in reverse direction by the 
amount of index.  Simultaneous operation 
is possible.  This operation in conjunction 
with the variable speed under set 
conditions.  Every time a key is pressed, 
an axis moves by the amount of index.  If 
a key is kept down, the operation restarts 
after about 0.3 second.  The display 
shows the current position in real time 
even when the operation is in progress. 

 Suppose the amount of indexes is set as 
follows: 
 
X- Axis:               5.5 mm 
Y-axis:                 5.00mm 
Z-axis:                  15.0 mm 
θ-axis:                   .150 mm  
 
Suppose that the positional display is as 
shown to the left. 

 If         is pressed once, the X-axis moves 
forward  
 
by the amount of index and the current 
position is displayed as shown to the left. 
 
            +10.000 + 5.500 = +15.000mm 

 If             is pressed once, the current 
position is  
 
displayed shown to the left. 
 
                 -11.000 + 0.150 = -10.950 mm  

 
 
 
 

INDEX     FEED                                  +0457       
X    + 10.0                             Y    + 0.000 
Z  - 15.003                            θ   - 11.100 
NO                    INC                    DEC             STORE 

  X+   θ+   Z+   Y+ 

  Y-   X-   θ-    Z- 

INDEX     FEED                                  +0457       
X    + 15.500                             Y    + 0.000 
Z  - 15.003                            θ   - 11.100 
NO                    INC                    DEC             STORE 

INDEX     FEED                                  +0457       
X    5.500                             Y    5..000 
Z  - 10.000                            θ   0.150 
NO                    INC                    DEC             STORE 

INDEX     FEED                                  +0457       
X    + 10.0                             Y    + 0.000 
Z  - 15.003                            θ   - 11.100 
NO                    INC                    DEC             STORE 

INDEX     FEED                                  +0457       
X    + 10.0                             Y    + 0.000 
Z  - 15.003                            θ   - 11.100 
NO                    INC                    DEC             STORE 

  X+ 

    θ 
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(4)  1 Pulse Feed Operation (STEP) 
  

  
When          is pressed, the Scan Feed 
Mode becomes active and current 
position of each axis is displayed.  For 
+0457 and key functions, please refer top 
Command Value Feed (MDM) for more 
details.    
 
When                                           are 
pressed, each  
 
axis moves forward by 1 pulse. 
 
When                                           are 
pressed, each  
 
Axis moves in reverse direction by 1 
pulse.  All the axes will move.  It is 
possible to operate all axes at the same 
time.  Every time a key is pressed, it 
moves by 1 pulse.  If the key stays 
pressed, it moves 1 pulse and waits 0.3 
second and move 1 pulse again.. Current 
position is displayed in real time even 
when the machine is running.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MANUAL                         MODE                    MOVE       
X - 1.234                      Y + 10.000 
Z - 5.420   θ - 0.005   
MDM             SCAN         INDX             STEP 

STEP                   FEED                         +0457       
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ – 11.100   
NO            INC                   DEC               STORE 

   F4 

  X+   θ+   Z+   Y+ 

  Y-   X-   θ-    Z- 
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9-1. Activation by Application Program (APP) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

When F1 is pressed, the Application Program 
Activation Menu of Play Mode is activated 
and the program number of the application is 
requested. 

 
 
 
 
 

The program number to be executed is 
inputted using NUM key.  There are 16 
programs from 0 to 15.   
 
In this example, 1 and 0 are pressed. 

 
 
 
 
 

When ENT is pressed, the contents of the 
program Is checked, if it is a normal case.  It 
will display only an instant.  If there is 
something not normal, the following display 
appears. 

 
 
 
 
 

If an error is made on the program number 
(other than 0-15), the display shown to the left 
is displayed.   
 
Press ESC to go back to the original program 
number setting. 

 
 
 
 
 

If there is no program in the program number 
specified, the display shown to the left 
appears.  It is possible to go back to the main 
menu of the Play Mode by pressing ENT. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If the program number is normal, the display 
shown to the left will appear and the Program 
Execution Mode is requested.  The Execution 
Mode is specified by the function keys.  
F1 – CONT                                 F2 - STEP 
        Automatic execution                 1 step 
execution 
F3 – EXT 
         Externally activated execution 
Explanation of Line 1 to the left: 
       10:       Program No. 
       0000:    Line No. 
For details of each execution mode, see each 
mode. 

 

PLAY               MODE       
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APP               POS 

PLAY               MODE                                   APP 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APPLICATION NO = 0 

PLAY               MODE                                    APP 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APPLICATION NO = 10 

PLAY               MODE                                 APP 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROGRAM CHECKING        11 

PLAY               MODE                               APP 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
BAD            NUMBER           ERR                     03 

PLAY               MODE                               APP 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROGRAM       NO            EXIST         11 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
CONT             STEP                 EXT 
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(1) Auto Execution Mode(CONT) 
 This mode starts continuous execution from the line 

number 000. 
 
 
 

 When F1 is pressed, the Automatic Execution Mode is 
activated and program operation starts. 
The example to the left shows the display of the 
parameter operation in which display is needed. 
Current position and the line number currently 
execution are displayed. (In case of the subprogram 
call, the display of program number changes also.) 
The display left shows a case in which the monitor 
display is made unnecessary. 
Current position and the line number currently 
executed are not displayed. 

 When the program execution is finished, the program 
returns to the Main Menu of the Play Mode. 
An example of the program error is shown on the left 
screen. 

 When a program is completely executed, the display 
returns to the Main Menu of the Play Mode as shown. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
CONT             STEP                 EXT 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0015 
X + 12.340                      Y - 0.100 
Z +10 0.155                       θ + 0.010 
CONTINUOS MODE 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
CONTINUOS MODE 

PLAY               MODE                     10.016 
X + 12.340                      Y - 0.100 
Z +10 0.155                      θ + 0.010 
PROGRAM    ERR                                                         24 

PLAY               MODE                      
X +200.000                      Y – 15.000 
Z – 50.000   θ + 0.000 
APP              POS 
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(2)  1 Step Execution Mode (STEP) 
 This mode executes program one line at a time. 

 
Every time ENT is pressed, one line is executed. If a 
key other than ENT is pressed, the program goes back 
to the Main Menu of the Play Mode. 
 

 If F2 is pressed, the program goes into the 1 Step 
Execution Mode. The display shown to the left is 
displayed for an instance. 
 

  
Next, 1 Line Execution Wait is displayed and waits 
for ENT key input. 
  

 The fourth line indicates error have been occurred 
when program is running. 
 
 

 When ENT is pressed, the display shown to the left is 
displayed while 1 Line Execution is in progress. 
Note: 
This mode operates even when the DISPLAY of the 
Parameters Operation does not require monitor 
display. However, the line number or the position 
currently executed is not displayed, which makes it 
difficult to operation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
CONT             STEP                 EXT 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
1          STEP                 MODE 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
WAITING           RESTART 

PLAY               MODE                     10.016 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
PROGRAM             ERR                                               24 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
1          STEP                 MODE 
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(3) Externally Activated Execution Mode (EXT) 
 This mode is activated by the Program Activation 

Signal (INPUT) This is the same as that of Automatic 
Execution Mode. 
 

 When F3 is pressed, the program goes into Externally 
Activated Execution Mode and waits for the program 
activating signal. 
When Ext. Actv. Signal comes in, an operation 
identical to the automatic execution takes place. 
The display to the left is shown when the monitor 
display is needed by DISPLAY of the Parameter 
Operation. 
It display the current position and the line number 
currently execution. 
The display to the left is shown when the monitor 
display is made unnecessary  
Current position and the line number currently being 
executed are not displayed.  

 An error has been occurred while the program is 
running. 
 
 

 When the execution of program is completed, the 
display returns to the Main Menu of the Play Mode as 
shown. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
CONT             STEP                 EXT 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
EXTERNAL                  MODE 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
EXTERNAL                  MODE 

PLAY               MODE                     10.016 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
PROGRAM               ERR                                        24 

PLAY               MODE                      
X + 200.000                      Y - 15.000 
Z - 50.000   θ + 0.000 
APP               POS 
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(4) Other Displays Shown When Program Is Executed 
 Temporary Stop Display 

If Deceleration/Stop is inputted when the automatic 
execution or Externally Activated Execution Mode is in 
progress, the display to the left is shown after the 
command currently being executed is completed (See 
INPUT Connector). 
The same display will be shown when M00 command is 
executed also. 
If EBT or Ext. activated signal is inputted, the program 
starts execution again(if Decelerate and Stop occurred 
during moving, remaining movement is completed.) 
If keys other than ENT is used, the Program considers it 
to mean stopping reopening of operation and returns to 
the Main Menu of the Play Mode. 

 Display of program execution error. 
Program error is displayed when an error occurs during 
program execution. 
The example to the left shows an error occurred at 
program No. and Line No. 015 

 There are various errors that occur during the operation. 
       : Contents of error 

                 ∆ ∆ : Error code 
The error codes are displayed by the MONI lamp of this 
machine also. See Error Codes of Monitor Codes for 
details. 

 Recovering from the error state 
Press ESC or RESET SIGNAL to return to the Main 
Menu of the original Play Mode (See INPUT Connector). 
Remove the cause of error and repeat execution. 

 Error within the controller 
This machine uses its internal hardware to conduct self-
diagnosis. If this diagnosis discovers abnormality, the 
display shown to the left appears. 
It is not possible to recover from it using the loader or the 
external signal. Turn the power off once and turn it on 
again. If the same display appears again, it means 
something is wrong with this machine or it is an external 
problem. 
Please contact our business agents given on the back of 
the front cover or our business office. 

  
 
 
 
 

PLAY               MODE                     10.0000 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
WAITING                RESTART 

PLAY               MODE                     10.015 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
PROGRAM          ERR 

PLAY               MODE                     10.015 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 

             ERR                             ∆ ∆ 

PLAY               MODE                      
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
APP                    POS 

PLAY               MODE                     10.015 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
HARDWARE           ERROR 
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9-2 Consecutive Movement of Position Data 
  

 
 
 

 When F2 is pressed, the program goes into the Position 
Data Continuous Move Menu of the Play Mode 
 

 Use NUM key to enter the position data number from 
which the execution should start. 
In this example,       are pressed 

 If ENT is pressed, the starting position data number is 
set.  
The function of the Function Keys are: 
F1  No                                  F2 INC 
      Reset position number         Mover direction 
                                                  + Specification  
F3 DEC 
      Move direction-Specification 
Please refer to the next page form function key details. 
+0010 results from moving +. 
-sign indicates –1 to data number. 

 ENT or EXT. ACTIVATED SIGNAL is moved to the 
coordinates of the position data number displayed at 
every input. 
If the sign in front of the position data number is + after 
moving is completed, the position data number becomes 
+1, and current position is 0011; if the sign is -, the 
position data number becomes –1, and current position is 
–0009.  

 

 Function Keys: Method of operation and Functions 
 
 
 
 

 Resetting the position numbers 
When F1 is pressed, the position number resetting menu 
becomes active and an inquiry about the position number 
to be reset is made. 
 

PLAY               MODE                      
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APP                        POS 

PLAY               MODE                     +0.0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
POS     NUMBER      =       0 

PLAY               MODE                     +0.0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
POS     NUMBER      =      10 

PLAY               MODE                     +0010 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
NO                INC                     DEC 

PLAY               MODE                     +0010 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
NO                INC                     DEC 

PLAY               MODE                     +0011 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
NO                INC                     DEC 

PLAY               MODE                     +0011 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
NO                INC                     DEC 

PLAY               MODE                     +0011 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
POS    NUMBER   = 11 
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Use NUM key to set the position number. 
 
In this example,                            are pressed. 
 

  
If ENT is pressed, the position number set is registered. 
 
 

 Transition of position numbers 
When F3 is pressed, the sign in front of the position 
number becomes – and the positive number is 
decremented. 

  
If F2 is pressed, the sign in front of the position number 
becomes + and the position number is decremented. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLAY               MODE                     +0011 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
POS    NUMBER   = 456 

PLAY               MODE                     +0456 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
NO                INC                     DEC 

PLAY               MODE                     -0456 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
NO                INC                     DEC 

PLAY               MODE                     +0456 
X + 12.340                      Y -0.100 
Z + 100.155   θ + 0.010 
NO                INC                     DEC 
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10. Operation of Program Mode 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10-1 Functional Drawing of Program Mode 
If ESC is pressed, the program returns to the previous mode as shown in the function 
drawing. 
 The coordinates of each axis show the current 

position. 
The example used here shows all axis are at 
0.000mm. 

 If F1 is pressed, the program enters the Program 
Mode. 
If ESC is pressed, the program goes back to the 
previous mode (wait for Mode Input). 
The fourth line displays the function Key. 
 
F1   APP                                    F2 POS 
        Program editing                      Position data 
editing 
 
F3 COMM                                F4 CLR 
      External                                    Program deletion 
      Communication  

.The display samples shown below are written according to the display method used 
for MC-430 except special cases. 

MODE       1                 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG                       PLAY               MANU           PARA 

MODE       1                 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
 
PROG                       PLAY               MANU           PARA 

PROG                MODE 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APP              POS           COMM               CLR 

PROG                MODE 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
 
APP              POS           COMM               CLR 
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10-1. Editing Application Program (APP) 
  

   When   F1   is pressed, the Application Program Edit 
Menu of the Program Mode is activated and an inquiry 
is made about its program number. 

 The program number to be edited is entered using  Num 
 
This example,    “1” , “0”   are pressed 

 When      ENT      is pressed, the application program of 
the program number specified is read in. 

 When reading is finished, the program of the first line 
number of the program specified is displayed. 
Here is a case in which a program was already there. 
It also shows a case in which no program has been 
stored. The function hey on the fourth line shows the 
following: 
      F1  -  NEXT                    F2  -  PRVS 
               Go to next line         Return to previous line 
      F3  -                            F4  -   
      Cursor to the right           Cursor to the left 
 
Function keys is shown bellow. 

 When   SHIFT  is pressed, the function of the function 
key on the fourth line changes as shown to the left.  
       F1  -  CLR                     F2  -  INS 
       Characters of the line     1 character is inserted 
       Displayed is cleared     
       F3  -  DEL 
       Cursor character is deleted 
“*” on the right side means that SHIFT was pressed 

 If  ESC  is pressed during display, the function of the 
function key on the 4th line changes. 
       F1  -  EXIT                     F2  -  INS 
      End of editing                  A line is inserted to the 
                                               displayed 
       F3  -  DEL                       F4  -  NO 
       A line on the line            Jump of the line displayed 
       displayed is deleted 

 

PROG                MODE 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APP              POS           COMM               CLR 

PROG                MODE                                APP 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APPLICATION      NO   =    0 

PROG                MODE                           10   000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
READING         PROGAM 

PROG                MODE                                  APP 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APPLICATION      NO   =   10 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                         

PROG                MODE             10  000 
 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                      

PROG                MODE             10 000 
M31.10 
 
CLR        INS                DEL                                    *           

PROG                MODE             10 000 
M31.10  
 
EXIT        INS            DEL             NO 
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(1) Function of each key: 
There are 3 types of function key operation: 

1) Normal ......................................... NEXT, PRVS, -> , <- . 
2) When press SHIFT........................ CLR, INS, DEL 
3) When press ESC ........................... EXIT, INS, DEL, NO 

 
Normal Operation: 

 Operation and function of each function 
key 

 NEXT    (Go to the next line) 
 
 
 

 If  F2  is pressed, the program of the 
previous line is displayed 

 PRVS (Return to the previous line) 
 
When  F2  is pressed, the program of the 
previous line is displayed. 

 -> (Cursor moves to the right) 
 
If  F3  is pressed, the cursor moves to the 
right 

 <-  (Cursor moves to the left) 
 
When  F4  is pressed, the cursor moves to 
the left 

 
 
 
 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                    

PROG                MODE             10  001 
G11X15 . 50 . 600000 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                   

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                    

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                       

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                    
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ESC 0peration and Options after pressing ESC key 
 

 

 ESC Operation and Options after pressing ESC key 

 INS (Line insertion) 

When  ESC  is pressed, the function menu changes. 

 When  ESC  is pressed, a new line is inserted and the lines 
following the line displayed are shifted down. 

 DEL  (Line deletion)  

When  F3  is pressed, the function menu changes. 

 When  F3  is pressed, a question is asked if the line 
displayed can be deleted. 

 When ENT   is pressed, the line displayed is deleted and the 
next line is displayed. Succeeding lines are shifted down by 
one line.  Nothing will happen if other keys are pressed  

 NO  (Jump to the line displayed) 

When  ESC  is pressed, the function menu changes 

 When  F4  is pressed, the program waits for an input by  
NUM to indicate the line number to which a jump should 
go. 

 Enter the line number to be displayed using  NUM key.       
When  ENT  is pressed, the program of the line number 
specified is displayed. 

 EXIT  (end of editing)When  ECS  is pressed, the program 
of the line number specified id displayed. 

 When  F1  is pressed, the program edited is stored 

 When the program is running normally, The program 
returns to the Program Mode Menu 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                       

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
EXIT             INS             DEL               NO 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
NEXT                 PRVS 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
EXIT             INS             DEL               NO 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
THIS       LINE                DELETE                 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
G11X15.50.600000 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                       

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
EXIT             INS             DEL               NO 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
LINE       NUMBER         = 0 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
G00X200.000Y – 1050.00 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                     

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                      

PROG                MODE             10  000 
 
SAVING           PROGRAM 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APP          POS           COMM                      CLR 
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SHIFT Operation and Options after pressing SHIFT key 

 Shift operation and Options after pressing 
SHIFT key 

 CLR  (The characters of the line displayed 
are cleared.) 
 
If  SHIFT  is pressed, the function menu 
changes 

 If  F1  is pressed, the characters on the line 
displayed are cleared. 

 INS (Insert 1 character) 
 
When  SHIFT  is pressed, the function menu 
changes 

  
When F2  is changed, a space is inserted 
into the cursor’s position. 

 DEL (Delete cursor character) 
 
When  SHIFT  is pressed, the function menu 
changes 

 When  F3  is pressed, the character at the 
cursor’s position is deleted. 

   
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
CLEAR                 INS                  DEL                          * 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                    

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
CLEAR                 INS                  DEL                          * 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                       

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
CLEAR                 INS                  DEL                          * 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                      
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(2) Error display and the method of recovering from it 
 Error at the time of EXIT (End of editing) 

When  ESC  is pressed, the function menu changes 

  

Edited program is saved when  F1  is pressed. 

 This example shows that there is no M30 on the last 
line. The contents of this error is displayed on the 
4th line. Refer to the Error Codes in the Monitor 
Code for details 

 When  ESC  is pressed, the mode moves to the Edit 
Mode for the line where an error was generated. 
The contents of the error is edited and the end of 
editing should be preformed again 

 Error at the time of program editing. 

It is assume that the G-code was forgotten in the 
figure to the left.Press F1  or F2 or ENT 

 An error of missing G, M, and I is displayed as 
shown to the left. 

Check the error contents and press  ESC key. 

 The line with an error should be edited. 

Refer to the Error Codes in the Monitor Codes for 
details. 

 Line over when a line is inserted: 

If ESC  is pressed, the Function Menu changes. 

 If over 125 lines were tried to be inserted by 
pressing  F2 , a display show to the left will appear. 

  

The  ESC  key should be pressed so that the 
previous display is shown. 

 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
EXIT               INS                DEL                 NO 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
 
SAVING PROGRAM 
 

PROG                MODE             10  012 
 
SAVING PROGRAM 
M30         ERR                                   08 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
EXIT               INS                DEL                 NO 

PROG                MODE             10  012 
00X100 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                     

PROG                MODE             10  012 
00X100 
 
WITHOUT             GMI                 ERR                          01 

PROG                MODE             10  012 
00X100 
  
NEXT                 PRVS                                            

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
EXIT                INS                        DEL                        NO 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
LINE                              OVER                      ERR          06 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
M31.10 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          
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10-2. Editing the Positional Data (POS) 

  

 When  F2 is pressed, editing the positional 
data of the Program Mode starts. 
The positional data number currently being 
controlled is displayed at the right-hand 
edge of the first line (for this example, 
0000.) 
The fourth line displays the function related 
to the function key. 
 
F1 - MDI                          F2  -  MOVE 
Numeric input is edited    Move input is         
                                          edited 
 
F3 – TEAC 
Teaching editing 
 
 
If is possible to break loose from any mode 
by pressing  ESC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROG                MODE              
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APP           POS                            COMM                  CLR 

PROG                MODE             10  000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
MDI                       MOVE                     TEAC 
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(1) Editing the Numeric Input (MDI) 

 This editing method is used to edit the 
positional data by inputting numeric data 
directly. 

  
When  F1  is pressed, the positional data is 
read in. 

 When reading of the positional data number 
is finished, the positional data at eh 
positional data number 0000 is displayed. 
The fourth line displays the following 
function keys: 
F1  -  NEXT                    F2  -  PRVS 
Advance to the               Return to the 
next line                          previous line 
F3  -                           F4  -   
Move cursor right          move cursor left 

 When  SHIFT  is pressed, the function of 
the Function Key on the fourth line changes 
as shown to the left. 
F1  -  CLR                     F2  -  INS 
       Characters of the line     1 character is 
inserted 
       Displayed is cleared     
       F3  -  DEL 
       Cursor character is deleted 
“*” on the right side means that SHIFT was 
pressed 

 If  ESC  is pressed during display, the 
function of the Function Key on the 4th line 
changes. 
       F1  -  EXIT                     F2  -  INS 
      End of editing                  A line is 
inserted to the 
                                               displayed 
       F3  -  DEL                       F4  -  NO 
       A line on the line            Jump of the 
line displayed 
       displayed is deleted 

 

PROG                MODE                          0  000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
MDI                       MOVE                     TEAC 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
READING            POSITION 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
CLEAR              INS         DEL                                        * 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
EXIT              INS         DEL                 NO                  
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There are 3 types of function key operation: 
1) Normal..........................................NEXT, PRVS, -> , <- . 
2) When press SHIFT........................CLR, INS, DEL 
3) When press ESC ...........................EXIT, INS, DEL, NO 

 
 

Normal Operation: 

  
  

 
Next  (Go to the next line) 

  
 
When  F1  is pressed, the program of the next 
line is displayed 

 PRVS  (Go back to the previous line) 
 
When  F2  is pressed, the program of the 
previous line is displayed. 

 _>  (Cursor goes to the right) 
 
When  F3  is pressed, the cursor moves to the 
right. 

 <_ (Cursor goes to the left) 
 
When  F4 is pressed, the cursor moves to the 
left. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          
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ESC Operation and options after pressing ESC key 

 INS (Line insertion)                                   When  ESC  is 
pressed, the Function Menu changes 

 When  F2  is pressed, a new line is inserted and the lines 
displayed move down by one line.                                            
This will eliminate position data number 199 this time. 

 DEL ( Line deletion)                            When  ESC  is 
pressed, the Function Menu changes. 

 When  F3  is pressed, the program asks of the line displayed 
can be deleted. 

 When  ENT  is pressed, the line displayed is deleted and the 
next line is displayed. Succeeding lines will be shifted down 
also. There will be no action other than when  ENT is 
pressed.  

 NO  (Jump to the line displayed)                        When  ESC  
is pressed, the Function Menu changes. 

 When  F4 is pressed, it will jump to the specified line 
number being entered through the  NUM key. 

 Use  NUM to input the line number to be displayed. 

 When  ENT  is pressed, the program of the specified line 
number is displayed. 

 EXIT (End of editing) When  ESC  is pressed, the Function 
Menu changes 

 When  F1  is pressed, the edited program is saved. 

 The machine goes back to the program mode menu. When 
there was an editing, it will take about 25 seconds to go 
back to the program mode menu. Otherwise, it will take 
only an instant. 

 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
EXIT                 INS                      DEL                    NO 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
EXIT                 INS                      DEL                    NO 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
THIS                  LINE                       DELETE 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
EXIT                 INS                      DEL                    NO 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
LINE    NUMBER                  = 0 

PROG                MODE                         0  010 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
EXIT                 INS                      DEL                    NO 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
 
SAVING          POSITION 
 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
MDI                    MOVE                         TEAC 
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SHIFT Operation and Options after pressing SHIFT key. 

 SHIFT Operation and Options after 
pressing SHIFT key. 

 CLR (This clears the characters of the 
line displayed)                                              
When  SHIFT is pressed, the Function 
Menu changes.                                              

 When F1 is pressed, the characters of the 
line displayed are cleared. 

 INS (Insert 1 character)                                
When  SHIFT is pressed, the Function 
Menu changes. 

 When F2 is pressed, a space is created at 
the cursor’s position. 

 Del (Delete 1 character)                               
When SHIFT is pressed, the Function 
Menu changes. 

 When F3 is pressed, the character at the 
cursor’s position is deleted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
CLEAR              INS         DEL                                        * 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
CLEAR              INS         DEL                                        * 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + _34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
CLEAR              INS         DEL                                        * 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 12.000                                        Y + 4.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          
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Error display and the method of recovering from it 

 Editing error 

If the X-code is missing as shown to the 
left, press F1 or F2 or ENT. 

 The error message, as shown to the left 
has no axis name.                                
Check the error contents and press ESC 
key.  

 Edit the error. 

For details, see the Error Codes on 
Monitor Codes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
 + 12.000                                        Y + _34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
 + 12.000                                        Y + _34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
BAD               AXIS                      ERR                04 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
 + 12.000                                        Y + _34.000 
Z – 56.000                                         θ + 0.150 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          
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(2) Editing Move Input (MOVE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 This editing method sets coordinates 
while driving the motor. 

 When F2 is pressed, the move input edit 
menu becomes active as shown to the 
left. 

 

 

 

Each operation is identical to MOVE of 
the Manual Mode. Please refer to them. 

 When the above operations are 
completed, the menu shown to the left is 
displayed. 

 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
MDI                    MOVE                         TEAC 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
MDM         SCAN                  INDX            STEP 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
MDM         SCAN                  INDX            STEP 
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(3) Teaching Operation (TEAC) 

 The motor is left free and the machine is 
manually operated. This editing stores 
the coordinate data obtained by 
counting the encoder signal at the time. 
 

 When F3 is pressed, the display shown 
to the left appears and the teaching 
editing mode becomes active.                    
+0000: The position data storage 
number and its moving direction               
(In this example, the incremental move 
is used and its position number is 0000)  
NO            :            Position number is 
reset 
INC           :            The position 
number’s move is incremented. 
.DEC         :             The position 
number’s move is decremented. 
STORE      :             Current position is 
stored at the specified position number. 
 

((1)) When this mode becomes active, 
the type of motors to set the servo 
motor becomes "Servo Off'. In case of 
the stepping motor, it becomes 
"Excitation Off'. In other words, this is 
the motor free state. 
((2)) The motor axis or the mechanical 
system is moved manually. At this 
time, coordinates are displayed by the 
encoder signal, the AXIS connector. 
((3)) This coordinate data is stored in 
the position data. Refer to the Method 
of Operation of the Function Keys for 
details. 

<Matters that need attention 
Connections and set up described 
below are necessary for operating in 
this mode. See each section for details. 

* Connect the encoder signal. 
* Set up the input conditions for the 
encoder.  

 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
MDI                    MOVE                         TEAC 

TEACHING                                         +0000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
NO               INC                    DEC              STORE 
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 Function Keys: Method of Operations 

and Functions 

 Resetting the position numbers 
 
When F1 is pressed, the Position 
Number Reset Menu becomes active. 
The program asks the number to be 
reset. 

 Set the position numbers using NUM 
key. 
 
In this example,  “1”, “2”, “3”  are 
pressed 
 
 

  
When ENT is pressed, the position 
number set is registered. 
 

 Moving the position number  
 
When F3 is pressed, the sign in front of 
the position number becomes + and the 
position number is incremented. 

 When F2 is pressed, the sign in front of 
the position number becomes + and the 
position number is incremented. 
 

 Storing the position data 
When F4 is pressed, the current position 
data is stored at the position number 
123 and the position number is 
incremented. +0124 is displayed. 
(Position number 0123) will store the 
following data: 
 
X-axis             :         +10.000mm   
Y-axis             :         +  0.000mm 
Z-axis             :         - 15.030mm 
θ-axis             :         - 11.100mm  
When the position number is 
decremented, -0122 is displayed. 

 
 
 
 

TEACHING                                         +0000 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ - 11.100 
NO               INC                    DEC              STORE 

TEACHING                                         +0000 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ - 11.100 
POS     NUMBER       -  

TEACHING                                         +0000 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ - 11.100 
POS     NUMBER       -     123 

TEACHING                                         +0123 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ - 11.100 
NO               INC                    DEC              STORE 

TEACHING                                         -0123 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ - 11.100 
NO               INC                    DEC              STORE 

TEACHING                                         +0123 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ - 11.100 
NO               INC                    DEC              STORE 

TEACHING                                         +0124 
X + 10.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z – 15.030   θ - 11.100 
NO               INC                    DEC              STORE 
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 If F1 is pressed when the Up-load Menu 

is active, a specified data is transmitted 
to the outside world. 
The data which is being transmitted is 
displayed on the loader. 
The display to the left is an example of 
program up-load. 
All program stored are transferred. 

 The display to the left is a position data 
up-load.  
Only the position data set is transferred. 
 

  
The display shown to the left is an 
example of parameter data up-load. 
 

  
If ESC is pressed when the up-load 
menu is active, the program returns to 
the previous menu. 
 

  
If a communication error is generated, 
an error display as shown to the left 
appears. 
 

 If ESC is pressed, the program returns 
to the former menu. 
Irregularities must be solved and 
transmission must be repeated. 
 

  
When transmission is completed 
normally, the program returns to the 
original menu. 
  

 
 
 
 

 

COMM               UP                     10.010 
G00          X + 10.000                  Y – 20.000 
Z + 5.000                                     θ - .100 
NOW        SENDING 

COMM               UP                     0 1 2 3 
G00          X + 10.000                  Y – 20.000 
Z + 5.000                                     θ - .100 
NOW        SENDING 

COMM               UP                     00 
00 . X1.  0 .  300 . 3. 000 
NOW        SENDING 
 

COMM               UP                     10.010 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG         POS                    PARA 

COMM               UP                     10.0100 
G00          X + 10.000                  Y – 20.000 
Z + 5.000                                     θ - .100 
COMMUNICATION              ERR              23 

COMM               UP   LOAD 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG         POS                    PARA 

COMM               UP   LOAD 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG         POS                    PARA 
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-3 External Communication (COMM)  
 Programs, position data, parameter data, ect. Are 

up and down loaded between the personal 
computer. See RS-232C Conditions. 

 When  F3 is pressed, the External Communication 
Mode of the Program Mode becomes active. 
 
F1    Up                                 F2    DOWN 
        Up load                                  Down load 
Up   :This machine -> External unit such as PC 
DOWN: External unit such as PC -> This 
machine 

 
1 UP-load 
  

This machine -> External unit such as PC 
 
 

 When  F1  is pressed, the Up-load Menu is 
activated. 
 
F1 PROG                                 F2   POS 
     Program                                      Position data 
 
F3 PARA 
     Parameter data 

 When  F1  is pressed, the Program Up-load Menu 
is activated. 
 
When F2 is pressed, the Position Data Up-load 
Menu is activated. 
 
When F3 is pressed, the Parameter Data Up-load 
Menu is activated. 
 
Press F2   EXIT    to return to the previous Menu 
 
Press F1 START   to start the communication 
mode.  

 
 

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APP                POS             COMM                    CLR 

COMMUNICATION             MODE                          
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
UP                   DOWN 

COMMUNICATION             MODE                          
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
UP                   DOWN 

COMM                      UP          LOAD                          
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG         POS                  PARA 

COMM    UP     LOAD 
PROGRAM      UP      LOAD              1 
 
START                     EXIT 

COMMUNICATION             MODE                          
POSITION      UP      LOAD              1 
 
START                     EXIT 

COMMUNICATION             MODE                          
PARAMETER      UP      LOAD              1 
 
START                     EXIT 
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 If F1 is pressed when the Up-load Menu is active, a 
specified data is transmitted to the outside world. 
The data which is being transmitted is displayed on 
the loader. The display to the left is an example of 
the program up-load. All program stored are 
transferred. 

  
The display to the left is a position data up-load. 
Only the position data set is transferred. 
 

  
The display shown to the left is an example of 
parameter data up-load. 
 

  
If ESC is pressed when the up-load menu is active, 
the program returns to the previous menu. 
 

  
If a communication error is generated, an error 
display as shown to the left appears. 
 

 If ESC is pressed, the program returns to the former 
menu. Irregularities must be solved and 
transmission must be repeated. 
 

  
When transmission is completed normally, the 
program returns to the original menu. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

COMM           UP                    10  010                        
G00          X + 10.000                  Y – 20.000 
Z + 5.000                                     θ - .100 
NOW         SENDING 

COMM           UP                    0 1 2 3                      
X + 10.000                                  Y – 20.000 
Z + 5.000                                     θ - .100 
NOW         SENDING 

COMM           UP                    00                        
00. X1. 0. 300.3.000 
 
NOW         SENDING 

COMM           UPLOAD                     
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
NOW         SENDING 

COMM           UP                    10  0100                       
G00          X + 10.000                  Y – 20.000 
Z + 5.000                                     θ - .100 
COMMUNICATION              ERR                23 

COMM           UPLOAD                     
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG            POS                      PARA 

COMM           UPLOAD                     
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG            POS                      PARA 
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 If F1 is pressed during the Down-load Menu, a data 
specified id transmitted to the outside world. 
The data transmitted is displayed on the loader. 
The display to the left is an example of program 
down-load. 

  
The left is an example of position data down-load. 
 

  
The left is an example of parameter data down-load 
 

  
If ESC is pressed when the Down Load Menu is 
ON, the program returns to the original menu. 
 

  
If a communication error is generated, it is 
displayed as shown to the left. 
 

 Format errors are displayed as they are generated. 
The example to the left shows that a GMI code is 
missing at the front of the down-load of an 
application program. 
Refer to the Error Codes of the monitor Codes for 
details. 
 
<note> If an application program does not have 
M31 command at its beginning, the program 
number and line number will be meaningless and 
an error will be displayed after receiving a M30 
command 

 The program returns to the original menu when 
ESC is pressed. The irregularities must be solved 
and the transfer should be repeated. 
 

  
The program returns to the original menu when the 
transfer is completed normally. 
 

 

COMM           DOWN              10   010                     
G00          X + 10.000                  Y – 20.000 
Z + 5.000                                     θ - .100 
NOW                 RECEIVING 

COMM           DOWN              0 1 2 3                     
X + 10.000                                  Y – 20.000 
Z + 5.000                                     θ - .100 
NOW                 RECEIVING 

COMM           DOWN                                  00             
00. X1. 0. 300.3.000 
 
NOW                 RECEIVING 

COMM           DOWN           LOAD                     
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG            POS                      PARA 

COMM           DOWN              10   010                     
G00          X + 10.000                  Y – 20.000 
Z + 5.000                                     θ - .100 
COMMUNICATION              ERR               23 

COMM           DOWN              10   010                     
00  X + 10.000                            Y – 20.000 
Z + 5.000                                     θ - .100 
WITHOUT               GMI         ERR              01 

COMM           DOWN           LOAD                     
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG            POS                      PARA 

COMM           DOWN           LOAD                     
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG            POS                      PARA 
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2 Down-load (DOWN) 
  

This machine -> Outside (PC, ect.) 
 
 
 

  
The Down-load Menu is activated by pressing  
F2 
F1 PROG                               F2 POS 
     Program                                  Position data 
F3 PARA 
     Parameter data 
 

  
Program Down-load Menu is activated by 
pressing F1 PROG 
 
Position Data Up-load Menu is activated by 
pressing F2 POS 
 
Parameter Data Up-load Menu is activated by 
pressing F3 PARA 
 
Press FS EXIT to exit the current menu 
 
Press F1 START to start the communication 
mode. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

COMMUNICATION       MODE 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
UP                DOWN 

COMM           DOWN           LOAD                     
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG            POS                      PARA 

COMM           DOWN           LOAD                     
PROGRAM     DOWNLOAD          
 
START                EXIT 

COMM           DOWN           LOAD                     
POSITION      DOWNLOAD          
 
START                EXIT 

COMM           DOWN           LOAD                     
PARAMETER      DOWNLOAD          
 
START                EXIT 
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10-4. Clear Program CLR 
 The application programs are cleared on the 

basis of the program number. 
Refer to the Parameter Operation for 
clearing completely. 

 When F4 is pressed, Clear Mode on the 
basis of one program at a time is activated 
and the program number is requested. 
 
 

 The program number to be cleared is 
inputted by pressing NUM key. 
 
 
In this example, “1” , “0”  are pressed. 

 When ENT is pressed, the display shows 
that the program has been cleared or not. 
 
 

  
If ENT is pressed again, the display shows 
that the program specified is deleted. 
 

 When clearing is finished, the former 
display returns. 
This is true even when there is no program 
in the program number specified. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PROG       MODE 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APP      POS                    COMM               CLR 

PROG          MODE                                    DEL 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG            NUMBER                      = 0 

PROG          MODE                                    DEL 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG            NUMBER                      = 10 

PROG          MODE                                    DEL 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG            = 10       DELETE     1 

PROG          MODE                                    DEL 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
NOW            DELETING 

PROG          MODE                                    DEL 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
APP      POS                    COMM               CLR 
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11. Operation of Parameter Mode 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11.1  Functional Drawing of Parameter mode 
 
    When              is pressed, the program goes back to the previous mode display. 
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11-1.  Operating Conditions for Automatic Operation (EXE COND) 
  

The coordinates of each axis is the current position. 
In this example, all axes are at 0.000mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 When the PARA switch is at the ON side: 
 
If   F4   is pressed, the parameter Operating Mode 
becomes active. 
 
If   ESC   is pressed, the previous mode becomes active. 
(Mode Input Wait Mode). 
 
      F1   NEXT                         F2   PRVS 
             Go to next operation   Go to previous operation 
 
F3       F4   are expressed in Function Key. 
 
F1   This moves the settings from the bottom to the top of  
        the system display. The very top goes to the very   
        top. 
 
F2    This moves the setting from the bottom to the top of 
         the system display.  The very top goes to the very  
         bottom. 
 
 

 When the PARA switch is at the 1 side: 
The display shown to the left appears and the parameter 
operation becomes impossible. 
Press   ENT   and bring the display back to the original.  
Then, turn the PARA switch back to ON and start the 
Parameter Operation Mode again. 

 In case of an error such as setting the range, press   ESC   
so that the item can be reset. The display shown to the left 
shows a case in which the range of variable speed ramp is 
set to 1~100, however, 200 was set instead. 
 

The following examples are for MC-430 excluding special cases.  The following 
explanations are for starting from top to the bottom. 

MODE      7 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG        PLAY MANU PARA 

MODE      7 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
 
PROG        PLAY MANU PARA 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
X    1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PREV # Y 

PARAMETER 
PARAMETER    UNABLE 
PLEASE    CHANGE      
PARAMETER    SWITCH 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
X    200                     10.000 
  100.000 
BAD   NUMBER    ERR        03 
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11.1  Operating Conditions for Automatic operation (EXE COND) 
 
SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

This sets the default value for the operating 
conditions of the Play Mode. 
When this setting mode becomes active, the 
operating condition setting menu for X-axis 
becomes active. 
 
The displays to the left show the following: 
    1                     :      Variable speed ramp   [%] 
    10.000            :      Self-starting speed    [mm/sec] 
    100.00            :      Max. speed               [mm/sec] 
The cursor sets the variable speed ramp first. 

SNC-440  
 
The range of setting is 1~100[%].  See Table 4-1, 
List of Specification(1). 
 
In this example, 5, 0, ENT are pressed for 50% 

SNC-440 
 

In this case, the cursor sets the self-starting speed 
using the equation below.  Set up value. speed / 
second [mm / sec]= 
Moving amount for 1 pulse [mm / pulse] x Pulse rate 
[Pulse / sec]  
 
In this example, 5, ENT  are pressed and 
5.000mm/sec is set. 

SNC-440 The cursor sets the maximum speed here.  The 
method of setting here is the same as above. 
 
 
In this example, 5, 0, ENT are pressed and 
50.000mm/sec is set. 

SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

X-axis is set first, then Y-axis.  The setting method 
is the same as the X-axis 
 
Press  F3, F4 can change the setting axis. 
 
 
 
 
 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
X    1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS # Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
X    1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
X    50                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS # Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
X    50                     5 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS # Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
X    50                     5 
  50 
NEXT PRVS # Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
Y     1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
Y            1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS X Y 
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SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

 
This sets the conditions for the origin search 
operation.  When this mode starts, the menu goes into 
setting up the operating conditions for X-axis. 
As shown to the left, the cursor appears at the variable 
speed ram setting position and sets it first. 
 
    1                         : Variable speed ramp    [%] 
    10.000                : Self-starting speed       [mm / sec] 
    100.000              : Maximum speed          [mm / sec] 
 

SNC-440 The range of setting is from 1 to 100 [%]. 
See The List of Specifications of Table 4-1 for details. 
 
In this example,  5, 0, ENT  are pressed to set to 50% 
 

SNC-440 In this case, the cursor sets the self-starting speed 
using the equation below. 
Set up value. speed / second [mm / sec]= 
  Moving amount for 1 pulse [mm / pulse] x Pulse rate 
[ Pulse / sec]  
 
In this example, 5, ENT  are pressed and 
5.000mm/sec is set. 
 

SNC-440 The cursor sets the maximum speed here.  The 
method of setting here is the same as above. 
 
In this example,  5,0, ENT pressed and 50.000mm/sec 
is set 
 

SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

X-axis is set first, then Y-axis. The setting method 
stays the same for both axis. 
 
 
Press   F3, F4  will change the setting axis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
Y     1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
Y            1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
Y     1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
Y     1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
Y     1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
Y     1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER      EXE         COND 
Y     1                     10.000 
  100.000 
NEXT PRVS X Y 
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11-3.  Is Monitor Display Needed or Not   (DISPLAY) 
 This determines whether the display for the monitor 

should be used or not when the application program for 
the Play Mode is executed.   
 
If the setting is to “Use display,” it will take some 
processing time for programming steps, etc. 
See Timing Chart for details of processing time. 
 
If the setting is “Not to use display”, the processing 
speed will be the same as that of connecting the loader 
to this machine.  We recommend “Not to use display” 
other than the time when checking operations. 
 
             Values set              Contents of seething 
               NEED                  Display is needed 
             NEEDLESS           Display is not needed 
 

   
                                            NEEDLESS -> NEED 
 
When  “+/-“  is pressed, the setting changes from  
 
NEED to NEEDLESS.  This is different from the above 
example. 
 

  
If  ENT or  F1 is pressed, RAMP is set. 
 
If  F2 is pressed, the setting goes back to RET COND.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PARAMETER      DISPLAY 
NEED 
 
NEXT PRVS  

PARAMETER      DISPLAY 
NEEDLESS 
 
NEXT PRVS  
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11-4.   Acceleration System(RAMP) 
 
SNC-430 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

 
This sets the acceleration system (pattern) 
of each axis.  The range is 0~8.  See 
“Table of Acceleration System” and the 
“Acceleration Image” below. 
 
First, the X-axis is specified. 
 
 
 

SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

 
Enter   Num   key is press   Ent 
 
9 is ignored. 
 
In this example,   /3 Ent are pressed. 
Now, the next axis is specified. 
 
If   F3  or   F4 is pressed, the program 
moves to the previous axis or the next 
axis. 
 
If   ENT   Key is pressed instead of   Num   
key, the set up remains as before. 

 Other axes are set up similarly. 
 
If   ENT  or   F1  is pressed, when θ-axis 
of MC-430 or Y-axis of MC-230 is being 
set, the Motor Set up the program is 
activated. 
In either case, if   F2   key is pressed, the 
program returns to the DISPLAYsetting. 

 
 

Set up Set up details Contents Shop Image 
0 Trapezoidal 

Drive 
Linear Pattern  

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Pattern 1 
Pattern 2 
Pattern 3 
Pattern 4 
Pattern 5 
Pattern 6 
Pattern 7 
Pattern 8 

 
 
 
S-curve pattern 

The angle of the S-curve 
becomes stepper as the value 
used to set becomes larger. 
 
 
Set u p pattern 

 
 

PARAMETER        RAMP 
X = 5   Y = 3 
Z = 7                      θ = 0 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER        RAMP 
X = 5   Y = 3 
Z = 7                      θ = 0 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER        RAMP 
X = 5   Y = 3 
Z = 7                      θ = 0 
NEXT PRVS X Y 

PARAMETER        RAMP 
X = 5   Y = 3 
Z = 7                      θ = 0 
NEXT PRVS X Y 
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11-5. Motor Types and Sensor Logic (MOTOR) 
 
SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

This is used to set up the motor types and sensor logic. 
First, the X-axis is set up. 
 
See Motor/Sensor Setup Table XYZθ AXIS Connector for 
more details. 
 
There is only two types of setup display.  Every time    / 
is pressed, the setup display changes. 
   

SNC-440  
If        is pressed, the display will change from STP to SRV. 
 
 
 

SNC-440  
If        is pressed again, SRV goes back to STP 
 
 
 

SNC-440   
If   Ent   is pressed, the program goes back to the Setup 2 
 
If the display remains the same, press   Ent. 
 

SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240  

 
If the following set up is used and   Ent   is pressed when 
the setting 9 is on, the program moves to setting upY-axis. 
 
It is possible at anytime to call axes displayed by   F3   F4 
 
By pressing   F3   or   F4 
 
If   Ent   is pressed when the setting up”9” for θ-axis of 
SNC-430 or when setting up “9” for Y-axis of MC-230, the  
program 
 
Returns to RET SEQ.  The same will occur if F1 is pressed 
when any kind of display is on. 
 
If F2 is pressed when any kind of display is showing, the 
program will return to setting up RAMP 

 
 

PARAMETER       X MOTOR 
1 = STP                2 = CW    3 = 2               4 = P 
5 = P           6 = P         7 = Z        8 = P      9 = P 
NEXT          PRVS          #                 Y 

PARAMETER       X MOTOR 
1 = STP                2 = CW    3 = 2               4 = P 
5 = P           6 = P         7 = Z        8 = P      9 = P 
NEXT          PRVS          #                 Y 

PARAMETER       X MOTOR 
1 = STP                2 = CW    3 = 2               4 = P 
5 = P           6 = P         7 = Z        8 = P      9 = P 
NEXT          PRVS          #                 Y 

PARAMETER       X MOTOR 
1 = STP                2 = CW    3 = 2               4 = P 
5 = P           6 = P         7 = Z        8 = P      9 = P 
NEXT          PRVS          #                 Y 

PARAMETER       X MOTOR 
1 = STP                2 = CW    3 = 2               4 = P 
5 = P           6 = P         7 = Z        8 = P      9 = P 
NEXT          PRVS          #                 Y 

PARAMETER       X MOTOR 
1 = STP                2 = CW    3 = 2               4 = P 
5 = P           6 = P         7 = Z        8 = P      9 = P 
NEXT          PRVS          #                 Y 

PARAMETER       X MOTOR 
1 = STP                2 = CW    3 = 2               4 = P 
5 = P           6 = P         7 = Z        8 = P      9 = P 
NEXT          PRVS          #                 Y 
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No. Contents Setup Contents of setup 
1 Motor Types STP 

SRV 
Stepping motor 
Servo Motor 

2 Forward clock CW 
CCW 

CW clock 
CCW clock 

3 Clock type 1 
2 

Clock 1 
Clock2 

4 Clock output logic P 
N 

Positive logic 
Negative logic 

5 Overrun logic P 
N 

Positive Logic 
Negative logic 

6 Near origin logic P 
N 

Positive logic 
Negative logic 

7 Types of origin sensors S 
Z 

Origin sensor 
Z-phase signal 

8 Origin logic P 
S 

Positive logic 
Negative logic 

9 Alarm logic P 
N 

Positive logic  
Negative logic 

Table 11-2.  Motor/Sensor Setup Table 
 
     (1)  No. 1.  Motor Types 
     When the SRV is set, the In Position input signal used for the servo motor driver 
interface, the Deviation Counter Over input signal and the Deviation Counter Reset 
output signal operate automatically for the servo motor.  The current Off input uses 
the logic which is opposite of the STP.  The Deviation Counter Reset of M04 works 
for either setting.  However, in cases of the Home point search, it supports the 
operation which is unique to the SRV setting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11-3.   SRV/STP Operations                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11-4.  SRV/STP Current Off 
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11-6  Home Point Search Sequence (RET SEQ) 
      Refer to the Home Point Search Sequence of 7-1 for the home point search 
operations 
 
 
 
11-7 Closed Loop Control (CLOSED) 
 
SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

This is used to set the Closed Loop Control. 
The setup values are shown below. 
 
        
                           Closed Control 
         OFF           No 
         ON             Yes (Compensation is used) 
         STP            Yes (Compensation is not 
used) 
 
 
         F3   F4                        are used to set axes. 
 

SNC-440 When      /+     is pressed, the program changes 
to setting OFF. 
 
Every time    /+     is pressed, the program 
changes FROM on SRP OFF ON. 
 

SNC-440 Next axis is set when      ENT        is pressed. 
 
Other axes are set in the same manner. 

SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

When setting up the 0-axis for MC-430 is 
completed, the display shown to the left 
appears; when setting up the Y-axis for MC-
230 is completed, the display shown to the left 
appears. 
 
The above is used to set the rage of 
compensation when ON or STP 
are set.  The same setup is used when OFF is 
set, but this setup is not used. 
 
If there is a difference greater than the set value 
after specifying the position, either the 
compensation operation or abnormality occurs.  

SNC-440 NUM      is used to input the range of 
compensation operation 
 
The example to the left used “0” “.” “5”               
to input data. 

PARAMETER    CLOSED 
 X = STP                                           Y =  ON 
Z  =  OFF                                          θ =   OFF 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER    CLOSED 
X = STP                                           Y =  ON  
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER    CLOSED 
X = OFF                                           Y =  ON 
Z  =  OFF                                          θ =   OFF 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER    CLOSED 
X = OFF                                           Y =  ON 
Z  =  OFF                                          θ =   OFF 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER    CLOSED 
X = 0.010                                         Y =  0.005 
Z  =  0.100                                      θ =   0.001 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
 X = 0.010                                         Y =  0.005 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PROG                MODE                         0  000 
X = 0.5                                           Y =  0.005 
Z  =  0.100                                      θ =   0.001 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          
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SNC-440 When           /1   ENT           are pressed, Y- axis is set. 

 
Y-axis is set in the same manner as X-axis 

SNC-440 In this example,          ENT  /2    ENT   /3           are 
pressed. 
 
 
 

SNC-440 A case with MC-430: 
 
If     ENT      or      F3      is pressed (for either X or Y 
axis), the program changes to set Z and θ axes. 
 
If      F3    is pressed when the display to the left is 
shown, the program returns to setting up X and Y 
axes. 

 When setting up the order of home point search of θ-
axis of MC-430 
When setting up the order of home point search of Y-
axis of MC-230 
 
If      ENT   or    F1   is pressed (for either setting 
above), next CLOSED setting is activated. 
 
If     F2   is pressed for any kind of setting, the 
program returns to the original MOTOR setting.  

Explanation regarding the order 
of home point search 

The operating modes related to this setting: 
*  Home point search in Manual Mode 
*  External home point search signal input 
*  Activating the application program of Play 
Mode 
 
However, when setting NEED at Need RET of the 
Parameter   Operation                                                 

SNC-440 When   ENT     is pressed, the programs moves to 
setting up the next  Y-axis. 
 
Other axes are set in the same manner.  

 If    ENT   is pressed when setting up-0 axis for MC-
430, the program moves to next ENCONDER setup 
If   ENT    is pressed when setting up Y-axis for MC-
230, the program moves to the next ENCODER setup. 
If    FI     I pressed for any kind of setup, the program 
moves to the next ENCODER setup 
If    F2    is pressed for any kind of setup, the program 
returns to the original RET SEQ setting up. 

 

PARAMETER                           RET                      DEQ 
X =  FORWARD                          1                          1 
Y  =  REVERSE                           1                          2 
NEXT                 PRVS                    Zθ 

PARAMETER                           RET                      DEQ 
X =  FORWARD                          1                          1 
Y  =  REVERSE                           1                          2 
NEXT                 PRVS                    Zθ 

PARAMETER                           RET                      DEQ 
X =  FORWARD                          2                          1 
Y  =  REVERSE                           1                          0 
NEXT                 PRVS                    XY 

PARAMETER                 CLOSED 
X = 0.5                                           Y =  0.005 
Z  =  0.100                                      θ =   0.001 
NEXT                 PRVS                    XY 
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11-8 Encoder Input Conditions (ENCODER) 
 

SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

The input conditions for the encoder used by the Closed Loop 
Control and Teaching Operation are set up. 
 
 
           X                =                  0                          1                      0 
           ↑                                     ↑                          ↑                      ↑ 
        Name                          Ratio of                 Method          
Direction  
       of axis                      Multiplication           of input 

 
Values                 Ratio of                  Values            Method        Values           Direction      
   Set               Multiplication                 set               of input           set 
     0                          x1                            0               Internal             0                Forward 
     1                          x2                            1               External            1                Reverse 
     2                          x4 
     3                     2 clocks   
 
Multiplication ratio:  It is possible to set 0-2 when A and B phases are using 90° phase       
signals. The inputting method is set externally. (the 90° phase signal is not used for the 
internal input.) Use the 3rd set up for the internal input. 
 
Method of input:        Set 1 when the encoder signal of XYZθ AXIS Connector is used. 
                                   Set 0 if the internal clock signal of this machine is used instead of  
                                   the encoder signal above. In this case, the only possible  
                                   multiplication ratio is 2 clocks. Therefore, the clock type for setting  
                                   MOTOR must be 2 (2 clocks). 
Direction:                   When 0 (forward) is set, the CW clock direction adds the encoder 
                                   coefficient.  
                                   When 1 (Reverse) is set, the CCW clock direction subtracts the 
                                   encoder coefficient. They must match systems.  
 

SNC-440 Use    NUM     key to input 0 ~ 3. Other numbers are ignored. 
 
In this example,             /1  ENT           are pressed. 
 

SNC-440 The method of input and the direction are set up in the similar 
way. In these cases, numbers other than 0 and 1 are ignored. 
 
In this example,    ENT    is left alone without change and     /1  
ENT 
are pressed. 
The Y-axis is set as shown to the left. 

 

PARAMETER                 ENCODER 
X = 0  1  0                                           Y =  1   0   1 
Z  =  2   1  1                                      θ =   3  0  0 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER                 ENCODER 
X = 0  1 0                                         Y = 1  0  1 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER                 ENCODER 
X = 0  1  0                                           Y =  1   0   1 
Z  =  2   1  1                                      θ =   3  0  0 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER                 ENCODER 
X = 0  1  0                                           Y =  1   0   1 
Z  =  2   1  1                                      θ =   3  0  0 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          
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              Figure 11-8 Conceptual Drawing of Encoder Count. 
 

SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

Each axis is set up in the similar way. 
When setting up 0-axis for MC-430 is completed, the amount of 
moving 1 pulse of the encoder input is set. Similar procedure takes 
place when the Y-axis is set for MC-230. This is shown to the left. 
The relationship between the encoder pulse and the amount of 
movement is shown below.  
      (Amount of movement) = (The setup shown to the left)x 
           (The number of Encoder pulses [including the 
multiplication 
                 ratio]) 2 clocks is calculations x1 ratio. 
 

 SNC-440 The amount of movement for 1 clock of the encoder of X-axis is  
 
Inputted using    NUM   key. 
 
In this example,                                                              are used. 

SNC-440 When   ENT   is pressed, Y-axis setting starts. The similar method 
is used.  
 
 

 If   ENT    is pressed when 0-axis of MC-430 is set up. The 
following COMM set up starts. The same happens for Y-axis of  
 
SNC_230 if    ENT    is pressed. 
 
If    FI    is pressed, for any kind of setting, the next COMM 
setting will also start. 
If    F2   is pressed, when any kind of setting is going on, the 
programs returns to the original CLOSED setting.  
 

 

PARAMETER                 ENCODER 
X = 0  1  0                                           Y =  1   0   1 
Z  =  2   1  1                                      θ =   3  0  0 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER                 ENCODER 
X = 0  1  0                                           Y =  1   0   1 
Z  =  2   1  1                                      θ =   3  0  0 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER                 ENCODER 
X = 0  1  0                                           Y =  1   0   1 
Z  =  2   1  1                                      θ =   3  0  0 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER                 ENCODER 
X = 0  1  0                                           Y =  1   0   1 
Z  =  2   1  1                                      θ =   3  0  0 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          
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11-9 Conditions for RS-232C (COMM) 
 This is used to set up conditions for RS-232C. 

This connector is used to communicate with the host computer. 
Please see RS-232C Connector section for more details. 
F3          AND         F4      are used change settings 

 
The above mentioned setups are shown below by numbers. 
 
      No.                  Contents                  Setup display                     Contents of setup 
 
      1                 Communication                 FULL                                Full-duple 

                          systems 
 
2                     Baud rate                        1200                                1200 baud rate 

                                                                     2400                                2400 baud rate 
                                                                     4800                                4800 baud rate  
                                                                     9600                                9600 baud rate 
                                                                     19200                              19200 baud rate 
 
     3                      Data Bits                         8                                            8 bits 
                                                                     7                                            7 bits 
 
     4                      Stop bits                          2                                            2 bits 
                                                                     1                                            1 bits 
 
    5                     Parity check                      N                                           None 
                                                                     O                                           Odd 
                                                                     E                                            Even 
 
 

 When      /          is pressed, the display changes according to the 
sequence shown above. 
 

 When        ENT      is pressed, the baud rate setting starts. 
The same set up follows. 
 

 This is the No. 5 parity check set up. 
 
 

 At this time, if    F1    is pressed, the program changes to NEED 
RET set up no matter the setting was     ENT   or anything else.  
No matter what setting it is in, if     F2    is pressed, the program 
returns to the original ENCODER set up. 

 

PARAMETER                 COMM 
1 =  FULL                                            
2 = 9600         3 = 8         4 = 1                                5 = N 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER                 COMM 
1 =  FULL                                            
2 = 9600         3 = 8         4 = 1                                5 = N 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER                 COMM 
1 =  FULL                                            
2 = 9600         3 = 8         4 = 1                                5 = N 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          

PARAMETER                 COMM 
1 =  FULL                                            
2 = 9600         3 = 8         4 = 1                                5 = N 
NEXT                 PRVS                                          
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11-10 Home Point Search Needed /Not Needed (NEED RET) 
 Whether the home point is needed or not is decided before 

the execution of programs as the application program of the 
Play Mode is activated. 
The time and sequence of the home point search mentioned 
above is determined by RET SEQ. 
 
               Set up display                    Contents 
 
               NEEDLESS                       Not needed 
 
                NEED                                Needed 
 

 When   /+   is pressed, the setup display changes. 
 
 
 
 

 When    ENT   or    F1   is pressed, MAX SPEED is set up.  
 
When     F2    is pressed, the program returns to the original 
COM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PARAMETER                 NEED                          RET 
NEEDLESS 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                     

PARAMETER                 NEED                 RET 
NEED 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                 
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11-11 Maximum Speed Range (MAX SPD) 
 This sets up the maximum speed range of the operating conditions. It is 

possible to select the following 3 levels of speed range. However, the 
speed is not specified by the pulse rate as shown below. Is uses 
<mm/sec, etc. 
 
     Setup display                                           Contents 
     SLOW                               Low speed mode (MAX=65.53Kpps) 
     NORMAL                         Standard mode ( MAX=819.187Kpps) 
     FAST                                High speed mode (MAX=1638.375Kpps) 

 When    + / -      is pressed, the setup display changes.  
 
 

 If    ENT     or F1     is pressed, the next 1 PULSE set up becomes 
active. 
 
If    F2    is pressed, the program returns to NEED RET. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PARAMETER                 MAX                   SPD 
NORMAL 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                 

PARAMETER                 MAX                   SPD  
FAST 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                 

PARAMETER                 MAX                   SPD 
SLOW 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                 
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11-12 Amount of 1 PULSE Move (1 PLUSE) 
SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

This sets the amount of movement for 1 pulse of each axis. It determines 
how many mm the machine system will move for 1 pulse of each motor. 
For instance, let us assume a driving system which has a ball screw with 
10mm lead directly connected to a motor whose resolution for one 
revolution is 1000. Then, the amount of 1 pulse movement is: 
      10mm/REV      1000pulse/REV=0.01mm/pulse 
When the above is set, X-axis is questioned. 
 
F3 F4           are used for changing the set up of axes.  

SNC-440  
Use     NUM      key to input the amount of movement per 1 pulse 
 
In this example,                                               are used. 
 

SNC-440 If     ENT    pressed, the program moves to set up the next Y-axis. 
Similar procedure is used to set up each axis. 

 If   ENT     pressed, the program returns to the LIMIT setting. 
 
If  F2   or   F2  is pressed when any kind of setting is going on, the 
program returns to the LIMIT or MAX SPD setting. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PARAMETER                 1          PULSE 
X + 0.010                      Y + 0.010 
Z + 0.100   θ + 0.500 
NEXT                 PRVS                                 

PARAMETER                 1          PULSE 
X + 0.010                      Y + 0.010 
Z + 0.100   θ + 0.500 
NEXT                 PRVS                                 

PARAMETER                 1          PULSE 
X + 0.010                      Y + 0.010 
Z + 0.100   θ + 0.500 
NEXT                 PRVS                                 

PARAMETER                 1          PULSE 
X + 0.010                      Y + 0.010 
Z + 0.100   θ + 0.500 
NEXT                 PRVS                                 
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11-13 Software Limit (LIMIT) 
SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

This sets the software limit of each axis. 
The software limits the forward and reverse directions at the position of 
the absolute coordinate system so that the positions will not exceed 
their limits. Error messages are issued just before such commands. 
              Error Codes 22 
 
First, the forward limit of X-axis is set. Each axis will have its forward 
limit to the left and reverse limit to the right. Be very careful not to 
make mistakes setting up the codes. 
 
 

SNC-440 Use    NUM   key to set up values. Press     /    to change codes.  
 
Codes change every time    /    key is pressed. 
 
In this example,    “1” “2” “3” “.” “4”   are pressed. 
 

SNC-440 If     ENT     is pressed, setting up for reversing the X-axis starts. The 
Y-axis is setup in the same way.  

SNC-440 Press   F3, F4   will change the axis of setting. 
 
 
 
 
 

 Press   ENT     returns the program to POINT setting. 
 
If   F1   or    F2    is pressed when any kind of setting is going on, the 
program returns to the POINT or 1 PULSE setting.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PARAMETER                 LIMIT 
X +9999.999X – 9999.999     
Y + 1000.000Y – 500.000 
NEXT                 PRVS           XY                     Zθ 

PARAMETER                 LIMIT 
X +9999.999X – 9999.999     
Y + 1000.000Y – 500.000 
NEXT                 PRVS           XY                     Zθ 

PARAMETER                 LIMIT 
X +123.4          X – 9999.999     
Y + 1000.000Y – 500.000 
NEXT                 PRVS           XY                     Zθ 

PARAMETER                 LIMIT 
X +123.4          X – 9999.999     
Y + 1000.000Y – 500.000 
NEXT                 PRVS           XY                     Zθ 

PARAMETER                 LIMIT 
X + 123.4                      Y + 2345 
Y + 1500   Y – 10.5 
NEXT                 PRVS           XY                     Zθ 
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11-14 Setting Up Decimal Point  (POINT) 
SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

This sets up the number of digits after the decimal point 
for the coordinate display of each axis. 
 
                            Values                        Examples 
 

0 +1234567 
 
3 -1234.567 
 
6 +1.234567 

 
   F3 F4                   are used to change setting up each 
axis.             

SNC-440 Numbers 0 ~ 6 are entered by    NUM    key. Other 
numbers are ignored. 
 
In this example,      /4        is used. 
 

SNC-440 When         ENT    is pressed, Y-axis setting starts. 
 
Use the same method.  

 Press   ENT   return the program to BACKLASH 
setting starts. 
 
If   F1  or   F2  is pressed when any kind of setting is 
going on, the program returns to the BACKLASH or 
LIMIT setting.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PARAMETER                                                POINT 
X = 3                                          Y = 3 
Z + 0   θ = 6 
NEXT                 PRVS                                 

PARAMETER                                              POINT 
X = 3                                          Y = 3 
 
NEXT                 PRVS                                 

PARAMETER                                             POINT 
X = 4                                          Y = 3 
Z + 0   θ = 6 
NEXT                 PRVS                                 

PARAMETER                                         POINT 
X = 4                                          Y = 3 
Z + 0   θ = 6 
NEXT                 PRVS                                 
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11-15 Set Up if Backlash Is Valid or Not (BACKLASH) 

 This determines if the Backlash Compensation should be made valid 
or invalid. 
 
           Set up display                                       Contents of set up 
                
                   NO                                        Compensation operation used 
 
                   OFF                                       No Compensation operation 

  
When    /+     is pressed, the ON / OFF display changes. 
 
 

 When    F3    is pressured, the current amount of backlash is displayed 
for about 1 second. 
 
The amount of this backlash is measured automatically when the 
setting of BACKLASH is ON or first home point search is active after 
powering on the controller. Therefore, the amount of backlash will be 
0 if BACKLASH is to OFF and the home point search is not active 
after powering on the controller.  

 If   ENT   or   f1   is pressed, the program moves to setting up the next 
MEMORY. 
 
If   F2    is pressed, the program goes back to the original POINT. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PARAMETER                BACKLASH 
BACKLASH               OFF 
 
NEXT                 PRVS           AMOUNT 

PARAMETER                BACKLASH 
BACKLASH               ON 
 
NEXT                 PRVS           AMOUNT 

PARAMETER                  BACKLASH 
X + 0.010                                          Y + .001 
Z + 0.000   θ = 0.100 
NEXT                 PRVS           AMOUNT 

PARAMETER                                         POINT 
X + 0.010                                          Y + .001 
 
NEXT                 PRVS           AMOUNT 
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12. Operation of External Signals 
 This section explains the operations of Program Start Signal, Home Sensor, 
Online Execution, and System Commands. 
 
For each particular operation, please refer to the following illustration: 
 
 Program Activation Signal 
SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

Condition # 1 
The system display when the system which has the 
loader connected is turned ON. 
 
 
 
 

SNC-440 
 
 
 
 
SNC-240 

Condition # 2 
When the display shows that the system which has 
the loader connected is waiting for the mode input. 
 
 
 
 
 

 Condition # 3  
The MONI is 0 and error-free when the when the 
controller is not connected to the loader. 
 
 
 

 The controller can start performing a task if error-
free environment is established. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MC-440                               VER. A. B. C 
       XYZθ 
                                              MYCOM INC 
START 

MC-240                               VER. A. B. C 
       XYZθ 
                                              MYCOM INC 
START 

PARAMETER                                         POINT 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG       PLAY               MANU          PARA 

PARAMETER                                         POINT 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
 
PROG       PLAY               MANU          PARA 
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12-1 Operation by Using Program Start Signal 
This application program performs the program number input signal of the 
INPUT connector. 
If the loader is connected, and parameter mode is set on DISPLAY or NEED, 
the real time signal will be delayed due to the display due to the displaying 
process. 

 The program number of the main program one wishes 
to operate is inputted to the program number of the 
INPUT Connector and  
 
program/start is inputted. 
 

 A case in which no program exists in the program 
number specified: 
If there is the loader, the display to the left is shown. 
The OUTPUT Connector Error output signal goes ON 
irrespective of the loader. 
The output signal goes ON. 
MONI lamp panel is 21 

 A case in which the loader is used for processing: 
 
When press ESC key, the program returns to the 
original Mode Input Wait display and the error output 
signal goes OFF. 
 

 A case in which the loader is not used for processing: 
Press the RESET SIG key will reset the error output 
signal to OFF. 

 A case in which the main program number specified 
exists: 
 
If the loader is connected , the display shown to the left 
will appear.  
 
The MONI lamp of this machine display 1 no matter 
what the loader is connected or not. 
 
When the program is activated, the Ready Output 
signal goes OFF. If the program finishes, it goes ON 
again. 
 

 When the operation is finished, the display to the left 
appears, if the loader is connected. 
 
The MONI lamp of this machine returns to 00. 
 

 
 
 

MODE       7 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG       PLAY               MANU          PARA 

PLAY               MODE 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROGRAM           NO                   ERR                21 

MODE         7 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG       PLAY               MANU          PARA 

PLAY               MODE                   00  0023 
X + 200.000                      Y + 50.125 
Z + 0.000                                             θ + 5.505 
PROG       PLAY               MANU          PARA 

MODE                  7 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG       PLAY               MANU          PARA 
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Figure 12-1 External Start Timing Chart (Normal) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12-2 External Timing Chart (Start signal is longer) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12-3 External Start Timing Chart (Program number error) 
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12-2 Operation of Home Sensor 
 The controller gets the INPUT signal from home sensors to perform the home 
point search. 
 The home sensor can be used no matter what the loader is connected or not 
connected. 

  
If Orig Search is turned ON, the controller will perform the 
home point search based on the INPUT ON status setting of 
the home sensor and the RET SEQ setting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The controller will wait for another mode input entry after 
one executing cycle is completed. 
 
At this time, MONI lamp panel will be 00. 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ORIGIN       SEARCH 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
AXIS = XYZθ                                   RETURNING 

MODE            7 
X + 0.000                      Y + 0.000 
Z + 0.000   θ + 0.000 
PROG              PLAY              MANU            PARA 
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12-3 Online Execution: 
 
 Online Execution uses RS-232 connector to send commands and position data 
from the host computer to the controller or to send position data from the controller to 
the host computer. 
 
On Line Constraints 
Transmission              :This machine   -> Host    
Receiving                   : Host                -> This machine 
θ-axis name                :Q (Q is substituted, because ASCII code dose not have θ. 
Line feed/Return code: Transmit           cr                                cr Hex. No. 0D 
                                     Receive             cr/lf           or       cr          1f Hex No.  0A 
Receive Format 
Command                 The same format as the input field of the Command System and 
Its              
                                 Operation of 6 is used to transfer data from the Host to this 
machine. 
                          <Example> G0X10Y-23.5Z0.1θ-4. 525 cr 
                                              M80 
Position data             This is the same as editing the position data. 
                                  It is moved to the transferred coordinate value, 
                          <Example> X10Y-23.5Z0. 1θ-4. 525     Moves 4 axis  
                                              X10Z0.1                              Moves X and Y axes 
Press END       cr/1f       will end the On Line execution. 
 
RESET                     If an error occurs in this machine, RESET cr/1f  is pressed to 
establish     
                                  a new error-free environment for the controller. 
Mixing of Command and Position data 
It is possible for the receiving format to transfer the above command and position data 
mixed. 

   <Example>(1) G01X+10Y+20 
(2) X+20Y+40 
(3) X+40Y+80 
(4) G00X+10Y+20 
(5) X+20Y+40 

(1) is the linear interpolation operation. Therefore, 
moving the position data of (2) and (3) is linear 
interpolation operation. 

(4) is the PTP operation. Therefore, (5) becomes PTP 
operation. The position data operation when the on line is 
in is PTP operation. 

   
Transmitting Format 
Error generation          When an error is generated, ERR ?? is transferred to the HOST 
                                    and ?? is the transmitting format. 
                           <Example> ERR31    cr        Driver alarm error of X-axis 
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12-4 System Commands 
 
 
 
Command Description 
S00 Download the program 
S01 Download the position data 
S02 Download the setting parameter 
S03 Upload the program 
S04 Upload the position data 
S05 Upload the setting parameter 
S06 Delete the program 
Table 12-1 System Command Table 
 
 
(1) Download (S00, S01, S02) 

When downloading protocos such as S00, S01, S02 are using, the controller 

receives information from the host computer. 

END command will be sent last to end the receiving process. 
The controller will store all information right after it receives the END command. 
Actually, when the storing process is completed, the controller will send an END 
signal back to the host computer. 
 

(2)Upload (S03, S04, S05) 
When uploading protocols such as S03, S04, S05 are using, the controller sends 

the program information as well as position data and setting parameters to the host 

computer. 

END command will be sent last to end the sending process. 
The host computer will stop the uploading process when it receives the END 
command. 
 

(3)Program Delete (S06) 
When program delete protocol S06 is used, the controller will delete all pre-stored 

program. When the controller finishes the deleting process, an END command 

will be sent to stop the deleting process. 

The program number can be set to the same number for each downloading 
process. 
13. Monitor LED and Trouble Shooting 
 
13-1 Monitor LEDs 
 This machine is able to find out the status of itself by using MONI lamp. 
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 When errors are generated in this machine, error messages and error codes are 
displayed on the 4th line of the loader. This causes for errors should be eliminated. 
 
 
 When an error is generated, ESC key or RESET SIGNAL signal are used to 
recover from the error state. The same will take place when a RESET command is 
received from RS-232C.  
 Normal codes are displayed by one digit and error codes are displayed by two 
digits. 
 
 The Monitor Codes and their contents are shown below. 
 
Monitor codes Monitor message Contents of monitors 

00  This is the standby state and nothing is 
activated. 
This stays 00 during operations other than 
the following Monitor 1 ~ 5 (e.g. Program 
mode, manual mode, ect.) 

1 EXTERNAL MODE External mode is being activated 
2 AXIS=????RETURNING External home point search operation in 

progress 
4 ONLINE MODE On Line command in operation 
5 ONLINE MODE G37 command is receiving from On Line 

and the program is operating by G37 
   

Table 13-1 Table of Monitor Codes 
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Error codes and their contents are shown below. 
Error 
codes 

Error message Contents of error 

01 WITHOUT GMI ERR No GMI at the beginning of command for an editing error 
02 BAD CODE ERR The code number following GMI of a command is wrong 

for editing error. 
03 BAD NUMBER ERR Number error during editing or number setting 
04 BAD AXIS ERR Editing error of duplicate axis setting 
05 SYNTAX ERR Editing error related to syntax of command 
06 LINE OVER ERR Editing error of the number of editing lines exceeding 2000 

lines 
07 M31 ERR When editing is finished, there is no M31 command or it is 

wrong. 
08 M30 ERR When editing is finished, M30 is missing  
09 LABEL ERR When the label for editing is used, the destination of a 

jump is missing. 
21 PROGRAM NO ERR The program is missing 
22 SOFT LIMIT ERR The move command is exceeding the soft limit 
23 COMMUNICATION 

ERR 
An error has occurred during RS232C communication 

24 PROGRAM ERR Destination of error jump when a program cannot be 
executed or nestin 

25 EMERGENCY ERR Stop is inoperative during the emergency stop switch or the 
external emergency stop and the above signal came in. 

26 CLOSED ERR Compensation driving did not work even when CLOSED 
Control was used. 

31 X ALARM ERR Driver alarm error during X-axis is operating 
32 X FOR OVER ERR Forward overrun error during X-axis is operating 
33 X REV OVER ERR Reverse overrun error during X-axis is operating 
34 X CFO ERR Deviation counter overflow error during X-axis is 

operating 
41 Y ALARM ERR Driver alarm error during Y-axis is operating 
42 Y FOR OVER ERR Forward overrun error during Y-axis is operating 
43 Y REV OVER ERR Reverse overrun error during Y-axis is operating 
44 Y CFO ERR Deviation counter overflow error during Y-axis is 

operating 
51 Z ALARM ERR Driver alarm error during Z-axis is operating 
52 Z FOR OVER ER Forward overrun error during Z-axis is operating 
53 Z REV OVER ERR Reverse overrun error during Z-axis is operating 
54 Z CFO ERR Deviation counter overflow error during Z-axis is 

operating 
61 θ ALARM ERR Driver alarm error during θ-axis is operating 
62 θ FOR OVER ERR Forward overrun error during θ-axis is operating 
63 θ REV OVER ERR Reverse overrun error during θ-axis is operating 
64 θ CFO ERR Deviation counter overflow error during θ-axis is operating 
70 HARDWARE 

ERROR 
Error inside the Controller. 

Table 13-2 Table of Error Codes  
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13-2. Trouble Shooting 
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14. RS-232C Communication 
 
 
Communication using RS-232C is explained below 
 
Number Contents Setup Display Contents of Setup 
1 Communication system FULL Full Duples 
2 Baud rate 1200 

2400 
4800 
9600 
19200 

1200 baud rate 
2400 baud rate 
4800 baud rate 
9600 baud rate 
19200 baud rate 

3 Data Bits 8 
7 

8 bits 
7 bits 

4 Stop Bits 2 
1 

2 bits 
1 bit 

5 Parity Check N 
O 
E 

None 
Odd 
Even 

 
Table 14-1.  Communication Setting 
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14-1. Communication Protocol 
 This machine has a 256 byte receiving buffer which allows receiving even 
when the system is in operation 

The RST signal goes OFF when less than ¼ of the receiving buffer 
remains.  Then, the Host side should wait until the RST signal goes ON. 
 The RST signal goes on when the remainder of the receiving buffer 
becomes more than ½. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14-1. Conceptual Drawing of Control Signals When Receiving 

 
The control code used are shown below. 
 

cr 0Dh 

lf 0Ah 

 
   H indicates the hex number 
 
The controller is built for the maximum capability of transmitting and receiving 
 
The receiving data per line must be 50 characters or less 
 
Each line must end with cr or cr/lf 
 
When this machine transmits, each line ends with cr 
 
When specifying the name of the axes, the character “Q” replaces “θ” 
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14-2. Communication Format 
(1) Upload 

Upload This mode transfers data from the Host to this machine.  
Three types of data, namely program, position data, and 
parameter operation set up are transferred.  The data 
uploaded can be used for downloading as is.  However, 
having different decimal point set up will result in an 
error.  Thus, it is necessary to correct the location of 
decimal points.  When data is sent to its end, send END 
to indicate it.   

1.Program 
 
M31, 0 
G00X+10.000Y+10.000 
……..(Program) 
…….. 
 
M30 
M31, 10 
G00Z – 10.000Q – 
10.000 
……..(Program) 
…….. 
M30 
END 

Programs are uploaded one line at a time according to 
section “Command System and Contents of 
Operations” 
 
When all the stored programs has been transmitted, 
send END to notify the Host about it 
 
The example to the left shows that Program No’s 0 and 
10 are stored in this machine and other numbers are 
empty 

2.Position data 
 
0000X + 10.000Y + 10.000 
Z + 10.000Q + 10.000 
0001X – 10.000Y - 10.000 
0002Z + 10.000Q + 10.000 
1999X – 10.000Q – 10.000 
END 
 
Except 0000 above, there is 
no position data for all for 
all 4 axes 
 

Uploading position data takes the following form.  
     nnnnX+/-dY+/-dZ+/-dQ+/-d 
     nnnn: Position number       0000~1999 
           d: Coordinate data including decimal point 
Position numbers are transferred sequentially from 
0000 to 1999. 
Numbers without the position data stored will have 
nothing transmitted  
When transmitting data up to 1999 is finished, 
transmission ends with END transmitted. 
In the example shown to the left, the position data 
numbers stored are #000~002 and #1999 only 

3.Parameter The contents of the parameter operation is transmitted 
following the first 2 digit number and a comma(,).  The 
first two digit number indicates the parameter number.  
In case of the 2 axis specifications, data for Z and θ 
axes is not transmitted.  When transmitting the contents 
of the parameter is finished, send END to finish 
transmission.  Refer to the contents of parameter 
transmission of next page. 

The contents of each parameter is transmitted in the manner given in the next table. 
ddd, aaa, and m in the table refer to the following: 
 ddd: signed numeral with decimal point 

aaa: Unsigned absolute value with decimal point 
 m: absolute integer number (used to set up the parameter operations) 
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Parameters Contents of data transmitted 
X EXE COND 00,Xm, aaa, aaa     m sets the ramp.    aaa sets speed 
Y EXE COND 01,Ym, aaa, aaa     m sets the ramp.    aaa sets speed 
Z EXE COND 02,Zm, aaa, aaa     m sets the ramp.    aaa sets speed 
θ EXE COND 03,Qm, aaa, aaa     m sets the ramp.    aaa sets speed 
X RET COND 04,Xm, aaa, aaa     m sets the ramp.    aaa sets speed 
Y RET COND 05,Ym, aaa, aaa     m sets the ramp.    aaa sets speed 
Z RET COND 06,Zm, aaa, aaa     m sets the ramp.    aaa sets speed 
θ RET COND 07,Qm, aaa, aaa     m sets the ramp.    aaa sets speed 
DISPLAY 08,   n                    n is 0 when needless, 1 when need 
RAMP 09, Xm   Ym   Zm   Qm   m sets the ramp pattern 
MOTOR 10, XscbpppzppYscbpppzpp 

               ZscbpppzppQscbpppzpp 
S is 0 when the stepping motor is used.   s is 1 when the servo 
motor is used.  C is 0 when CCW, 1 when CW.  B is 0 when 2 
clocks used, 1 when 1 clock used.  P is p when positive logic is 
used, N when negative clock is used. 
       From left to right: clock output logic, overrun logic, near 
origin logic, origin logic, and alarm logic. 
Z is S when sensor is used, Z when Z-phase is used. 
The sequence of setting is the same as Motor/Sensor Setting 
Table. 

RET SEQ 11, Xn, m, mYn, m, mZn, m, mQn, m, m 
CLOSED 12, Xnaaa YnaaazNnaaaQnaaa 

n is 0 when OFF, C when ON, S when STP 
aaaa sets the range of compensated drive 

ENCODER 13, Xm, m, mYm, m, Mzm, m, Mqm, m, m 
First m sets the multiplication ratio; next m sets inside and outside; 
the last m sets the direction 

ENCODER 14, X=aaa   Y=aaa   Z=aaa   Q=aaa 
                  aaa is the amount of movement for 1 pulse of encoder 

COMM 15, h, m, d, s, p 
F means FULL.  Other letters indicates errors 
M is baud rate 
D is databit, 7 or 8 
S is stop bit, 1 or 2 
P is N when parity none, 0 when odd, and E when even 

NEED RET 16, n 
                 n is 0 when needless, 1 when need  

MAXSPD 17, n 
             n is 0 when low, 1 when normal, and 2 when fast 

1 PULSE 18, X=aaa   Y=aaa   Z=aaaQ = aaa 
                    aaa sets the amount of movement by 1 pulse 

XY LIMIT 19, XdddXdddYdddYddd 
                 ddd is the forward and reverse data of each axis 

Zθ LIMIT 20, ZdddZdddQdddQddd 
                  ddd is the forward and reverse data of each axis 

POINT 21, XmYmZmQm                  m sets the position of decimal points 
BACK RUSH 22,  n              n is 0 when OFF, 1 when ON 
Table 14-3.  Contents of Parameter Transmission  
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15. Assignment of Connector Pins 
 
15-1 XYZθ AXIS Connectors 
 
Connector MR-34RFA (Honda Tsushin Kogyo) [This machine] 
Socket  MR-34M (Honda Tsushin Kogyo) [Accessory] 
Cover  MR-34L  (Honda Tsushin Kogyo) [Accessory] 
 

Pin 
No. 

Signal 
Name 

Contents Circuit diagram 

1 + CW + Output 
Common  

2 - CW -CW output 
3 + CCW + Output 

Common 
4 - CCW -CCW output 

 
5 RSCCW+ RS422Clock 

CCW+ 
6 RSCCW- RS422Clock 

CCW- 
7 RSCW+ RS422Clock 

CW+ 
8 RSCW- RS422Clock 

CW- 

 

9 +CO +Output 
Common 

10 -CO -Current Off 
Output 

11 +CR +Output 
Common 

12 -CR -Counter reset 
output 

 

13 /SETUP In position input 
14 /ALARM Driver alarm 

input 
21 /COF Deviation 

counter over 
input 

23 /F.LS Forward overrun 
input 

24 /R.LS Reverse overrun 
input 

25 /N.H Near home 
sensor input 

26 /HOME Home sensor 
input 

 

 
Table 15-1. XYZθ AXIS Connector Pin Assignment 1 
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Pin 
No. 

Signal 
Name 

Contents Circuit diagram 

15 
 

Z+ 
 

Encoder Z-phase 
+input 

16 Z- Encoder Z-phase 
-input 

17 A+ Encoder A-phase 
+input 

18 A- Encoder A-phase 
-input 

19 B+ Encoder B-phase 
+input 

20 B- Encoder B-phase 
-input 

 
 

22 NC Not connected  

27~30 0V -Power output 
(24V) 

31-34 +24V +Power output 
(24V) 

 

 
Table 15-2. XYZθ Connector Pin Assignment (2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15-1. XYZθ AXIS Connector 
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Signal Name Detailed explanation of signals 
 
± CW 
 
± CCW 

These are clock outputs to the motor. 
When the output transistor is ON, the positive logic is used. 
It is possible to change the output logic by operating parameters. 
When the output clock is set to 1 clock type, the CCW terminal is 
used as the direction signal and the CW terminal is used as the 
clock signal. 
(There is no subject for this sentence) are used as drivers to 
interface with the open collector outputs. 

 
RSCCW ± 
RSCW ± 

These are clock outputs based on the specifications of RS-422 
Line Driver.  
The outputs of these signals are the same as those of ± CW and ± 
CCW. 
(These) are used as interface drivers for the line driver outputs. 

 
 
± CO 

This is used as servo ON output when setting up as a servo motor.  
When setting up a stepping motor, this is used as the motor free 
output. 
This is used as a general purpose output also. 
The clock signal is supplied to the driver even when the motor free 
output is ON. (In case of the Servo ON, the motor free output is 
OFF). 

 
 
± CR 

This is the deviation counter reset output signal of the servo motor 
driver. When the transistor of this signal is ON, the deviation 
counter is in reset state. 
When the manual driver and sensor are operating, the ON 
operation and the OFF operation are separately handled. However, 
when the origin search or the execution is in progress, a one-shot 
pulse (100msec) is generated. 

 
 
/SETUP 

This is the in-position input signal of the servo motor driver. 
This is ignored when the stepping motor is set up. 
This signal is active when it is connected to the photo coupler of 
the input circuit. 
Pins 27 ~ 30 are COMMON for the –power supply. 

 
/ALARM 

This is the alarm input signal of the driver. 
When it is connected to the photo coupler of the input circuit, the 
positive logic is used. It is possible to change the logic by the 
parameter option. 
Pins 27 ~ 30 are COMMON for the –power supply. 

 
 
 
± Z 

This is the Z-phase input signal of the servo motor driver (Origin 
signal). 
This can be set to either the Line Receiver Specification or the 
Photo Coupler Specification when ordering this machine. 
It is possible to set the input signal logic using the parameter 
operation. 
This can be used for the origin search. 
This has the same function as /HOME and can be selected by the 
parameter operation. 
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± A 
± B 

These are input signals for A-phase and B-phase of the encoder. 
Either the Line Receiver Specification or the Photo Coupler 
Specification can be set when ordering this machine. 
These can be used for the Closed Control and the Teaching 
Operation. 
This signal is active when it is connected to the photo coupler of 
the input circuit. 

 
/COF 

This is the deviation counter overflow input signal of the servo 
motor. 
When the motor is set for the stepping motor, this signal is 
ignored. 
This signal is active when it is connected to the input of the photo 
coupler of the input circuit. 

 
/F.LS 
/R.LS 

F.LS and R.LS are forward and reverse overrun input signals 
respectively. 
When it is connected to the photo coupler input of the input circuit, 
the positive logic is used. 
The logic can be changed using the parameter operation. 

 
 
 
/HOME 

This is the origin sensor input signal. 
When this is connected to the photo coupler input of the input 
circuit, the positive logic is used. 
The logic can be changed using the parameter operation. 
This can be used for home point search. 
This has the same function as ±Z and can be selected by the 
parameter operation. 

 
 
/N.H 

This is the near home sensor input signal. 
When this is connected to the photo coupler input of the input 
circuit, the positive logic is used. 
The logic can be changed using the parameter operation. 
This is used for home point search. 

 
+24V 
0V 

This power supply is outputted for external use. 
This is used to supply power to the sensor and used as the 
COMMON (0V) for output signals. 

 
Table 15-3. XYZθ AXIS Signal Explained in Detail 
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15-2 Input Connector 
 
Connector FCN-365P048-AG (Fujitsu)  [This machine] 
Socket  FCN-361J048-AG (Fujitsu)  [Accessory] 
Cover  FCN-360C048-B  (Fujitsu)  [Accessory] 
 
 
 
Pin No. Signal Name Contents Circuit diagram 
A1 /I0 Input Terminal 0 
B1 /I1 1 
A2 /I2 2 
B2 /I3 3 
A3 /I4 4 
B3 /I5 5 
A4 /I6 6 
B4 /I7 7 
A5 /I8 8 
B5 /I9 9 
A6 /I10 10 
B6 /I11 11 
A7 /I12 12 
B7 /I13 13 
A8 /I14 14 
B8 /I15 15 
A9 /I16 16 
B9 /I17 17 
A10 /I18 18 
B10 /I19 19 
A11 /I20 20 
B11 /I21 21 

 

 
Table 15-5. Input Connector Pin Assignment  
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Pin No. Signal name Contents Circuit diagram 
A12 /I22 Input terminal 

22 
B12 /I23 23 
A13 /I24 24 
B13 /I25 25 
A14 /I26 26 
B14 /I27 27 
A15 /I28 28 
B15 /I29 29 
A16 /I30 30 
B16 /I31 31 
A17 /EXT_S Program activated 
B17 /EXT_E External 

emergency stop 
A18 /RESET Reset 
B18 /SS Slow down stop 
A19 /NC Not for use 
B19 /HRET Home point 

search 
A20 /PG0 Program #0 
B20 /PG1 #1 
A21 /PG2 #2 
B21 /PG3 #3 

 

A22~A24  
B22~B24 

0V Input COMMON 
 

 
Table 15-6. Input Connector Pin Assignment 
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   Figure 15-2.  Input Connector 
 
Signal name  Explanation of signals 
/I0 ~ /I31 These are general purpose input terminals. These terminals 

become active when connected to the inputs of the photo-coupler 
of the input circuit. 

/EXT_S This input signal activates the external program. These terminals 
become active when connected to the inputs of the photo-coupler 
of the input circuit. When a program number is set up by /PG0 ~ 
/PG3 and signal is turned ON , the set program is activated. 
This is also used to restart a program which has stopped once. 

/EXT_E This is the external emergency stop input signal. This becomes 
active when it is connected to the photo-coupler input of the input 
circuit. 

/RESET This is the RESET input signal. This is an external RESET used 
when an abnormality has occurred. This becomes active when it 
is connected to the photo-coupler input of the input circuit. 

/SS This input signal is used for reducing speed and stopping. It is 
possible to do it from outside. This becomes active when it is 
connected to the photo-coupler input of the input circuit. 
If this signal is inputted while a program is being executed, the 
program stops temporarily. If a motor is running, this signal will 
cause it to slow down and stop. 
/EXT_S signal or ENT is used to restart the program. If a 
program stops temporarily when a motor is running, the program 
will restart after the remaining operation has been finished. 

/NC Not for use signal. 
This signal is not for use. 

/HRET This is an input signal used to activate the external origin search. 
This becomes active when it is connected to the photo-coupler 
input of the input circuit. 

/PG0 ~ /PG3 This signal sets up a program number to be specified when a 
program is executed by external activation. If 1 is set when this is 
connected to the COMMON, the binary code is used for setting. 
PG0 is LSB and PG# is MSB. 

0V This is the COMMON for general purpose and dedicated uses. 
It is connected to all internal 24V power supply. 

 
Table 15-7. Detailed Description of Output Connector Signal 
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15-3. Output Connector 
Connector FCN-365J024-AG (Fujitsu)  [This machine] 
Socket  FCN-361P024-AG (Fujitsu)  [Accessory] 
Cover  FCN-360C024-B  (Fujitsu)  [Accessory] 
 
Pin No. Signal 

name 
Contents Circuit diagram 

A1 /O0 Output terminal 0 
B1 /O1 Output terminal 1 
A2 /O2 Output terminal 2 
B2 /O3 Output terminal 3 
A3 /O4 Output terminal 4 
B3 /O5 Output terminal 5 
A4 /O6 Output terminal 6 
B4 /O7 Output terminal 7 
A5 /O8 Output terminal 8 
B5 /O9 Output terminal 9 
A6 /O10 Output terminal 10 
B6 /O11 Output terminal 11 
A7 /XMOV Moving in progress, 

X-Axis 
B7 /YMOV Moving in progress, 

Y-Axis 
A8 /ZMOV Moving in progress, 

Z-Axis 
B8 /θMOV Moving in progress, 

θ-Axis 
A9 /RDY Ready 
B9 /NC Not for use 
A10 /ERROR Error 
B10 /HPOS Position of home 

point 

 

A11~A12 
B11~B12 

0V Output COMMON  

 
Table 15-8. Output1 Connector Pin Assignment 
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          Figure 15-3.  Output Connector 
 
 
Signal name Explanation of signals 
/O0 ~ /O11 These are general purpose output terminals. This machine is ON 

when the transistors of these signals are ON. 
/XMOV 
/YMOV 
/ZMOV 
/θMOV 

Each axis is in moving process 
General purpose output /O12 ~ /O15 can be used also. 
/XMOV=/O12     /YMOV=/O13    /ZMOV=/O14    /θMOV=/O15 
Transistor is on indicates the controller is ON. 

/RDY This is an output signal which indicates that it is possible to 
receive the outside signals, namely, /PRO_S and /HRET of the 
INPUT Connector. 
These signals are received when the transistor of this signal is 
ON. 

/ERROR This signal outputs the abnormal status to outside. The transistor 
of this signal goes ON when an error is generated in this machine. 
This signal can be cancelled by the loader or /RESET of the 
INPUT Connector. 

/NC Not for use. 
/HPOS The transistor of this signal goes ON when all axes completed the 

origin search. This transistor stays OFF after the power is turned 
ON and goes ON when the home point search has been 
completed. 
Until then, it stays OFF. 

0V This is the COMMON for all internal 24V power supply and is 
used for general purpose and dedicated outputs. 

 
Table 15-9. Detailed Description of Output Connector1 Signals. 
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15-4. Loader Connector 
 Connector XM0C-0912   (OMRON) [This Machine] 
 Socket  XM2D-0901   (OMRON) [SNC-440PL] 
 Cover  XM2S-0911   (OMRON) [SNC-430PL] 
 
This connector is used for SNC-440PL (Loader).  The loader has a connector attached 
to it.  Therefore, if SNC-440PL I purchased, connections can be made as is.  This is a 
dedicated connector and pin assignment will be omitted.  The standard length of cord 
is 2m.  Up to 5m cord is optional.   
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15-5. RS-232C Connector 
 
Connector XM3B-0922-111  (Omron)  [This machine] 
Socket  XM2A-0901  (Omron)  [Accessory] 
Cover  XM2S-0911  (Omron)  [Accessory] 
 
 
Pin No. Signal 

name 
Contents Circuit diagram 

1, 9 NC Not connected  
2 RXD Receive data (Input)  
6 DSR Data sent ready  
8 CTS Transmit allowed (Input)  
3 TXD Transmit Data (Output)  
4 DTR Data Terminal Ready  
7  RTS Transmit Request 

(Output) 
 

5 GND Ground for signals  
 
Table 15-12. RS-232C Connector Pin Assignment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                    Figure 15-4. RS-232C Connector 
 
 
Signal 
name 

Explanation of signals 

RXD Data received serially (From the Host to this machine) 
TXD Data transmitted serially (From this machine to the Host) 
DTR This signal indicates that this machine is ready to receive signals (  

the Host) 
DSR This signal indicates that the host is ready to transmit signals (  this 

machine) 
RTS This signal requests this machine to send signals to the Host. 
CTS It indicates that the Host is ready to transmit 
GND This is the COMMON return for signals. 

 
Table 15-13. RS-232C Connector Signal Described In Detail 
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16. Wiring Examples 
 
16-1. A Wiring Example of XYZθ AXIS Connector 
The following table illustrates the setup of UPS52/53 driver made by MYCOM. 
Please contact MYCOM Sales Department or our distributor if a different kind of 
driver is used. 
 
Items Contents Values set 

STP Stepping motor  Motor types 
SRV Servo motor  
CW CW clock  Forward clock 
CCW CCW clock  
1 1 Clock  Clock type 
2 2 Clock  
P Positive logic  Clock output logic 
N Negative logic  
P Positive logic  Overrun logic 
N Negative logic  
P Positive logic  Near home, home 

logic N Negative logic  
S Origin sensor  Home sensor type 
Z Z-phase signal  
P Positive logic  Alarm logic 
N Negative logic  
OFF Not used  
ON Used (Compensation used)  

Closed control 

STP Used (Compensation not used)  
X1  
X2  
X4  

Encoder clock 
system 

2 Clock  
Forward direction   External  
Backward direction  
Forward direction  

Encode input 
system 

Internal 
Backward direction  

SLOW Low speed mode (65.635K)  
NORMAL Standard mode (819.187K)  

Maximum speed 
range 

FAST High speed mode (3.276M)  
 
Table 16-1. Setup of UPS52/53 Machine 
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                 Figure 16-1. An Example of UPS52/53 Wiring 
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16-2. A Wiring Example of Input Connector 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16-2. An Example of Input Connector Wiring 
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16-3. A Wiring Example of Output Connector 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16-3. An Example of Output Connector Wiring 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 16-4. An Example of RS-232C Connector Wing 
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17.Timing Chart 
 
The execution time and the timing of signals with respect to outside are given below. 
 
17-1. Command Execution Time 
 
 The execution time for each command is the average value. 
 The execution time differs depending on whether the load is connected or not 

Switching between displaying the loader or not is controlled by the parameter 
operation. 
Under multi-tasking movement, the execution time can be applied to multiple 
programs. 
For calculation details, please refer to table 17-1. 
With the loader is displayed and connected:  (Original moving program# - 1) x 
95 
Without the loader and its display : (Original moving program # - 1) x 1 

 
Commands Loader used [ms] Loader not connected 

Loader not displayed [ms] 
G00, G01, G28 Indefinite (Note 1) Indefinite (Note 1) 
G27, G15 Indefinite Indefinite 
G04 95 + 1 x set value +/- 10 1 + 1x set value +/- 1 
G11, G13, G14, G16, 
G37,  
G90, G91, G92, M05, 
M06, 
M20, M21, M30, M31, 
M50, M51, M52, M53, 
M54, M55, M56, M57, 
M60, M70, M72, M98 

 
 
 
95 +/- 10 

 
 
 
1 +/- 1 

M00 Indefinite Indefinite 
M04 200 +/- 50 100 +/- 10 
I00 ~ I31 When conditions are 

established   95  
+/- 10 

When conditions are 
established   1 
+/- 1 

M80, M81 95+ Communication time 
+/-1 

1+ Communication time 
+/-1 

M90 Indefinite Indefinite 
 
   Table 17-1   Commands Execution Time 
 
(Note 1) 
 When these move commands are used, there is a difference in the time to start 
outputting pulses between the time when the ramp is set for S-Curve or when it is set 
for linear operation. 
The average time, t [ms], for the /MOVE signal to go ON is calculated by the 
following equation. 
t = (the number of axes set for S-curve x 6) + (Number of axes set for linear operation 
x 2) +2 
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17-2. External Signal Timing 
 The standard timing values of various signals are given below in ms.   
 The following signals are input signals from the Input connector. 
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18. Setting up for shipping and Optional Cables 
      For setting details, please refer to Parameter Mode. 
      Same setting methods apply to all moving axes. 
 
18-1. Parameters for shipping 

Items Setup items Contents of setup Setup values 
EXE COND Operating conditions 

for unattended 
operation 

Ramp 
Self-start speed 
Max. speed 

1 
300 
3000 

RET COND Operating conditions 
for origin search 

Ramp 
Self-start speed 
Max. speed 

1 
300 
3000 

DISPLAY Is monitor display 
needed or not 

Needed NEED 

RAMP Acceleration system Linear pattern 0 
 
 
 
 
MOTOR 

 
 
 
 
Motor types and 
sensor logic 

Motor types 
Forward clock 
Clock type 
Clock output logic 
Overrun logic 
Near home logic 
Home sensor type 
Home logic 
Alarm logic 

STP 
CW 
BI-CLOCK 
Positive logic 
Positive logic 
Positive logic 
Home sensor 
Positive logic 
Positive logic 

 
RET SEQ 

 
Home point search 
sequence 

Direction of return 
Number of sensors 
Sequence of search 

Reverse 
2 
0 

CLOSED Closed loop control Not performed 
Within compensation 
range 

OFF 
1 

 
ENCODER 

 
Encoder input 
conditions 

x1 
Internal input 
Positive direction 
Amount of 
movement/pulse 

0 
0 
0 
1 

 
 
COMM 

 
 
RS-232C conditions 

Full-duplex 
Baud rate 
Number of data bit 
Number of stop bit 
Parity check? 

FULL 
9600 
8 
1 
N 

NEED RET Origin search needed 
or not 

No needed NEEDLESS 

MAX SPD Maximum speed range Low speed mode SLOW 
1 pulse Amount of movement 

/ pulse 
Amount of movement 1 

LIMIT Software limit Forward 
Reverse 

+9999999 
-9999999 

POINT Set the decimal point None 0 
BACKLAS
H 

Is backlash valid or 
not? 

Compensation is used ON 

   Table 18-1.  Table of Shipping Parameters 
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18-2 Programs Used for Shipping 
     The following programs are stored for shipping. 
 

(1)  SNC-240 
 

 
                     
                                                                                                                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       Figure 18-1.  Shipping Program Movement  (MC-230) 
 
 
 
 
   
 (2)  SNC-440 
                             
 
 
 
 

 

0000  M31, 00                           ; Program No. 0 
 0001  G27XY                            ; Home point search 
 0002  G01X + 9500 Y + 4750   ; Move P1  (Linear  interpolation) 
 0003  G01X + 0Y + 4750          ; Move P2  (Linear interpolation) 
 0004  G01X + 9500Y + 0          ; Move P3  (Linear interpolation) 
 0005  G01X + 4750Y + 9500    ; Move P4  (Linear interpolation) 
 0006  G01X + 0Y + 0                ; Move P5  (Linear interpolation) 
 0007  G01X9770Y + 9570        ; Move P6  (Linear interpolation) 
 0008  M30                                 ; End of Program 
 

0000  M31, 00                          ; Program No. 0 
0001 G27XY                            ; Home point search 
0002 G01X + 9500 Y + 4750  ; Move P1 (Linear interpolation) 
0003 G01X + 0Y + 4750         ; Move P2 (Linear interpolation) 
0004 G01X + 9500Y + 0         ; Move P3 (Linear interpolation) 
0005 G01Z + 4750 Y + 9500   ; Move P4 (Linear interpolation) 
0006 G01Z + 0Y + 0                ; Move P5  (Linear interpolation) 
0007 GO1X 9770Y + 9570      ; Move p6  (Linear interpolation) 
0008 M30                                 ; End Program 
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Figure 18-2.  Shipping Program Movement (SNC-440) 

 

 

 

 

18-3. Position Data 

                  There is no position data stored when shipping 

 

 

0000  M31, 01                           ; Program No. 1 
0001 G27Zθ                              ; Home point search 
0002 G01Z + 9500θ + 0            ; Move P1 (Linear interpolation) 
0003 G01Z + 9500θ + 4750θ   ; Move P2 (Linear interpolation) 
0004 G01Z + 4750θ  + 9500     ; Move P3 (Linear interpolation) 
0005 G01Z + 4750θ + 4750      ; Move P4 (Linear interpolation) 
0006 G01Z + 0θ + 0                  ; Move P5 (Linear interpolation) 
0007 G01Z9770θ + 9570          ; Move P6 (Linear interpolation) 
0008 M30                                  ; End of program 
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18-4. Optional Cables 

 

(1) XYZθ   AXIS Connector Cable  (2m) 

Socket             MR-34M     (Honda Tsushin Kogyo) 
Cover              MR-34L        (Honda Tsushin Kogyo) 
 

No. Signal name Contents Wire Color 
1 + CW + Output COMMON Blue 
2 - CW - CW output Orange 
3 +CCW + Output COMMON Green 
4 - CCW - CCW output Light Brown 
5 RSCCW+ RS422 clock CCW+ Gray 
6 RSCCW- RS422 clock CCW- Red 
7 RSCW+ RS422 clock CW+ Black 
8 RSCW- RS422 clock CW- Yellow 
9 +CO + output COMMON Pink                             
10 - CO - Current OFF output Violet 
11 +CR + output COMMON White 
12 - CR - Deviation counter reset Blue, red, 1 
13 / SETUP In positive Orange, white, 1 
14 / ALARM Driver ALARM Green, white, 1 
15 Z+ Encoder Z-phase + Light brown, white, 1 
16  Z-  Encoder Z-phase - Gray, white, 1 
17 A+ Encoder A-phase + Red. white, 1 
18 A- Encoder A-phase - Black, white, 1 
19 B+ Encoder B-phase + Yellow, black, 1 
20 B- Encoder B-phase - Pink, black, 1 
21 / COF Deviation counter over Violet, white, 1 
22 NU Not connected White, blue, 1 
23 / F. LS Forward overrun Blue, red, 2 
24 / R. LS Reverse overrun Orange, white, 2 
25 / N. H Near home Green, white, 2 
26 / HOME Home Light Brown, white, 2 
27 0V - power supply Gray, white, 2 
28 0V - power supply Red, white, 2 
29 0V - power supply Black, white, 2 
30 0V - power supply Yellow, black, 2 
31 +24V + power supply Light brown, black, 2 
32 +24V + power supply Violet, white, 2 
33 +24V + power supply White, blue, 2 
34 +24V + power supply Blue, black, 1 
Table 18-2.  XYZθ  AXIS Connector Cable 
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(2)  Output Connector Cable  (2m) 

 

                         Socket                         FCN-361P024-AG                          (Fujitsu) 

                         Cover                          FCN-360C024-B                              (Fujitsu) 

 

 

No. Signal name Contents Wire Color 

A1 /00 Output terminal 0 Blue 

A2  /02 Output terminal 2 Green 

A3 /04 Output terminal 4 Gray 

A4 /06 Output terminal 6 Black 

A5 /08 Output terminal 8 Light brown 

A6 /010 Output terminal 10 White 

A7 /XMOV Moving progress, X-axis Orange, white, 1 

A8 /ZMOV Moving in progress, Z-axis Brown, white, 1 

A9 /RDY READY output Red, white, 1 

A10 /ERROR ERROR output Yellow, black, 1 

A11 0V Output COMMON Violet, white, 1 

A12 0V Output COMMON Blue, red, 2 

B1 /01 Output terminal 1 Orange 

B2 /03 Output terminal 3 Brown 

B3 /05 Output terminal 5 Red 

B4 /07 Output terminal 7 Yellow 

B5 /09 Output terminal 9 Violet 

B6 /011 Output terminal 11 Blue, red, 1 

B7 /YMOV Moving progress, Y-axis Green, white, 1 

B8 /θMOV Moving in progress, θ-axis Gray, white, 1 

B9 /NC Not used Black, white, 1 

B10 /HPOS Home position output Pink, black, 1 

B11 0V Output COMMON White, blue, 1 

B12 0V  Output COMMON Orange, white, 2 

 

Table 18-3. Output Connector Cable 
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(3)  Input Connector Table  (2m) 

                        Socket                       FCN-361J048-AG                              (Fujitsu) 
                        Cover            FCN-360C048-B                       (Fujitsu) 
 
No. Signal name Contents Wire color 

A1 /I0 Input terminal  0 Blue 
A2 /I2 Input terminal 2 Green 
A3 /I4 Input terminal 4 Gray 
A4 /I6 Input terminal 6 Black 
A5 /I8 Input terminal 8 Pink 
A6 /I10 Input terminal 10 White 
A7 /I12 Input terminal 12 Orange, white, 1 
A8 /I14 Input terminal 14 Light brown, white, 1 
A9 /I16 Input terminal 16 Red, white, 1 
A10 /I18 Input terminal 18 Yellow, black, 1 
A11 /I20 Input terminal 20 Violet, white,1 
A12 /I22 Input terminal 22 Blue, red , 2 
A13 /I24 Input terminal 24 Green, white, 2 
A14 /I26 Input terminal 26 Gray,  white, 2 
A15 /I28 Input terminal 28 Black,  white, 2 
A16 /I30 Input terminal 30 Pink, black, 2 
A17 /PRG_S Program activation White, blue, 2 
A18 /RESET RESET Orange, black, 1 
A19 /NC Not used Light brown, black, 1 
A20 /PG0 Program No. 0 Red, black, 1 
A21 /PG2 Program No. 2 Pink, red , 1 
A22 0V Input COMMON White, black, 1 
A23 0V Input COMMON Orange, black, 2 
A24 0V  Input COMMON Light brown, black, 2 
B1 /I1 Input terminal 1 Orange 
B2 /I3 Input terminal 3 Light brown 
B3 /I5 Input terminal 5 Red 
B4 /I7 Input terminal 7 Yellow 
B5 /I9 Input terminal 9 Violet 
B6 /I11 Input terminal 11 Blue, red 1 
B7 /I13 Input terminal 13 Green, white, 1 
B8 /I15 Input terminal 15 Gray, white, 1 
B9 /I17 Input terminal 17 Black, white, 1 
B10 /I19 Input terminal 19 Pink, black, 1 
B11 /I21 Input terminal 21 White, blue, 1 
B12 /I23 Input terminal 23 Orange, white, 2 
B13 /I25 Input terminal 25 Light brown, white, 2 
B14 /I27 Input terminal 27 Red, white, 2 
B15 /I29 Input terminal 29 Yellow, black, 2 
B16 /I31 Input terminal 31 Violet, white, 2 
B17 /EXT_E External emergency stop Blue, black, 1 
B18 / SS Slow and Stop Green, black, 1 
B19 /HRET Return to initial origin Gray, black, 1 
B20 /PG1 Program No. 1 A type of red 
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B21 /PG3 Program No. 3 Violet, black, 1 
B22 0V Input COMMON Blue, black, 2 
B23 0V Input COMMON Green, black, 2 
B24 0V Input COMMON Gray, black, 2 

 

Table 18-4. Input Connector Cable 

 

 

 

 

(4)  RS-232C  Connector Cable  (2m) 

                  Socket               XM2A-0901                (OMRON) 

                  Cover                XM2S-0911                 (OMRON) 

 

This has 9 pin and 25 pin D-sub connectors on each end. 

Refer examples of RS-232C Connector Wiring. 

This is a dedicated cable and the wire colors are omitted. 
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19. Dimension of Exterior and Mounting Part 

 

 

Figure 19-1. Dimension of SNC-440 (mm) 
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Figure 19-2. Dimension of SNC-240 (mm) 


